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Abstract
This thesis presents the development of the first SQUID-based ac-magnetometer
built in a dry dilution fridge. The possibility of expanding the frequency respond
from tens of kHz of a commercial magnetometer to the bandwidth of muon-spin
relaxation µSR (MHz), an indirect magnetic probe, which measures magnetic dy-
namics from the depolarisation of fundamental particles, is demonstrated. It opens
a new scenario to investigate classical and quantum magnetic fluctuations by a di-
rect probe in a range of frequencies that have an important role in exotic magnetic
phases. Geometrical spin ices, frustrated magnets where magnetic excitations can
be deconfined forming monopoles are good candidates to investigate. The study of
magnetic fluctuations will help to understand the magnetic dynamics of these ele-
mentary excitations. Quantum spin liquids, frustrated systems without long-range
order but with spins highly correlated that still fluctuate down to zero Kelvin are
also interesting systems. The temperature dependence of their quantum fluctuations
investigated by µSR have shown a dynamical plateau that might be corroborated
by susceptibility measurements.
The fabrication of the magnetometer has been combined with µSR investi-
gations of the ground state of NbFe2 and CeRhIn5. The magnetic ground state
of the ferromagnetic quantum critical point induced by growing around 1% Nb-
rich Nb1−yFe2+y is claimed to be reached in this kind of clean itinerant systems
by a long–range spin density wave (SDW), although several attempts to identify
the ground state by neutron scattering were unsuccessful. The µSR measurements
iii
prove that the ground state of the stoichiometric compound is governed by static
and short-range correlations or by an incommensurate and helical SDW.
The heavy fermion CeRhIn5 was investigated at ambient pressure due to the
coexistence of antiferromagnetic and superconducting order in an intermediate re-
gion of pressures. The filamentary or bulk nature of the superconducting phase is
still until debate and the onset of superconductivity at ambient pressure reported
in some works may shed some light into the nature of the ground state. µSR and
resistivity measurements were carried out to investigate the antiferromagnetic and
helical phase without any signature of a superconducting transition.
iv
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Introduction
Since the English physicist William Thomson conceived in 1848 a scale of abso-
lute temperature defining absolute zero as a state in which particles had ceased all
forms of motion and hence a complete absence of heat and temperature, a race to
reach the lowest possible temperature and liquefy the existing gases began. The
Helium liquefaction by Kammerlingh Onnes for the first time in 1908 was a mile-
stone in condensed matter physics. The development of cryogenic techniques, most
of them based on the unique properties of Helium and their isotopes provided ac-
cess to temperature of a few milliKelvins. Reducing thermal vibrations together
with the development of methods for making high-quality crystals new exotic states
of matter emerged and a new area of research arose. Superconductivity but also
other phenomena destroyed by thermal effects such as weak magnetic interactions
or quantum mechanical properties that occurs at the atomic level were then open to
experimental investigation. Non-Fermi liquid behaviours, coexistence of magnetism
1
2and superconductivity in heavy fermions, quantum transitions at zero absolute or
frustrated magnetic systems that behave as cooperative paramagnets in fluid-like
states of matter are only a few examples of the exciting time in condensed matter.
In this range of temperatures, magnetic fluctuations seems to play a crucial role in
the mechanism to stabilise the magnetic interactions and their interplay. This thesis
concentrates on providing new tools to investigate magnetic fluctuations at very low
temperature. The development of a novel magnetometer in a dry dilution refriger-
ator and efforts to expand the ac-susceptibility bandwidth are presented here, but
also two magnetic materials with unusual and still controversial ground state were
investigated using muon-spin relaxation known as µSR. Muons are short-lived par-
ticles with non-zero magnetic moment that can be used as local magnetic probes.
Fully spin-polarised muons embedded within the material relax by the effect of the
local fields providing insight into the magnetic interactions. This thesis is organised
as follows:
Chapter 2, Theory: Introduction to magnetism and superconductivity. Physics
phenomena necessary to understand the systems used to calibrate the magne-
tometer and the metal compounds investigated during this thesis are detailed.
Chapter 3, Muon-spin relaxation and rotation: The µSR technique is described.
Experimental aspects of the muon instrumentation and the muon spin relax-
ation functions are provided. Emphasis was put on those that were used to
analyse the systems presented in this thesis.
Chapter 4, Low temperature DC and AC magnetometer in a dry dilution refrig-
erator: The development of the magnetometer is described in detail. The
magnetometer construction, issues involved in the fabrication, different proto-
types tested and first results are given here.
Chapter 5, µSR study of stoichiometric NbFe2: The magnetic ground state of NbFe2
is explored with µSR and supported by bulk magnetisation measurements.
The sensitivity of muons to the field distribution and fluctuations in the vicin-
ity of the quantum critical point is demonstrated and new insights to the
claimed long-range ordered ground state provided.
3Chapter 6, Ground state of CeRhIn5 at ambient pressure: The onset of supercon-
ductivity in CeRhIn5 has been reported in some works at ambient pressure.
They suggest that superconductivity, which unambiguously emerges in a re-
gion of pressure, coexists with antiferromagnetic order and has a bulk char-
acter. No signature of superconductivity was found by using transverse- and
zero-field µSR together with resistivity measurements below the expected tran-
sition.
Chapter 7, Conclusions and further work: The most relevant findings are sum-
marised. Further work to improve the magnetometer capabilities and new
experiments in the investigated magnetic systems are suggested.
This thesis encompasses an extensive experimental work supported by theoretical in-
sights. Many notions were required to understand and carry out all the experiments
from condensed matter physics involved in the investigated systems, to those related
with materials and electrical engineering for the magnetometer construction. A rig-
orous mathematical study is beyond the scope of this work, but an effort was done
to introduce all the concepts with consistent mathematical notations. Bold fonts
are used for vector notation although arrow notation are applied in some figures for
clarity.

2
Theory
2.1 Magnetism in insulators
The theory of atomic magnetism in the independent electron approximation is
a good starting point to introduce the magnetism in solids. At a first approximation,
insulating solids can be described based on the properties of separated atoms or ions,
although the crystalline structure will introduce some modifications. Crystal field
perturbation will take into account the interaction of the ions with the crystalline
lattice that will affect the magnetic properties of the solids, the quenching of the
orbital momentum in d-electron ions is an example of the lattice effects. However,
electronic interactions have dramatic effects in the magnetism of some solids. One
can think in the interactions of the electron magnetic moments which each other
(dipolar interactions) or with the electrostatic field created by the nuclei (spin-orbit
coupling) as the responsible of these effects instead, spontaneous magnetic order and
other phenomena are originated by the electrostatic entanglement of the electron
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6orbitals in form of a exchange interaction by far, larger than the former interactions.
It requires, in most of the cases, to go beyond the independent electron approxima-
tion. The complexity of the electronic structures in solids hinder the possibility to
give a full picture of the magnetic interactions. However, the direct exchange cou-
pling will be briefly introduced for the simple case of two-electron system together
with some of the most common case of indirect exchange interaction.
The magnetization density of a quantum system of volume V in the presence
of a magnetic field B is ruled by statistical mechanics. In thermal equilibrium at
temperature T classical Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics may describe the magnetic
density for each excited state of energy En(B) by
M(B, T ) =
∑
n
Mn(B)e
−En/kBT∑
n
e−En/kBT
(2.1)
where the magnetization of each state of energy is defined as
Mn(B, T ) = − 1
V
∂En(B)
∂B
(2.2)
In thermodynamics, the Helmholtz free energy F is the useful potential to investigate
a system at a constant temperature and volume. In equilibrium F is minimised and
the total magnetization can be defined as
M(B, T ) = − 1
V
∂F (B)
∂B
(2.3)
where F is given by the partition function Z
F = −kBT lnZ = −kBT ln
(∑
n
e−En/kBT
)
(2.4)
kB = 8.617× 10−5eV/K is the Boltzmann constant.
7The magnetic susceptibility is then
χ = µ0
∂M
∂B
= −µ0 1
V
∂2F
∂B2
(2.5)
where µ0 is the vacuum permeability. It indicates the orientation of the magnetic
moments under the presence of a magnetic field but also gives information of struc-
tural properties providing insight into bonding and energy levels. Substances with
negative susceptibility are classified as diamagnetic whilst positive susceptibility
characterise paramagnetic substance. Electrostatic interactions may give rise to or-
dered arrays of magnetic moments in form of different sort of magnetism such as
ferromagnetism, antiferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism, helical or more complex mag-
netic structures.
2.1.1 Atomic magnetism
In quantum mechanics, quantum states are described by a set of eigenfunctions
Ψ(r, t) of the Hamiltonian operator defined in the so-called Schroedinger equation
HˆΨ(r, t) = −i ∂
∂t
Ψ(r, t) (2.6)
For a time-independent Hamiltonian, solutions have the form Ψ(r, t) = e−
En
i tψ(r)χ¯
resulting in the time-indpendent Schroedinger equation
Hˆψ(r)χ¯ = Enψ(r)χ¯ (2.7)
where the quantized energy levels En are the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. Eigen-
functions may be described by a spatial eigenfunction Ψ(r) and an egienspinor χ¯
that takes into account the spin state of the system. Note that a bar is included in
the spinor notation to differentiate from the magnetic susceptibility.
8To understand the atomic magnetism is then necessary to investigate the
Hamiltonian of the quantum system in the presence of a magnetic field B. The clas-
sical and non-relativistic Hamiltonian may be derived from the classical Lagrangian
L. To determine classical equations of motion the Hamiltonian H must be expressed
in terms of coordinates ri and canonical momenta pi ≡ ∂riL = mvi − eA(ri)
H =
∑
i
1
2m
[
pi + eA(ri)
]2
− eϕ(ri) = H0 +HM (2.8)
that can be split into a field-independent term H0 that deals with the electronic
kinetic energy
∑
i
pi
2m
and the scalar potential ϕ(ri) and a field-dependent term HM ,
the magnetic Hamiltonian from now on.
In quantum mechanics any quantity, so-called observable, which can be mea-
sured in a physical experiment is associated to a Hermitian operator in such a way
than the possible quantum states will be an eigenvector of those operators and their
eigenvalues must be real as they can be the result of the experiment. The linear
momentum operator for each electron pˆi = −i∇i gives the magnetic Hamiltonian
operator as
HˆM = −
∑
i
ie
m
Ai · ∇i +
∑
i
e2
2m
A2i (2.9)
in the Coulomb gauge (∇ ·A = 0). The first term can be given as a function of the
angular momentum operator
Lˆ =
∑
i
[
ri × (−i∇i)
]
(2.10)
since the vector potential of a stationary and uniform magnetic field is A(ri) =
−1
2
ri × B. For a magnetic field oriented along z the operator of the magnetic
Hamiltonian can be written as
9HˆM = µB (Lˆz + g0Sˆz)B +
e2
8m
B2
∑
i
(
x2 + y2
)
(2.11)
as a magnetic moment, the spin degrees of freedom will be also lifted by the mag-
netic field. Thus, another term of the z component of the total spin operator is
added. g0 is the gyromagnetic ratio or g-factor for electronic systems that is g0 ≈ 2
for the electron spin.
The electron spin operator is defined by the Pauli matrices
sˆj =

2
σˆj j = x, y, z (2.12)
and the total momentum operator of a system of i particles is given by the sum
of each particle spin operator. The z component of the total spin operator is then
Sˆz =
∑
i
sˆiz.
It is always possible to form a basis of orthonormal eigenvectors of Hemitian
operators. Furthermore, a set of operators that commute by pairs form a complete
set of commuting observables (C.S.C.O.) if specifying the eigenvalues a unique com-
mon eigenvector describe the quantum state, fulfilling the Pauli exclusion principle.
It states that two identical electrons cannot occupy the same quantum state. Then,
Hˆ0, whose eigenvalue is the energy of the field-independent Hamiltonian, commute
with Lˆ2, Sˆ2, Lˆz and Sˆz. forming a suitable C.S.C.O. Their eigenvalues for single-
electron atoms are
Lˆ2 ψ(r) = l(l + 1) 2 ψ(r) l = 0, 1, · · ·n− 1 (2.13)
Lˆz ψ(r) = ml ψ(r) ml = −l,−l + 1, · · · , l − 1, l (2.14)
Sˆ2 ψ(r) = s(s+ 1) 2 χ¯ s = 1/2 (2.15)
Sˆz ψ(r) = ms  χ¯ ms = −s,−s+ 1, · · · , s− 1, s (2.16)
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known as the quantum numbers.
For multi-electron atoms, the individual electron momenta are not constant of
motion and their operators do not commute with the Hamiltonian, thus a new basis
has to be written as a function of the total momentum operators with eigenvalues:
L =
∣∣∣∣∑
i
ml
∣∣∣∣ and S = ∣∣∣∣∑
i
ms
∣∣∣∣ (2.17)
In the Dirac notation, the quantum states given by the eigenvalues of the
C.S.C.O are written as |En, L, S,mL,mS〉. Single-electron atoms in a central poten-
tial form a degenerate quantum state as its energy only depends on the principal
quantum number, n. For multi-electron atoms, the degeneracy will be lifted by the
electron-electron Coulomb interactions and the relativistic corrections introduced
by the Dirac equation. These atoms are mostly formed by ‘core electrons’. As the
charge distribution in closed shells display spherical symmetry, the electron interac-
tion will contain large spherically components and the central field approximation
can be applied to the Hamiltonian. The lowest-lying levels after the degeneracy is
lifted can be, to a good approximation, described by a simple set of rules ,.
The degeneracy is partially lifted to (2L+1)(2S+1) possible states or multi-
plets according to the Hund’s first and second rule. The value of S is as large as
possible with the limitations of the Pauli exclusion principle. On the other hand,
for a given S, electrons occupy states such the value of L is maximum. Therefore,
the previous C.S.C.O is still valid for light atoms in absence of applied field .
Corrections introduced by the relativistic treatment, known as the fine struc-
ture, break the degeneracy of the multiplets. The energy shift of the fine structure
is strongly dependent on the atomic number. It varies from ∼ 10−4 − 10−5 eV for
light atoms to 10−2 eV in rare-earth ions. Since energy levels of the non-relativistic
Hamiltonian is in the order of eV, the fine structure can be computed by ordinary
perturbation theory for light atoms (Russel-Saunders coupling). Its principal contri-
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bution to the Hamiltonian is the coupling between the spin and orbital momentum.
Moving electrons interact with the electrostatic field created by the protons by the
so-called spin-orbit coupling
HˆSO =
∑
i
ξi(ri)Lˆi · Sˆi (2.18)
If the spin-orbit term is not negligible, |EnLSJmJ〉.C.S.C.O is a better choice as
the Hamiltonian commutes with the total angular momentum Jˆ = Lˆ+ Sˆ and its z
component. A new energy term is obtained from the perturbation treatment
〈E0LSJmJ |
∑
i
ξi(ri)Lˆi · Sˆi |E0LSJmJ〉 = ζ(L, S) 〈E0LSJmJ | Lˆ · Sˆ |E0LSJmJ〉
(2.19)
The third Hund’s rule is established by the sign of ζ(L, S). Positive values for
subshells that are less than half filled will favor ground states with minimum J and
negative values for subshells that are more than half filled will produce maximum
J. Thus, the ground state will have a J value
J = |L− S| n ≤ (2l + 1)
J = L+ S n ≥ (2l + 1)
(2.20)
for n the number of electrons in the subshell and the energy degeneracy will be lifted
to 2J + 1 states known as J-multiplet.
The magnetic susceptibility is obtained by computing Eq. 2.11 in the new basis
|EnLSJmJ〉 ≡ |SJ〉. The result of second-order perturbation theory is
∆EM = µBB 〈J |(Lˆz + g0Sˆz) |J〉+
∑
n′ =n
〈J |µBB(Lˆz + g0Sˆz) |J ′〉
EJ − EJ ′
+
e2
8m
B2 〈J |
∑
i
(
x2 + y2
) |J〉 (2.21)
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The energy of the first and largest term of the magnetic Hamiltonian is given by the
Bohr magneton µB =
e
2m
= 5.79× 10−5 eV/T.
It is worth noting that for weak magnetic fields, effects of the nuclear spin
known as the hyperfine structure (10−7− 10−8 eV) might play a relevant role in the
energy of the ground state.
2.1.2 Langevin Diamagnetism and Van Vleck paramagnetism
In insulators with all shells filled such as noble gases or simple ionic crystals
the angular, the spin and the total angular momentum is zero. Hence, the dominant
term known as the Zeeman energy vanishes. The ground state is degenerate and
there is negligible probability of ion being in any but its ground state in thermal
equilibrium. The susceptibility of a solid composed of N of those ions with Z the
total number of electron per ion is given by the third term in Eq. 2.21
χ
L = −µ0N
V
∂2E1
∂B2
= −µ0NZe
2
6mV
〈r2〉 (2.22)
known as the Larmor diamagnetic susceptibility, since it induces a moment oppo-
site to the applied field. The same result is obtained by the classical treatment
of Langevin diamgnetism where electrons of filled shells precess around the central
nuclei with the Larmor frequency ω = µBB/. Larmor diamagnetism is found in all
kind of atoms due to the core electrons with typical values in the order of χL ∼ 10−5.
In insulators with shells that are one electron short of being half filled, the
linear term still vanishes but the ground state is non-degenerate as L and S are
not zero. Excited states with J ′ = 0 can be thermally populated giving rise to a
non-zero second term. Since the energy of any excited state will be higher than
the ground state energy, it will give a paramagnetic contribution known as Van
Vleck paramagnetism. The balance between the diamagnetic and the paramagnetic
contributions will determine the magnetic behaviour since they are both small.
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2.1.3 Paramagnetism
For all other cases, i.e., J = 0, the energy shift arises from the much larger
first term known as Zeeman energy. The consequence of the applied field is the
removal of the degeneracy in the (2J+1)-fold degenerate ground state. The calcu-
lation of the eigenvalues of the Zeeman term involves a non-diagonal matrix whose
diagonalization is given by the Wigner-Eckart theorem
〈E0LSJmJ | (Lˆz + g0Sˆz) |E0LSJm′J〉 = g(LSJ) 〈E0LSJmJ | Jˆz |E0LSJm′J〉 (2.23)
with the Lande´ factor
g(LSJ) =
3
2
+
1
2
[
S(S + 1)− L(L+ 1)
J(J + 1)
]
≡ g (2.24)
independent of the Jˆz eigenvalues. Hence, the (2J+1)-fold degenerate ground state
split into states with different energies gµBmJB.
Although the degeneracy is lifted by the applied field, the (2J+1) lowest-lying
states will contribute to the total magnetic density in Eq. 2.1 because kBT  gµBB
except at the lowest temperatures and highest fields. .
On the assumption that only the 2J+1 states per ion contribute to the mag-
netic state, the magnetization given by Eq. 2.3 can be computed by means of the
Brillouin function BJ for N of such ions in a volume V
M =
N
V
gJµBBJ
(
gµBJB
kBT
)
(2.25)
In most cases, the argument in Brillouin function is x  1 as x · T  1K for
B = 1T , hence it can be expanded as
BJ(x) =
J + 1
3J
x+O(x3) (2.26)
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It results in the well-known Curie’s law in paramagnetic solids. The susceptibility
varies inversely with the temperature as
χ =
N
V
J(J + 1)g2µ2B
3KBT
=
N
V
µ2effµ
2
B
3KBT
=
C
T
(2.27)
where C is the Curie constant and µeff = g[J(J + 1)] the effective number of Bohr
magnetons or effective moment per ion.
The theory of the atomic paramagnetism can be evaluated when they are part
of a solid. Rare-earth insulators are found to obey Curie’s law. In fact, the agree-
ment between the calculated and the measured µeff is reasonable good if J = 0.
The agreement fails in crystals based on elements with J = 0. In this case, the first
J-multiplet lying just above the ground state is close enough in energy to have an
important contribution to the second term in the magnetic Hamiltonian. At a first
approximation, it may be concluded that the magnetism of rare earth ions in an
insulating solid is well described by the (2J+1)-fold degenerate ground state of the
isolated ions.
On the other hand, insulators based on transition metal ions obeys a Curie’s
law if only the spin momentum is computed in the effective moment. The quench-
ing of the angular orbital momentum (L = 0) is an effect of the crystal field on the
outermost electronic shells.
The crystal field is an electric field derived from neighbouring atoms in the
crystal. The electrons in the partially d-shells are affected by asymmetric crystal
fields invalidating the Hund’s rules. The crystal field splitting, that depends of the
crystalline structure is often larger than the spin-orbit coupling in transition metals,
hence it is computed as a perturbation of the (2S+1)(2L+1)-fold degenerate ground
state. In cases with low spin-orbit coupling (3d shells), the prevailing crystal field
interaction lift the orbital degeneracy. If the crystalline structure is asymmetric
enough a ground state where Lˆ vanishes emerges. This is known as the quenching
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of the orbital momentum.
Rare-earth ions can be considered the other limiting case where the crystal
field splitting is irrelevant because f shells responsible for paramagnetism lies deep
inside the ions. For heavier transition metals, the crystal field and the spin-orbit
may be comparable resulting in more complex system where the ground-state will
be driven by the competition of both interactions. Sometimes, the interactions are
in the opposite way and the magnetic ions modify the crystalline symmetry by
distorting the local environment known as Jahn-Teller effect.
2.2 Magnetic interactions
Until now, the magnetic properties of the materials have been described under
the picture of atomic magnetism of non-interacting electrons. Although it success-
fully describes the magnetism in most of the insulators, magnetic interactions have
obvious consequences in some solids such as the spontaneous alignment of the mag-
netic moments in ferromagnets. Without the presence of these interactions, the
magnetic moment will be thermally disordered if no magnetic field is applied. An-
tiferromagnetism is another common case of magnetic order where the magnetic
interactions favors antiparallel alignment between the magnetic moments resulting
in a zero net magnetization. Ferrimagnetim, is a special case of antiferromagnetic
coupling of local moments with different magnitude. The complexity of possible
magnetic structures is large and other configurations such as spin density waves or
helimagnetism have been also found in the nature. In this section, a simple intro-
duction of the physics of the magnetic interaction is given.
2.2.1 Magnetic dipolar interaction
Against one’s intuition, the dominant source of the magnetic interaction is
not the dipolar or the spin-orbit interactions, but the Coulombic electron-electron
interaction. In fact, the energy of the dipole-dipole interaction, relevant in some
frustrated magnets known as spin ices (Sec. 2.3.1), depends on their separation and
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their degree of mutual alignment
Hdipolar = µ0
4pi
[
µ1 · µ2
|r|3 −
3(µ1 · r)(µ2 · r)
|r|5
]
(2.28)
where µi are magnetic moments with a relative position r. It can be estimated for
two moments each of µ ≈ 1µB separated by r ≈ 1A˚ to be equivalent to about 1
K in temperature, values much lower than standard electrostatic energies between
atomic states or the energy due to the electrostatic repulsion in magnetically ordered
systems.
2.2.2 Exchange interaction
Exchange interactions are by far the main reason to have long range magnetic
order. They are Coulombic interactions between electrons arising by the energy cost
of keeping electrons close together. They are a consequence of the symmetrization
postulate of quantum mechanics. It states that a system of several identical particles
described by a set of eigenvectors of a C.S.C.O must be antisymmetric with respect
to permutation of these particles if they are fermions.
The exchange interaction may be explained by a simple model of two elec-
trons. This system has two possible total wavefunctions, one with a singlet state
χ¯
S (S = 0) and another with a triplet state χ¯T (S = 1). In the former case χ¯ is
antisymmetric since spins are antiparallel, hence it must have a symmetric spatial
part. On the other hand, the triplet must have a spatial part which is antisymmetric
under exchange of the two electrons.
The independent electron approximation solves the problem by using the two
wavefunctions with lowest energy solutions of the one-electron problem to form
symmetric and antisymmetric space wavefunctions. It results a bad approximation
when the protons are far apart. Instead, the tight-binding method takes linear
combinations of atomic stationary-state wavefunctions centered at the lattice points
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where protons are fixed (a and b).
ψ0 = ψa(r) + ψb(r)
ψ1 = ψa(r)− ψb(r)
(2.29)
Then, the two-electron symmetric spatial wavefunction can be built as ψS(r1, r2) =
ψ0(r1)ψ1(r2) and the antisymmetric as ψT (r1, r2) = ψ0(r1)ψ1(r2) − ψ1(r1)ψ0(r2)
resulting in
ΨS =
1√
2
[
ψa(r1)ψb(r2) + ψa(r2)ψb(r1)
]
χ¯
S
ΨT =
1√
2
[
ψa(r1)ψb(r2)− ψa(r2)ψb(r1)
]
χ¯
T
(2.30)
Note, that terms in the singlet wavefunction which entails both electrons centred
on the same proton are not considered here. This is known as the Heitler-London
approximation that is valid for widely separated protons.
The singlet-triplet splitting can be estimated as
ES − ET = 〈Ψ∗S| Hˆ |ΨS〉 − 〈Ψ∗T | Hˆ |ΨT 〉 (2.31)
that results in the exchange integral or exchange interaction J
J =
ES − ET
2
=
∫
ψ∗a(r1)ψ
∗
b (r2)Vˆψ∗a(r2)ψ∗b (r1) dr1dr2 (2.32)
that is related to the overlap of the charge distributions of the atom a and b in an
effective potential, Vˆ .
The analysis of the two-electron problem can be simplified by consider a four-
fold degenerate ground state when atoms are far apart that is lifted when atoms
get closer as ES = ET . The quantum system can be represented as a simple
four-level system where the difference between the singlet and triplet states can
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be parametrized by the Sˆ1 · Sˆ2 operator. Hence, the effective Hamiltonian will
include a spin-dependent term that can be written as
Hˆspin = −2JSˆ1 · Sˆ2 (2.33)
The spin Hamiltonian will favor the triplet state or parallel alignment of the spins
if J > 0 and the singlet state or antiparallel alignment if J < 0.
The generalization to a many-body system is not trivial but for many cases
the spin Hamiltonian can be written as the sum over all pairs of ions
Hˆspin = −
∑
〈i,j〉
Ji,jSˆ1 · Sˆ2 (2.34)
known as the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. The calculation of the exchange integral is
complicated but there are some general results that can be useful. First Hund’s
rule is consistent with a positive exchange integral for two electrons on the same
atom. In the case of interatomic electrons, Ji,j is sometimes considered constant for
nearest neighbour spins and to be 0 otherwise.
The Ising model is a specific case of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian in which the
spins are only allowed to point to one direction. In this case the Hamiltonian is
written as
Hˆspin = −
∑
〈i,j〉
Ji,jSˆ
z
1 · Sˆz2 (2.35)
Although, there is no a complete formulation of the zero-field susceptibility in
the Heisenberg model. The high-temperature expansion of the susceptibility results
in a modified Curie’s law
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χ =
N
V
g2µ2B
3KBT
S(S + 1)
[
1 +
θ
T
]
=
C
T
(
1 +
θ
T
)
(2.36)
where θ = S(S+1
3
J0
kB
with J0 the sum of the exchange interactions. Therefore, θ > 0
(θ < 0) when the predominant coupling is ferromagnetic (antiferromangetic). The
above equation is the Taylor expansion, for θ  T of
χ =
C
T − θ (2.37)
θ is usually called the Curie-Weiss parameter due to the Weiss model of ferromag-
netism and antiferromagnetism based on the mean field approximation that arrives
to the same formula with θ = TC or θ = −TN , the Curie and Neel transition
temperatures of ferromagnets and antiferromagnets, respectively. Experimentally,
there are large discrepancies between the Curie-Weiss parameter and the transition
temperatures due to the mean field assumptions.
2.2.3 Types of exchange interaction
The model above described is known as direct exchange. This is because it
arises from the Coulombic interaction between electrons on neighbouring magnetic
atoms without any intermediary. It is common that there is no enough direct overlap
between neighbouring magnetic orbitals and direct exchange cannot be the impor-
tant exchange mechanism. This is the case of rare-earths where the f-electrons are
strongly localized and lie very close to the nucleus. Magnetic properties are even
hard to justify by direct exchange in transition metals that have delocalized d or-
bitals.
Instead, indirect exchange mechanisms become relevant. Superexchange is an
indirect exchange found in some ionic solids. The two magnetic atoms are sepa-
rated by a nonmagnetic ion which mediate in the interaction. In a simple case two
magnetic atoms with an unpaired electron in a d orbital are separated by an oxygen
atom with two p electrons in the unfilled shell. The antiferromagnetic coupling will
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lower the energy of the system by allowing the electrons become delocalized. The
coupling is strongly dependent upon the bond direction. Ferromagnetic coupling,
although possible, are less common and weak.
In rare-earth systems, the direct exchange is weak and magnetic atoms are
coupled through their interactions with the conduction electrons. This exchange
interaction will be more detailed in Sec 2.6. Itinerant exchange, an important ex-
change mechanism among the conduction electrons in metals or the double exchange
between ions in different oxidation states are other possible cases.
2.3 Magnetic frustration
Magnetic frustration takes place in materials where the local magnetic mo-
ments cannot simultaneously satisfied all the pairwise exchange interactions so there
is no an unique ground state. Therefore, a large landscape of energetically equiv-
alent states, separated by low energy barriers which can be crossed by thermal or
quantum processes, with a macroscopic degeneracy emerges. From the early 60s
to the late 80s the interest for magnetic frustration were focused on spin glasses,
systems where both frustration and disorder act together down to a freezing tem-
perature at which point the quenched disorder produces a degenerate ground state
whose explanation is not fully understood due to the complex role of the disor-
der in their properties [1]. Frustrated magnetism has become an extremely active
field of research in the last 20 years in systems with clean and periodic lattices but
still geometrically frustrated, motivated by the discovering of new states and new
properties of matter. Under certain conditions, frustration leads to exotic ground
states, normally described as cooperative paramagnets, characterised by the lack of
long-range order and spins that remain highly correlated down to a temperature
of absolute zero. They form a fluid-like state of matter, so-called spin liquids. In
spin ice, a classical spin liquid, thermal fluctuations and/or magnetic field can pro-
duce collective phenomena like fractionalised elementary excitations or monopoles.
In some cases, the uncertainty principle allows quantum fluctuations that persist
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down to zero Kelvin, resulting in a quantum spin liquids, which is a superposition
state in which the spins simultaneously point in many different directions [2]. New
properties and/or alternatives to long-range order such as residual entropy, dipolar
correlations, gapped or gapless spin liquids, spin nematics or the frustration role
in multiferroics encouraged scientists to study frustrated magnets. Recently, the
constraints imposed by the limited frustrated magnets found in nature have been
overcome by fabricating artificial frustrated lattice with a spin ice-like behaviour [3].
There are several ways to distinguish between normal and cooperative para-
magnets in periodic lattices. One of the most revealing evidence of frustration is
observed in the magnetic susceptibility. Both follow a Curie-Weiss law temperature
dependence, where the Curie-Weiss parameter θCW is proportional to the spin inter-
actions and its sign determines if the coupling is antiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic,
but whereas a normal parameter usually order at T ∼ θCW , observed by a cusp in
χ, the frustrated magnet behaves as a cooperative paramagnet until temperatures
much lower than the Curie-Weiss parameter. They sometimes magnetically order or
freeze the spins out at lower temperatures Tc and frustration is revealed by a large
ratio f≡ |θCW |/Tc  1 [4]. Long-range magnetic order is then avoided in the frus-
trated regime Tc < T < |θCW |, see Fig. 2.1 (a). Although frustration is manifested
in other bulk properties such as anomalously large specific heat or residual entropy
in spin ice, the distinction from conventional paramagnets and useful information
are better obtained by local magnetic probes as neutron scattering which easily dif-
ferentiate spin ordered phases. The periodic spin correlation is observed in the form
of Bragg peaks, while the decreasing spin correlation in a paramagnet gives rise
to diffuse scattering, Fig. 2.1 (b). The diffuse neutron scattering in the reciprocal
space is characterised by the correlation function S(Q) with vector Q that presents
different symmetries with respect to a Brillouin zone centre. Ideal or conventional
paramagnetic phases have an homogeneous and/or isotropic correlation function,
frustrated systems have an anisotropic spin-spin correlation function with respect
to the vector Q [5].
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Figure 2.1: (a) Sketch of the temperature dependence of the susceptibil-
ity. Frustration is characterised by a large frustrated ratio, f. (b)
Sketch of the correlation function. Frustrated paramagnets present
an anisotropic S(Q,ω) with respect to the vector Q.
The most ubiquitous path to obtain frustrated magnets is the geometric frus-
tration. Some families of compounds with inherent frustrated geometries are trian-
gular and kagome´ (formed by corner-sharing triangles) antiferromagnets in 2D or
spinel and pyrochlore lattice in 3D. Examples are shown in Fig. 2.2. In this work,
the interest will be focused on the magnetic family of A2B2O7 pyrochlore oxides
formed by a rare-earth element A and a transition metal B such as Ti, Sn, Mo or
Mn that have a wide range of low temperature thermodynamic and magnetic exotic
properties. A review can be found here [6].
2.3.1 Dipolar spin ice
Unlike systems with antiferromagnetic coupling between the magnetic mo-
ments located on the sites of triangular, kagome´ or tetrahedral lattices, spin ices
constitute a less-known systems of pyrochlore oxides with large magnetic moment
(Dy3+, Ho3+) coupled ferromagnetically in a lattice with a strong, single-ion and
Ising-like anisotropy. Geometrically frustrated antiferromagnets are interesting due
to the novel quantum ground states with exotic properties like no long-range order
and quantum bonds at temperatures close to zero that arise from quantum fluc-
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Figure 2.2: (a)Triangular and (b) kagome´ lattice with antiferromagnetic
coupling. (c) Ferromagnetic pyrochlore lattice taken from [2].
tuations [2, 5]. In spin ice, the frozen ground state is apparently not influenced
by quantum fluctuations and some controversial studies reveal that magnetic ex-
citations might be deconfined and fractionalised forming elementary excitations or
magnetic monopoles [7]. They get their name from the large degenerate ground
state that displays an extensive low-temperature entropy analogous to the proton-
disorder entropy in water ice.
The large number of possible configurations, Ω of degenerate ground states in
geometrically frustrated magnetic systems results in a macroscopic residual ground
state entropy, So = kBln(Ω) that was earlier found in water ice and explained by
Pauling [8]. The tetrahedrally coordinated O2− framework constrains the protons
to be only one per O-O bond with two equivalent positions that states the “ice
rules”: for each oxygen anion two protons must be “near” and two “far”. This
configuration gives six equivalent configurations, whose entropy Pauling calculated,
S = N0kBln(3/2), being N0 the number of oxygen anions.
Pyrochlore oxides form a crystal structure of two independent and interpen-
etrating pyrochlore sublattices of A3+ and B4+ ions respectively. They are face-
centered cubic lattice with a tetrahedral basis cell of four sites occupied by the
ions. Alternating “upward” and “downward” corner-sharing tetrahedra constitute
the pyrochlore lattice that is shown only for the rare earth sublattices in Fig. 2.2
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(c). The energetic study of the ground-state leads to a magnetic ion configuration
that behave as a classical Ising-like doublets aligned with the local < 111 > axis
that connects the centres of the two tetrahedra in such a way that the ground state
has two spins pointing towards the centre and two away, in analogy with the local
proton coordination in water ice.
The magnetic properties of pyrochlore oxides are characterised by the exchange
and dipolar interactions of mainly the nearest-neighbour spins. If the exchange in-
teraction is antiferromagnetic and stronger than the dipolar interactions unusual
magnetic states flourish in the frustrated lattices, such as quantum spin liquids [2],
otherwise long-range order emerges. Spin ice are a special case where exchange and
dipolar interaction have a comparable energy scales. To date, spin ice features have
been widely investigated in series with Dy and Ho, being the insulating Dy2Ti2O7
and Ho2Ti2O7 considered the canonical spin ice.
The isolated electronic ground state of rare-earth atoms is normally given by
the total angular momentum, J. When it is studied in a lattice, the (2J+1)-fold
degeneracy is lifted by the crystal-field interaction. In the system of interest, the
energy levels can be studied by a Hamiltonian given by the crystal-field of the non-
interacting ions (single-ion) plus the Zeeman effect and another term that describes
the ionic interactions. The crystal-field ground-state doublet have a large energy gap
∼300 K to the first excited state and the Zeeman excited state at 20 T is around 10
K, so it is safe to consider that below 10 K the Dy- and Ho- spin ice have a ground-
state doublet where the accessible states are given by the ionic interactions. Then,
an effective low-temperature Hamiltonian that describes the ionic interactions may
be developed using the perturbation theory on the basis of the single-ion, crystal-
field ground state. As a result, only two eigenstates of the total angular momentum
operator have a significant weight 〈Jˆz〉 = ±J in the tetrahedra basis along one of
the four cubic < 111 > directions. It means, that the magnetic moments behave as
classical spins aligned parallel or antiparallel to the local < 111 > axis. It gives an
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effective, classical and Ising-like Hamiltonian in the dipolar spin-ice model
HSI = −J
∑
〈i,j〉
Si · Sj +D
∑
i,j
[
Si · Sj
|rij |3 −
3(Si · ri)(Sj · rj)
|rij |5
]
(2.38)
governed by the nearest-neighbour exchange coupling, J and the long-ranged mag-
netoestatic dipole-dipole interaction D between the electronic spins Si and Sj sep-
arated a distance rij and magnitude |S| = 1, (Si ·Sj = −1/3 for i = j) in the local
Ising frame. This Hamiltonian is justified in the Ho3+-, Dy3+- insulating rare-earth
oxides, with a large total angular momentum J = 8 and 15/2 respectively, by the an-
tiferromagnetic exchange interaction J and dipolar energy D much smaller than the
crystal-field that lie on the same range of energy for Ho2Ti2O7 [9] and Dy2Ti2O7 [10].
The first experimental evidence of geometrical magnetic frustration in these
systems was found in Ho2Ti2O7 [11, 12]. No long-range order was observed down to
350 mK in the neutron scattering results and to 50 mK with µSR. A ferromagnetic
interaction was deduced from the positive Curie-Weiss parameter (θCW = 1.9 K).
A ferromagnetic interaction is required to cause frustration. The antiferromagnetic
coupling J<0 in Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7 should lead to a long-range order (all-in or
all-out) but combined with a positive long-range dipolar interaction (1/r3ij) results
in an effective ferromagnetic coupling and a frustrated ground state in the “dipolar
spin ice model”. The proposed ground state is characterised by a simple and six-
fold degenerate spin arrangement with two spins “in” and two spins “out” on each
tetrahedron which fulfils the ice condition
∑
tetra
Si = 0 (2.39)
Dipolar spin-ice ground state depends on the weak equilibrium of the long-
range dipolar interaction with the antiferromagnetic exchange interaction in a sys-
tem with single-ion anisotropy. The large magnetic moments of both Dy3+ and
Ho3+, about 10 µB, lead to a strong dipolar interaction that gives them a critical
role in the spin-ice states. Spin ice features have been observed in other pyrochlore
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oxides such as stannates (Ho,Dy)2Sn2O7 [6] and germanates (Ho,Dy)2Ge2O7 [13–
15], or the dynamical spin-ice state reported in Pr2Sn2O7 [16], but also in other
structures as the CdEr2Se4 [17] spinel that opens the investigations to a new family
of compounds. Other pyrochlore oxides like the Tb-based have a lower energy gap
separating the ground doublet that hinders the application of the dipolar spin-ice
model.
The canonical spin ices, Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7 have been chosen for the cal-
ibration and the first measurements in the novel magnetometer because they have a
freezing temperature that depends dramatically with the frequency at mK tempera-
tures as can be seen in Fig. 2.3. This dependency will help to detect thermalisation
issues at those temperatures.
Figure 2.3: Scans of χ’ and χ′′ on Dy2Ti2O7 measured along the [110] axis
taken from [18].
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2.4 Magnetism in metals
Previous section has been focused in the atomic magnetic properties and their
application in solids with spatially localized magnetic moments. The extrapolation
to insulating solids is possible thanks to the exclusion principle. The constraint
makes the atomic electrons to behave similarly to electrons localized on different
ions. In metals, the magnetic moments can be associated to the localized magnetic
moments but also to the strongly delocalized conduction electrons or itinerant elec-
trons. The study of the magnetism in the free or non-interacting electron model
gives rise to the weak Pauli paramagnetim and Landau diamagnetism. This simple
approximation is inadequate to the problem of magnetism in real metals, where
electron-electron interactions have a dominant role in the magnetic properties but
the magnetism of free electron gas is a goof starting point to investigate the intricate
magnetism in metals.
Non-interacting fermions are treated, in the Fermi gas model, as quantum
particles that occupy the available energy states according to the Pauli exclusion
principle. At T= 0 K, without thermal excitations, electrons with mass m fill up
the states up to the Fermi energy
F =
k2F
2m
(2.40)
with a characteristic Fermi surface represented by the Fermi wave vector kF .
Each electron contributes −µB/V to the magnetization density if its spin is
parallel to the applied field and µB/V if it is antiparallel to the field, for the g-factor
of an electron g0 = 2. Therefore the magnetization density will be
M = −µB(n+ − n−) (2.41)
as quantum particles, electrons obey Fermi Dirac statistics and the density of
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electrons with spin parallel or antiparallel to the field, n± is given by
n± =
∫
f(, µ)g±()d (2.42)
where g±()d is the density of states for each kind of spin in the energy range +d
and f is the Fermi function that governed the occupancy of each state at a specific
temperature. The chemical potential µ can be written as a function of the Fermi
energy being µ = EF at T=0 K.
In metals, the density of states is on the scale of Fermi energy. Since the µBB
is much smaller than F , the density of each spin state can be expanded as a function
of the density of states at zero field
g±() =
1
2
g()± 1
2
dg()
d
µBB (2.43)
In conjunction with Eq. 2.42the magnetic density results in
M = µ2BB
∫
g()
(
− ∂f
∂
)
d (2.44)
In the degenerate limit at T=0 K, −∂f
∂
= δ(−F ). It results in a paramagnetic
susceptibility
χ = µ2Bg(F ) =
2nµ0µ
2
B
2F
(2.45)
known as the Pauli paramagnetic susceptibility. The susceptibility of conduc-
tion electrons is a weak effect χP ∼ 10−6 much smaller than the paramgnetism
observed in insulators and independent of the temperature. This is because only
electrons close to the Fermi surface contributes to the magnetism.
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2.5 Landau-Fermi liquid theory
Landau successfully addressed the inherent complexity of strongly interacting
fermion systems in the limiting case of low temperatures and low-excitation energies
in the Landau-Fermi Liquid (LFL) Theory [19]. It describes the normal state of most
metals but also some extremes cases of strong correlated systems such as some heavy
fermions [20, 21] and cuprate superconductors [22].
From the Fermi gas model of non-interacting fermions Landau considered that
the scattering of an extra fermion in the Fermi surface is constrained by the oc-
cupied states and the Pauli exclusion principle, so he considered a Fermi gas of
non-interacting fermions where the interactions were adiabatically turned on. The
single-particle excitation so-called “quasiparticle” that corresponds one-to-one to the
non-interacting fermion contains information of the interaction by renormalising the
bare electron mass (m→ m∗)
m∗
m
= 1 +
F s1
3
(2.46)
The main thermodynamic and transport properties in the LFL are renormalised to
Cp/T = γ =
m∗kFk2B
32
(2.47)
χ =
µ0µBm
∗kF
pi22
1
1 + F ao
(2.48)
ρ = ρ0 + AT
2 (2.49)
given a linear specific heat renormalised by the Sommerfield coefficient, γ, a
constant magnetic susceptibility and the resistivity that depends quadratically on
temperature. F a0 and F
s
1 are Landau parameters, kB the Boltzmann constant, µ the
Bohr magneton, ρ the residual resistivity and A, a coefficient proportional to the
square of the renormalised density of states at the Fermi level.
N(EF ) =
m∗kF
pi22
(2.50)
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Qualitatively, LFL retain the non-interacting Fermi gas properties but enhanced
by the quasiparticle mass m∗. The fact that LFL is applicable at low tempera-
tures and excitations close to the Fermi surface is due to the required long lifetime
τ of the quasiparticle that is inversely proportional to the energy difference (E−EF ).
2.6 Heavy fermion systems
Heavy fermion systems (HF) are intermetallic compounds with unfilled f-
electron bands with strong interactions. Since they were firstly discovered by Andres
et al. [23] in CeAl3, systems where the f-electrons are entangled with the conduction
band electrons below a characteristic temperature have given rise to a new family
to study magnetic interactions in strongly correlated compounds with a diversity of
ground states [24]. They are characterised by the formation of quasiparticles with
effective masses 100s to 1000s times larger than the bare electron mass. The physics
of heavy fermions is described by the Kondo lattice model [25] as an expansion of
the well-known single-ion Kondo effect. Experimental review of f-electron metals
can be found in Stewart work [26].
2.6.1 Kondo effect
The minimum in the resistivity curve at low temperature of systems with
magnetic impurities embedded in a metallic and non-magnetic host sown in Fig. 2.4
was solved by Kondo [27] by adding a perturbation term, HK to the Hamiltonian.
In the dilute regime where the magnetic impurities interaction can be neglected,
the Hamiltonian proposed by Kondo is the sum of an unperturbed term that takes
into account the kinetic energy of the itinerant electrons and HK that deals with
the scattering off the sea of conduction electrons with spin moments s(r) and the
localised magnetic impurity, S, through the Kondo exchange interaction, JK .
HK = −JKS · s(r) (2.51)
The Kondo perturbation explained the upturn of the electric resistivity and the re-
sistance minimum at low temperatures in metals. The spin scattering off individual
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magnetic impurities results in a logarithmic contribution to the resistivity that com-
bined with the T 5 term, due to the phonon scattering or lattice resistivity, explains
the observed minimum at low temperatures
ρ = aT 5 + cρ0 − cρ1 log T (2.52)
where ρ0 is a residual resistivity which involves many causes. a, c, ρ1 are ma-
terial constants.
Figure 2.4: Temperature dependence of resistivity for metal with mag-
netic impurities that introduce a logarithmic contribution to the
phonon scattering T5 term. Minimum is given at the so-called
Kondo temperature, TK.
Kondo’s calculations gave rise to a resistivity divergence for temperatures ap-
proaching zero Kelvin in the case of antiferromagnetic exchange interaction con-
stituted the so-called Kondo problem. The unphysical result was solved by using
renormalisation group by Wilson et al. [28] in terms of a singlet bound state (S=0)
between the conduction electrons and a localized spin [29], that also explained other
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experimental results such as the saturation of the magnetic susceptibility. The po-
larised conduction electrons form an electronic cloud around the localised spin that
screens the magnetic moment resulting in a non-magnetic ground state. The an-
tiferromagnetic hybridization of the conduction electrons with f-impurities and the
formation of the singlet state due to the Kondo effect induces a peak in the density
of states, N(EF ), at the Fermi energy whose characteristic energy is given by the
Kondo temperature
KBTK ∝ exp
(
− 1
N(EF )JK
)
(2.53)
At sufficiently low temperature, T  TK , the system with the magnetic im-
purities behaves in the Fermi liquid framework of heavy quasiparticles with a large
effective mass. It means, a temperature-independent Pauli susceptibility, a large
linear specific heat and a saturated residual resistivity. At T  TK systems exhibit
a Curie-like susceptibility due to the non-interacting magnetic moments as a normal
metal with free magnetic moments.
2.6.2 RKKY interaction
In contrast to the well-understood impurity limit, when a periodic array of
Kondo atoms are distributed in the lattice an effective spin-spin interaction be-
tween the localised magnetic moments cannot be neglected. It is well known that
the electronic spin density of a sea of itinerant electrons are polarised by the localised
magnetic moment via the antiferromagnetic Kondo exchange JK . In densely-packed
magnetic moments, although the direct interaction is rather weak and insignificant
due to the screening effect, the polarisation of the conduction cloud leads to a strong
and long-range indirect exchange interaction. The so-called Ruderman, Kittel, Ka-
suya, Yosida (RKKY) interaction [30] is given by a Hamiltonian
HRKKY = JRKKY (r)Si · Sj (2.54)
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that describes the coupling between local spins Si and Sj separated by a distance r in
terms of the RKKY exchange interaction JRKKY . As only electrons within a limited
wavelength range near to the Fermi surface participate in the scattering process, the
polarisation of the conduction electrons is modulated by the momentum of the Fermi
surface, 2kF , and decays as 1/(kF r)
3 (Friedel oscillations). The exchange interaction
with a second local moment reduces at large distance to
JRKKY ∼ −J2KN(EF )
cos(2kF r + φ)
(2kF r)3
(2.55)
assuming a spherical Fermi surface of momentum kF and density of states N(EF ).
The phase factor φ takes into account the charge difference between the impurity
and the host. The oscillatory coupling determined by the itinerant electrons on the
Fermi surface may be then ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic depending on the
f-electrons distance as shown Fig. 2.5.
Figure 2.5: RKKY exchange interaction, JRKKY produced by a magnetic
atom at r=0. The antiferromagnetic Kondo exchange, JK polarises
the conduction electron (blue arrows) and a long range magnetic in-
teraction with either ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic coupling
are possible.
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The characteristic energy of the RKKY interaction is
kBTRKKY ∼ J2KN(EF ) (2.56)
In contrast to the Kondo interaction, where the conduction electrons weaken the
magnetic atoms interaction, the RKKY interaction favours a ground state in which
the atoms are magnetically ordered.
2.6.3 Kondo lattice
The complex interplay between long-range magnetic order (RKKY interac-
tion) and the non-magnetic singlet bound state (Kondo interaction), that depends
on JK , is described by, the still unsolved, Kondo lattice model [31]. The competition
is often represented by the Doniach’s phase diagram [32] in Fig. 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Doniach’s phase diagram.
For weak couplings JK < Jc the interaction between the local moments dom-
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inates and magnetic order, normally antiferromagnetic, emerges in a small Fermi
volume. In the localised limit, CeCu2Ge2 is an archetypal antiferromagnet whose
localised 4f electrons order at TN ≈ 4K [33] in a well-defined crystal field-doublet
manifold [34]. On the other hand, if Kondo screening dominates, JK > Jc, the Fermi
volume, containing both itinerant electrons and the local moments, will be large [35],
the non-magnetic singlet formation and heavy-electron band with highly renormal-
ized quasiparticles will emerge. In the first heavy fermion discovered, CeAl3, a 4f
virtual-bound-state formation gives rise to a non-magnetic singlet. The linear heat
capacity, constant paramagnetic susceptibility and quadratic resistivity is an exam-
ple of a Fermi Liquid ground state with strongly renormalised masses [23].
Doniach’s picture is only a comparison of energy scales and does not provide in-
formation of the mechanism that connects the antiferromagnetic state to the heavy-
fermion phase. In fact, the surface of large Fermi volume is susceptible to instability
that leads to a large variety of phenomena such as superconductivity, conmensurate
and incomensurate magnetic order or even Kondo insulators [36]. CeCu2Si2 was
the first heavy-fermion superconductor to be discovered [37]. It demonstrates that
superconductivity can exist in a metal in which many-body interactions strongly
renormalised the properties of the conduction-electron gas.
According to that, the itinerant or the localised nature of electrons is be-
lieved to be behind the superconducting or the magnetic order ground state [38].
However, magnetism and superconductivity may coexist carried by deeply localised
4f electrons and itinerant s,p or d orbitals, respectively. Examples can be found
in RRh4B4 compounds where R is a rare earth element [39]. However, the dis-
tinction between localised magnetic phases and itinerant HF or superconductors is
not always straightforward. For instance, the U-based heavy-fermion compound,
UPd2Al3 displays a division of the 5f-quasiparticle states into two nearly separate
subsystems with local-moment and heavy-mass itinerant behaviour. Two electrons
are localised 5f electrons responsible of the magnetic order, while the remaining 5f
electron is itinerant and the origin of superconductivity [40, 41]. The exponential
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dependence of TK makes the equilibrium between the competing interactions un-
stable and a tuning parameter such as hydrostatic or chemical (doping) pressure or
magnetic field may modify the ground state. The prototypical heavy-fermion super-
conductor CeCu2Si2 is an example of a complicated ternary phase diagram where
slight changes in stoichiometry or sample preparation give rise to unconventional
superconductivity, SDW or both [42], or field may induce magnetic instability and
quantum criticality [43]. Examples of high-pressure induced superconductivity are
CeCu2Ge2 [44] and CeRhIn5 [45].
What is of particular interest is the breakdown of the Fermi Liquid picture.
The generic phase diagram of heavy fermions presents a quantum critical point when
TRKKY approaches TK if the order parameter is tuned to zero temperature by some
external parameter. The non-Fermi Liquid behaviour around criticality, including
unconventional superconductivity seems to be dominated by quantum fluctuations.
Unlike the formation of Cooper pairs through an interaction mediated by phonons-
vibrations of the crystal lattice described by the BCS theory, antiferromagnetic fluc-
tuations have been suggested as the pairing mechanism that produces the attractive
spin-spin interaction [46, 47]. They might be also implicated in the superconductiv-
ity that emerges in the proximity of a quantum critical point in high-Tc cuprates [48].
2.7 Quantum criticality
A quantum critical point (QCP) is a singular feature in the phase diagram
of matter at zero temperature [49]. It occurs at the point of the phase diagram,
where the transition temperature of an ordered phase is driven to zero by a tuning
parameter. Classical phase transitions occur at finite temperatures where thermal
fluctuations drive the system into a lower symmetry phase, as temperature ap-
proaches zero Kelvin the fluctuations disappear. However, the uncertainty principle
permits that quantum fluctuations drive the system into a new phase at T= 0 K in
a quantum phase transition. In both transitions, fluctuations are correlated over a
characteristic length scale ξ that diverges at the critical temperature.
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Although one can only access the behaviour at finite temperatures, the influ-
ence of a QCP expands over a wide region of the phase diagram and the critical
scaling of various quantities at experimentally accessible temperatures can be ob-
served. In the vicinity of a QCP, either thermal or quantum fluctuations may drive
the transition, but there is a quantum critical region where the thermal energy kBT
is lower than a correlation time that characterises the quantum fluctuations. In
this region, quantum fluctuations lead the compound properties far away of the FL
behaviour [26]. In Kondo lattices, the magnetic instability of the surface of large
Fermi volume is described in the Doniach diagram by TRKKY=TK where the Neel
temperature is leaded to zero absolute by the tuning parameter. In the quantum
critical region, deviations from the temperature dependence of the experimental
properties given by Eqs. 2.47, 2.48 and 2.49 such as weak power laws or logarithmic
conduct emerges in the so-called non-Fermi Liquids (NFL).
QCP are not only presented in heavy fermions, some intermetallic transition-
metal compounds exhibit critical behaviour close to ferromagnetic instability ex-
plained by the Self-Consistent Renormalisation (SCR) or Hertz-Millis-Moriya (HMM)
theory of spin fluctuations [50]. QCPs have been reported in some weak itinerant
ferromagnets emerging intermediate escape routes to quantum criticality such as sec-
ond to first order transition in MnSi [51, 52], ZrZn2 under hydrostatic pressure [53],
incommensurate order [54],spin density wave (SDW) in NbFe2 [55] or even super-
conductivity in MnP [56].
Although a lot of experimental and theoretical work has been done in heavy
fermions and transition-metal compounds at low temperature and near quantum
criticality, QCP physics is not fully understood and some question are still un-
solved. For instance experimental work to obtain a detailed analysis of energy- and
momentum-resolved magnetic fluctuations or the influence of disorder on the critical
properties would be instructive [35].
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2.8 Spin density waves
Spin density waves (SDW) consist of an antiferromagnetically ordered phase
with spatial oscillations of the spins with a wave vector q. If the spin periodicity
is a rational fraction or multiple of the lattice constant it is called a commensurate
density wave, otherwise is incommensurate. Whereas some metals and alloys with
a high density of states at the Fermi volume become superconductor, the sinusoidal
amplitude modulation of the spin density are associated to the existence of nest-
ing vectors in the Fermi surfaces. Chromium and its alloys are the best known
cases [57, 58], although SDW fluctuations in the high-Tc superconducting cuprates
are very similar to these seen in Chromium close to TN [59]. SDW have been also
reported in organic conductors [60].
SDW is explained in terms of nesting of the Fermi surface that allows elec-
trons in one band to form bound states with holes in another nested band [61]. The
nesting wavevector q in the reciprocal space results in a real-space periodicity of the
SDW with wavelength 2pi/q. The spatial modulation of the electron spin density
leads to a superstructure with an energy gap 2∆(T ) at the Fermi energy that in-
creases with decreasing temperature.
2.9 Superconductivity
Superconductivity is an exotic state of matter that has intrigued scientists ever
since Kammerlingh Onnes observed the resistance of mercury dropping to zero in
1911 [62]. Superconductivity has become an exciting area to study with hundreds of
discovered superconductors. The mechanism behind conventional superconductors
is based on the electron-phonon interaction. However, the source of interactions that
governs high temperature superconductors and the unconventional superconductiv-
ity around QCP are likely different and the mechanism leading to superconductivity
is not known yet [63].
At the early stages, macroscopic effects were observed in superconductors.
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Thermal fluctuations, large magnetic fields and/or large electrical currents destroy
the superconductivity. For instance, the critical field Hc that moves the metal to its
normal state is well described by:
Hc(T ) = Hc(0)
[
1−
(
T
Tc
)2]
(2.57)
where Tc is the critical temperature. The Meissner effect describes the magnetic
field expulsion from inside a superconductor during its transition to the supercon-
ducting state. When an external field is applied, a superconducting current appears
at the surface producing an opposite field that cancels out the magnetic field inside
the superconductor. As a consequence the superconductor exhibits perfect diamag-
netism with magnetic susceptibility χ= − 1 (SI units). The magnetic field B drop
at the superconductors surface is not spontaneous. It gradually diminishes with a
characteristic London penetration depth λL of few hundreds of nm. Penetration
depth decreases with the temperature according to:
λL =
λL(0)[
1− (T/Tc)4
]1/2 (2.58)
Figure 2.7: Critical field Hc and London penetration depth λL as a func-
tion of the temperature.
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2.9.1 London equations
The constitutive equation relating the superconducting current to the electric
field was given in 1935 by London [64]. A few years later, a phenomenological
theory introduced in 1950 by Landau [65] put together a macroscopic description
of the superconductivity before Bardeen, Cooper and Schrieffer [66] published their
microscopic theory of superconductivity (BCS). The London equations are
∂ (ΛJs)
∂t
= E (2.59)
∇× (ΛJs) +B = 0 (2.60)
Js is the superconducting current density. E and B are the electrical and magnetic
field, respectively. The parameter Λ is related with the penetration depth by
Λ = µ0λ
2
L =
mp
npe2p
=
m
2npe2
(2.61)
where µ0 is the permeability of free space, np the number of Cooper pairs and mp =
2m and ep = −2e its mass and charge forming by two electrons. The first London
equation shows the non-linear relationship between the current and the electrical
field. It is deduced from the Bloch’s theorem that states a ground state with zero
canonical momentum p. In the microscopic quantum theory of superconductivity,
the superconducting state is considered the ground state of the system which results
in the following superconducting current
Js = npepvp =
npep
mp
(p− epA) = −A
Λ
(2.62)
with vp the average velocity of Cooper pairs and A the magnetic vector potential.
From the definition of A, the current derivative gives the First London equation
since the electric potential inside the superconductor is constant. If the curl is
applied to Eq. 2.59; ∇×E = −∂B
∂t
∂ [B +∇× (ΛJ)]
∂t
= 0 (2.63)
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where constant and exponentially decaying solutions are possible for the magnetic
field. Since the Meissner effect forbids constant solution, the Second London equa-
tion 2.60 must be right.
The decay solution and the physical meaning of the London penetration depth
is found when Ampere’s Law ∇×H = J is applied to the Second London equation.
∇2B = µ0
Λ
B =
1
λ2L
B (2.64)
Then, the magnetic field decays exponentially over a distance λL.
2.9.2 Ginzburg-Landau equations
Later, Ginzburg and Landau conceived an intuitive theory that is widely used
to describe macroscopic phenomena in superconductors, but it is not adequate for
microscopic processes. They introduced a wave function for each Cooper pair
Ψi(r, t) = Ψi,0(r, t) exp [iφi(r, t)] (2.65)
whose average or density is the order parameter |Ψ(r, t)|2 of the superconducting
condensate. The average of the wave functions will be non-zero if the phases φi of
each Copper pairs are close enough. A coherence between the Copper pairs is then
needed. Ψ20 is identified as the density of Cooper pairs Ψ
2
0 = np.
Ginzburg-Landau (G-L) equations are obtained from the Landau theory of
phase transitions. It assumed that the wave function is small near the transition
and the free energy can be expanded in powers of the wave function. If the free
energy is minimized with respect to the order parameter and to the magnetic vector
potential the two G-L equations are respectively obtained. The second G-L equation
defines the superconducting current by minimizing the free energy with respect to
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the vector potential
J =
ep
mp
|Ψ(r, t)|2 [∇φ− epA(r, t)] = epnpvp(r) (2.66)
2.9.3 Electron-phonon interactions
The first evidence of the role of the interactions between the electrons and the
lattice in superconductivity was found at the beginning of the 1950s. The critical
temperature of mercury was inversely proportional to the atomic mass of different
isotopes [67].
The idea behind the formation of Copper pairs is explained by the much greater
inertia of the lattice ions than the electrons. The Coulomb interaction attracts the
lattice ion to the electron, when the electron moves forward to the next ions the
previous ion takes longer to come back to the equilibrium position. An excess of
positive charges is created around the electron position that is occupied by a second
electrons, hence two electrons move across the lattice correlated over a distance ξ0,
known as BCS coherence length. The two electrons are attracted by the electron-
induced lattice deformations known as the electron-phonon interaction. The coher-
ence lengths are 102 − 103 nm, that can be considered the average size of a Cooper
pair in weak-coupling superconductors.
A minimum attractive interaction is needed to create a bound state. Nor-
mally, the Fermi energy is three order of magnitude higher than the binding energy,
E ∝ Tc, but, at low temperature, the electron kinetic energy is approximately lin-
ear and then the bound state is possible. The Cooper pairs binding energy can be
estimated for weakly coupled superconductors from the Hamiltonian of two elec-
trons in an electron-phonon potential. Hˆ = pˆ12
2m
+ pˆ2
2
2m
+ Ue−p. The eigenstates of
the Cooper pairs are a linear combination of two electron eigenstates for all the
possible wave vectors k and eigenenergies |ξ(k)| with amplitudes bk. For a S-wave
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superconductor, the spatial wavefunction is symmetric, and hence, the spin wave-
function is antisymmetric. Consequently, the singlet state of the Cooper pair gives
the following eigenstate:
2|ξ(k)|+
∑
k’
Ukk’bk’ = Ebk’ (2.67)
with a binding energy E = −2∆. The electrons that form the Cooper pair have
the same wave vector |ξ1(k)| = |ξ2(k)|. The amplitudes bk can be obtained approx-
imating the electron-phonon interaction to a constant Ukk’ = −U within a sphere
centred at the Fermi wave vector, kF , and radius ωD/vF . If the bk amplitudes are
summed, an equation for the binding energy is obtained:
1 =
U
2
=
∑
kmin<|k|<kmax
1
|ξ(k)|+∆ ≈
N(EF )U
2
ln
(
ωD
∆
)
(2.68)
where ωD is the Debye frequency of the crystal and vF and N(EF ) the velocity and
the density of states at the Fermi level. The approximation is given by replacing
the sum over the wave vector by and integral over the range ±ωD in the vicinity
of the Fermi level. The resulting binding energy
2∆ = 2ωD exp
( −2
N(εF )U
)
(2.69)
only differs to the BCS theory [66] by the factor 2 in the exponent.
The binding energy is required to break a Cooper pair, but the simplest ex-
citation in a superconductor is to add a quasi-particle, an electron or a hole by
applying an energy ∆. At non-zero temperatures, quasi-particles are thermally ac-
tivated but well below TC are relatively small. The temperature enlarges the Fermi
surface and the density of states, N(EF ), therefore, the higher the temperature, the
lower the binding energy is, according to Eq. 2.69. When temperature approaches
Tc, the density of quasi-particles become relevant until ∆ goes to zero at Tc. For
d-wave superconductors, quasi-particles can be created with no energy cost along
the Ψ nodes. The proportionality of the binding energy with Tc is given by the BCS
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theory, 2∆/kBTc ∼ 3.5, for weak-coupling superconductors.
The previous results are only valid on the weak-coupling regime N(εF )U 
1. [68]. In superconductors with a strong electron-phonon coupling, the effect of
electrons on phonons also has to be taken into account. This is modelled by intro-
ducing a gap function ∆(ω) where phonon frequencies are renormarlized due to the
electrons.
The isotope effect displays the relationship between the critical temperature
and the atomic mass M as TcM
α = constant. Predicted to be α =0.5 in the strong-
coupling limit, the BCS theory is unable to explain the experimental results of some
superconductors and to predict which materials become superconductors.
2.9.4 Flux quantisation
One of the consequences of the macroscopic wavefunction, Eq. 2.65, is the
persistent supercurrent in closed superconducting circuits. The Cooper pair con-
densate moves with the same center of mass velocity for all pairs and lost of energy
by inelastic scattering would require to slow down the system as a whole, which
means a large amount of energy. Another consequence, relevant to the SQUID op-
eration, is the magnetic flux quantisation. The total magnetic flux that threads a
superconducting closed path must be an integer multiple of the flux quantum, Φ0,
if the superconductor is thicker than the penetration depth. From the second G-L
Eq. 2.66, the path integral of the wavefunction phase over a closed path is an integer
multiple of 2pi to guarantee the single value of the wavefunction
2pin =
∮
∇φ · dl = mp
epnp
∮
J · dl+ ep

∮
A · dl (2.70)
The second integral on the right hand is the magnetic flux through the closed
contour Φ. The penetration depth identity (Eq.2.61) and the flux quantum definition
Φ0 = h/ep = h/2e lead to the flux quantisation condition
nΦ0 = µ0λ
2
L
∮
J · dl+ Φ (2.71)
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If the thickness of the superconductor is larger than the penetration depth, deep
inside the superconductor J = 0 and , then the total flux inside a closed path in a
superconductor should be an integer multiple of a flux quantum Φ = nΦ0.
2.9.5 Josephson Junctions
SQUID operation may not be understood without the Josepshon Tunnelling
effect that takes place in the junction of two superconductors separated by an insu-
lating thin barrier. The Josepshon tunneling effect is explained by the first Joseph-
son equation. It correlates the superconducting current across the insulator barrier
with the phase difference of the superconductors. The supercurrent |J | = js in
Eq. 2.66 can be rewritten as a function of the gauge invariant phase difference or
Josephson phase difference δ, Φ0 and the mass and charge of the electron
js =
enp
m
[
1
dl
(∫
C
∇φ · dl− 2pi
Φ0
∫
C
A · dl
)]
=
enp
m
· dδ
dl
(2.72)
φ2 − φ1 = m
enp
∫
C
js · dl+ 2pi
Φ0
∫
C
A · dl (2.73)
Figure 2.8: Scheme of a Josephson junction.
where C is any path across the junction. The supercurrent Eq. 2.72 can be
described as a function of the gauge invariant phase difference
δ ≡ φ2 − φ1 − 2pi
Φ0
∫
C
A · dl (2.74)
that is bounded by 2pi so can be written as a Fourier Sine series. The series converges
for almost all the junctions quickly, and the supercurrent in a Josephson barrier often
simplifies to
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Is = I0 sin δ (2.75)
known as first Josephson equation. The density of supercurrent js is replaced by the
superconducting current Is and I0 =
enp
m
.
As the superconducting wave function is Ψ ∝ exp(iEt/), the second Joseph-
son equation can easily obtained from the time derivative of Eq. 2.74.
δ˙ = φ˙2 − φ˙1 − 2pi
Φ0
d
dt
(∫
C
A · dl
)
=
E2 − E1

− 2eU
ind
21

(2.76)
dδ
dt
=
2e

U =
2pi
Φ0
U (2.77)
where U ind21 is the induced voltages by the magnetic field. and U is the voltage
across the junction. The Josephson coupling energy, Ej =
I0Φ0
2pi
is obtained by direct
integration of the product U · Is
E(δ) =
∫ t
o
Io sin δ
Φ0
2pi
δ˙dt = EJ (1− cos δ) (2.78)
If noise is neglected, Josephson junctions operation can be separated in two
regions. In the zero-voltage state or static region, the time averaged phase differ-
ence is constant and hence the time averaged dc voltage < U >= V is zero. In
this scenario the bias current, Ib establishes the phase difference that makes the
current in Eq. 2.75 matches with Ib. When bias current increases above the crit-
ical current Ic = I0, the I-V junction curve goes into a dynamic region. Voltage
is not zero and the supercurrent oscillates with the Josephson frequency given by
f = 2eV/h = U/Φ0 = 483.6 GHz/mV in the microwave range. Above the critical
current, the Josephson junction acts as a voltage-frequency converter. It can there-
fore be used as voltage standard, since Φ0 = 2.07 ·10−15 Wb is known with accuracy.
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2.9.6 RCSJ model
For V = 0, in the dynamic region, there are other contributions to the current
in a Josephson junction: the quasiparticle current Iqp generated in the insulator by
the voltage V , and a displacement current Id due to the field that affects the elec-
trical carriers. Iqp in a s-i-s barrier is approximately 0 below 2∆e and ohmic above
the energy barrier. Although the microscopic description of both currents requires a
more complex analysis, in almost all the SQUIDs, Iqp and Id can be approximated to
an Ohmic shunt resistor and a capacitor connected in parallel, respectively. The ap-
proximation is known by the “resistively and capacitively- shunted junction model”
or RCSJ-model. The equivalent circuit is shown in Fig. 2.9 (a), where effects of
thermal and 1/f noises are illustrated by IN . The equation of motion, Eq. 2.75 is
now modified to
Figure 2.9: (a) RCSJ equivalent circuit. (b) The tilted washboard po-
tential UJ as a function of the phase difference, δ in a bias current
below and (c) above the critical current. Taken from ref. [69].
I = I0 sin δ +
U
R
+ CU˙ + IN(t) (2.79)
Introducing the second Josephson equation 2.77 and ignoring the noise current
I = I0 sin δ +
Φ0
2pi
δ˙
R
+
Φ0
2pi
Cδ¨ (2.80)
If the Josephson coupling energy Ej is used and the current is normalised to
i = I/I0
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Φ0
2piI0
Cδ¨ +
Φ0
2piI0
δ˙
R
= (i− sin δ) = − 1
Ej
∂Uj
∂t
= −∂ [w − Fδ]
∂δ
(2.81)
Static and dynamic properties of the phase difference, δ were explained by Anderson
[70] as a mechanical model of a point-like particle of mass m = Φ0C
2piI0
and friction
η = Φ0
2piI0R
in the so-called tilted washboard potential UJ = Ej (1− cos δ − i · δ)
with a potential w that is tilted by an external driving force F that corresponds
with the normalised current i. The tilted potential Uj helps to understand the I-V
characteristic of the Josephson junction. For i < 1, δ is confined in a potential well
as it is outlined in Fig. 2.9 (b). < δ˙ >= 0 and the time averaged voltage is zero,
according to Eq. 2.77. For the dynamic case, i > 1, the local potential minima
disappears and the phase difference changes with the time. Hence, the dc voltage is
not zero and increases with the bias current. When the bias current decreases the
equivalent particle is trapped in a different potential well. The hysteretic behaviour,
shown in Fig. 2.10(b), is a consequence of the inertia or the capacitative term.
The dynamic equation in the RCSJ model can be depicted as a function of the
Stewart-McCumber parameter βc, the Josephson frequency, ωc ≡ 2piI0R/Φ0, at the
characteristic voltage Vc = I0R and the normalised potential uj ≡ Uj/Ej
βc
δ¨
ω2c
+
δ˙
ωc
= (i− sin δ) = −∂uj
∂t
(2.82)
βc ≡ ωc
ωRC
=
2pi
Φ0
I0R
2C (2.83)
being ωRC = 1/RC the resonance frequency of a RC circuit. I-V curves can
be analytically calculated at the limiting cases of βc.
In the overdamped limit (βc  1), the capacitive term becomes negligible and
the second order Eq. 2.82 converts to a first order one,
δ˙
ωc
= i− sin δ (2.84)
I − I0 sin δ = Φ0
2pi
δ˙
R
=
V
R
(2.85)
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reducing the model to the RSJ model.
Figure 2.10: (a) Josephson junction with a non-hysteretic I-V character-
istic curve, (βc  1) and (b) hysteretic I-V curve as a function of
βc.
In this scenario, when current decreases from above I0, the phase difference
is trapped in a potential minima at I = I0 and δ˙ = 0 for I < I0, removing the
hysteretic behaviour. The following solutions for the time-averaged voltage can be
deduced from Eq. 2.85
V = 0 I < I0 (2.86)
V = R
√
(I2 − I20 ) I > I0 (2.87)
The I-V characteristic curve for βc  1 is plotted in Fig. 2.10(a). It is relevant to
mention that the voltage above the critical current oscillates with a high frequency
ω = ωc
√
i2 − 1.
On the other hand, in the underdamped limit, βc  1, ωRC  ωc the SQUID
behaves like a RC circuit. The average voltage is linear when the current is decreased
from above I0 to zero. In contrast, the voltage remains zero when the current is
increased from zero to the critical current producing a high hysteretic I-V curve as
is shown in Fig. 2.10(b) from Clarke et al. SQUID handbook [69].
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2.9.7 dc SQUID
Superconducting Quantum Interferometer Device (SQUID) combines the two
quanta phenomena previously introduced. Josephson tunnelling and flux quantisa-
tion produce the most sensitive magnetic flux sensors. Other SQUIDs applications
can be highlighted like two quantum level systems or quantum bits used in super-
conducting quantum computers [71, 72] or SQUID-based thermometers [73].
SQUIDs consist of a superconducting loop with one or two symmetric Joseph-
son junction, connected in parallel. The former configuration is known as an ac-
SQUID and the later as a dc-SQUID. The physics involved in both are in general
the same and minor corrections in the dc-SQUID may easily lead to the equations
that explain the ac-SQUID operation. The current in the superconducting loop is
modulated by the magnetic flux enclosed and the SQUID current can be understood
as the interference of the wave functions in the two loop paths. The static and dy-
namic performance of Josephson junctions are well-explained by the RCSJ model.
Junctions are resistively shunted to avoid hysteretic behaviour in such a way that
the dc-SQUID can be depicted by an equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 2.11 (b).
Figure 2.11: (a) dc-SQUID scheme. (b) Equivalent circuit of a dc-
SQUID in the RCSJ model.
As a flux-to-voltage transducer, the SQUID operation is given by the I-V and
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the V-Φ characteristic responses. To obtain them, the difference phase δ2 − δ1 in
the SQUID junctions and the current equations are needed. Let’s consider the
integral of the superconducting phase over a closed path , e.g the dashed line in
Fig. 2.11 (a). To guarantee the wavefunction is a single value, the integral must be
an integer multiple of 2pi. It can be calculated by splitting the path in 4 branches
(φ1− φ2) + (φ2− φ2′) + (φ2′ − φ1′) + (φ1′ − φ1) = 2pin. First and third term is given
by Eq. 2.73
φ2 − φ1 = + m
enp
∫ 2
1
J · dl+ 2pi
Φ0
∫ 2
1
A · dl (2.88)
φ1′ − φ2′ = + m
enp
∫ 1′
2′
J · dl+ 2pi
Φ0
∫ 1′
2′
A · dl (2.89)
and the second and the fourth by Eq. 2.74
φi − φi′ = −δi + 2pi
Φ0
∫ i
i′
A · dl (2.90)
With the resulting quantisation
2pin = δ2 − δ1 − 2pi
Φ0
∮
A · dl+ m
enp
(∫ 1
2
J · dl+
∫ 2′
1′
J · dl
)
(2.91)
The magnetic vector potential integral is equal to the total flux through the SQUID
loop due to the Stokes integral theorem. It includes the applied flux Φa = B · A
plus the induced flux LsJ by the circulating current J, being Ls the SQUID loop
geometric inductance. Although the current is zero deep in the superconductor, a
superficial circulating current exists and it is the responsible for the field that can-
cels the magnetic field inside the superconductor. The supercurrent integral terms
is non-zero close to the junction barriers. Besides, if the thickness of the super-
conducting loop is smaller or comparable to λL the term is non-zero in the whole
loop. This contribution is normally described by a kinetic inductance, Lk, that has
been exploited in different fields such as magnetometry or submillimeter-wave de-
tection [74, 75].
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The difference phase in the dc-SQUID is then modulated by the total flux
δ2 − δ1 = 2pin+ 2pi
Φ0
(Φa + LJ) ≡ 2pi(φa + 1
2
βLj) (2.92)
with L = Ls+Lk the sum of the geometric and the kinetic inductance and βL =
2LI0
Φ0
the screening parameter. J and Φ are normalised to I0 and Φ0 respectively.
The current through the Josephson junctions in the RCSJ model together with
the Kirchhoff’s current law of the bias current I = I1 + I2 in the two SQUID arms
complete the equations to understand the SQUID operation. Eq. 2.82 gives the two
second order equations of the current (i is replaced by j to avoid confusion between
the bias (i) and the Josephson current (j)) and assuming symmetric SQUID arms,
I1 = I2=I.
i
2
± j = sin δi + δ˙
ωc
+ βc
δ¨i
ω2c
(2.93)
Currents are normalised to I0 = (I0,1 + I0,2) /2 and equivalent resistance R =
2R1R2/ (R1 +R2) and capacitance C = (C1 + C2) /2 are used to define βc. Index
i refers to the two junctions. The characteristic frequency ωc, βc and the screening
parameter βL are normally used to control the SQUID behaviour.
Current 2.93 and phase difference 2.92 equations are completed by the second
Josephson relation, Eq. 2.77, to describe the SQUID operation. In the following
analysis radiofrequency oscillations are neglected. Only the time-averaged voltage
will be considered.
The junctions are the only dissipative elements in the SQUID. In the strongly
overdamped region, βc  1, for a given external flux Φ, the I-V curve is not hysteric.
When the bias current is increased from zero to above the critical current and then
back to zero the curve is similar to the I-V curve of the Josephson junction shown in
Fig. 2.10(a). Above the critical current I > 2I0, voltages oscillates as a function of
the applied flux with a Φ0 period. Maxima are reached at flux Φ = (n+1/2)φ0 and
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Figure 2.12: (a) dc-SQUID I-V characteristic curve for different mag-
netic flux. (b) The periodic V-flux curve.
minima at nΦ0 as shown Fig. 2.12. Optimisation of the voltage-to-flux transducer
is achieved at a bias current I where | (∂V
∂Φ
) |I = VΦ, i.e. the flux-to-voltage transfer
coefficient is maximum. At that point, the output voltage is maximised δV = VΦδΦ
for small flux changes. Current motion Eq. 2.93, can be analysed in the same
way that the single Josephson junction one. The static region takes place for bias
current lower than the critical current Ic. In this scenario the phase differences δi
are trapped in the potential minima Ui and they are not time dependant δ˙i = δ¨i = 0.
For the general case of very low SQUID inductance L, βL  1, the phase difference
(Eq. 2.92) does not depend on the circulating current and the critical current can
be calculated by summing both motion Eqs. 2.93
i = sin δ1 + sin (δ1 + 2piφ) (2.94)
Using the following trigonometric identity
2 sin ε · cos η = sin (ε+ η) + sin (ε− η)
{
ε = δ1 + piφ
η = piφ
(2.95)
the current, in absolute values, is
I = 2I0 sin ε · cos (piΦ/Φ0) (2.96)
in such a way that the bias current, Ib = I will give the phase difference ε. The
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maximum current in the static region determines the critical bias current needed to
have a non-zero voltage read out:
Ic = 2I0
∣∣∣ cos(pi Φ
Φ0
)∣∣∣ (2.97)
hence, the critical current Ic oscillates from 2I0 at Φ = nφ0 to 0 at Φ = (n+1/2)φ0,
being n an integer. Although noise fluctuations are not discussed in this section, it
is fair to say, that Ic = 0 in real dc-SQUIDs due to noise effects. That makes, the
outline in Fig. 2.12 (a) more realistic. Finally, in cases where the SQUID inductance
is not negligible, the critical current is affected by βL. The critical current decreases
with the screening parameter according to Ic ∝ 1/βL.
In the dynamic region, when the bias current is higher than the critical current,
the voltage is non-zero and the phase difference changes with the time. For negligible
βL, δ˙1 = δ˙2 and δ¨1 = δ¨2, hence the Eq. 2.93 in the dynamic region can be solved
i = sin δ1 + sin (δ1 + 2piφ) + 2
δ˙1
ωc
+ 2βc
δ˙1
ωc
(2.98)
Using the trigonometric identity 2.95 and substituting βc and ωc we obtain
I = 2I0 cos
(
piΦ
Φ0
)
sin ε+
Φ0
2pi
2ε˙
R
+
Φ0
2pi
2Cε˙ (2.99)
identical to the RCSJ equation for a single junction Eq. 2.80 with R = R/2, C = 2C
and critical current Eq. 2.97. Hence, the voltage in Fig. 2.12 (a) will be
V = 0 I < Ic (2.100)
V =
R
2
√
(I2 − I2c ) I > Ic (2.101)
Most SQUID applications require a linear response. To avoid changes in the
transfer coefficient VΦ, an electronic feedback circuit so-called Flux-Locked-Loop
(FFL) is used to induce a negative flux −∂Φ that cancels out the detected flux
by the SQUID. In this constant-flux configuration the SQUID remains in a fixed
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operation point VΦ with an specific gain. The readout of the feedback voltage will
be linearly dependent on the input flux and changes or ”jumps” in the operation
point due to noise will be removed or strongly damped. Although noise effects are
not considered in the SQUID equations, thermal and 1/f noise affect the SQUIDs
behaviour in a relevant way. The goal of this work is not to analyse noise effects in
the SQUID operation but a brief introduction of noise sources in SQUIDs and the
FFL circuit will be given in the magnetometer Sec. 4.2.
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“It seems possible that polarized positive
and negative muons will become a pow-
erful tool for exploring magnetic fields in
nuclei, atoms, and interatomic regions.”
L.R. Garwin, 1957
3
Muon-spin relaxation and rotation
µSR is a collection of methods that uses the muon spin to look at structural and
dynamical processes in the bulk of a material on the atomic scale. The acronym
stands for Muon Spin Relaxation, Rotation, Resonance and draws the attention to
the analogy with nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and electron spin resonance
(ESR). Unlike those resonance techniques, no magnetic field is necessary since the
precessing muon can be followed directly due to their polarised nature. Muons are
short-lived particles that violate the principle of invariance under space reflection
(parity) by the weak interaction responsible for the muon and pion decay. As a
result, fully spin-polarised muons can be created, accelerated and implanted into
a sample. Once inside a material, they interact with the local fields at the muon
sites as a sensitive local magnetic probe. Implantation of spin-polarised muons and
the subsequent measurements of the time evolution of the muon spin polarisation
provides a method to examine the distribution and fluctuations of the internal fields.
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The chapter is organised to cover the relevant information to understand and
carry out a µSR experiment. Muon and its properties are introduced in Sec 3.1.
Then, experimental aspects of the technique such as muon production, implanta-
tion, decay and detection are explored in Sec. 3.2. A summary of the technique
capabilities and µSR facilities is outlined in Sec. 3.3 followed by an overview of the
relaxation functions which describe the effects of common magnetic structures in
the muon-spin relaxation, paying attention to those used in this thesis, Sec. 3.4.
Superconductivity is one of the most fruitful areas of muon research. µSR applied
to superconductors is finally introduced in Sec. 3.5.
Reference books and full reviews with technical aspects and µSR applications
in condensed matter can be found in Refs. [1–5].
3.1 Muon properties
Positive (µ+) and negative (µ−) muons are charged leptons with spin 1/2 car-
rying one elementary electric charge belonging to the same family as electrons. They
have similar properties to electrons (positrons), except that the rest mass is about
207 times that of an electron and 9 times less than that of a proton. Although
both can be used to perform µSR, their behaviour in matter are different. µ− be-
haves as a “heavy electron” and are easily captured by nuclei. In this process a
significant amount of spin polarisation is lost and radiation is produced reducing
the measured mean lifetime. These circumstances make µ+ the preferred choice for
most condensed matter applications (herinafter µSR will refer to positive muons).
Therefore, for µSR community, the positively charged particle is consider like a
“light proton”, although the proton is a hadron unlike the muon. By the standard
of other unstable elementary particles, the muon is comparatively long-lived with a
lifetime of τ = 2.2 µs. The muon magnetic moment is about three times that of the
proton, making it very sensitive to extremely small magnetic fields. Consequently
muons are a very useful probe to study weak magnetism. Once the sample is im-
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planted into the sample, the muon-spin precesses around a local magnetic field, B
with the Larmor precession frequency ωµ = γµB given by the muon gyromagnetic
ratio γµ = 851.6Mrad.s
−1T−1 or 13.5 KHz/G. Muons in insulators use to capture
an electron in a hydrogen-like atom known as muonium (Mu). Muon properties are
summarised in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Main muon propertiesas.
PROPERTY VALUE REMARKS
µ+µ−
MASS mµ = 207me = 1/9mp “heavy electron” or
CHARGE -e // +e “light proton”
SPIN S = 1
2
MAGNETIC MOMENT µµ = 3.18µp µµ = gµ
e
2mµ
s
GYROMAGNETIC RATIO γµ = 851.6Mrad.s
−1T−1 γµ = gµ e2mµ
LIFETIME τµ = 2.197µs gµ = 2.001165
MOMENTUM Pµ = 29.79MeV/c
KINETIC ENERGY Eµ = 4.12MeV
BOUND STATE µ+e− muonium, H-isotop
3.2 µSR: experimental aspects
Experimentally, Garwin, Lederman and Weinrich [6] established the roots of
a µSR experiment when they proved that the long held principle of parity conser-
vation was violated in the weak decay of pions and muons. The violation of parity
in weak interactions is responsible of the fully spin-polarised muons produced from
pion decay.
3.2.1 Muon production
Muons are naturally generated in the upper atmosphere, being the dominant
constituent of cosmic rays, but research in condensed matter physics requires par-
ticle accelerators to produce controllable and low energy muons thermalised in the
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samples being studied. Low-energy muons are available in the required intensities
only from ordinary two-body pion decay into a muon and a muon neutrino, νµ,
according to
pi+ −→ µ+ + νµ (3.1)
pi− −→ µ− + νµ (3.2)
High-energy proton beams (>500MeV) produced in synchrotrons or cyclotrons pro-
vide a sufficient number of pions by colliding them with the nuclei of a target. Proton
collisions with either protons p, and nucleons n, in the target’s atomic nuclei give
rise to positive pi+ or negative pi− pions via
p+ p −→ pi+ + p+ n (3.3)
p+ n −→ pi+ + p+ n (3.4)
Targets such as carbon on beryllium are used in order to maximize the pion pro-
duction. The mean lifetime of charged pions are about 26 ns before decaying into a
muon and muon neutrino, Fig. 3.1.
Most positive muon (µ+) beams generated in µSR facilities are produced
from pions decaying at rest in the surface of the production target, reason to call
them surface muons. Muons are emitted from pions isotropically with momentum
pµ = 29.8MeV/c and kinetic energy Eµ = 4.2 MeV (in the pi
+ rest frame). Un-
fortunately, this mode is not available for negative muons µ− since a negative pion
stopped in the production target almost always undergoes nuclear capture (depend-
ing on the atomic number Z) from low-lying orbitals of pionic atoms before it has a
chance to decay. This problem is overcome by allowing the pions to decay in flight
within a long superconducting solenoid. Muons that are emitted opposite to the di-
rection of the pion momentum are called backward muons, which can be selectively
extracted by a bending magnet. Backward muon beams are more energetic, their
momentum distribution broader (approximately 50-100 MeV/c) and their phase
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Figure 3.1: Scheme of muon production.
space much larger than surface muon beams. This gives rise to muons that pene-
trate deeper into material, very useful to study gases or liquids and in high-pressure
experiments as muons can traverse vessels or pressure cells before coming to rest in
samples. However, the lower stopping density and luminosity together with the loss
of polarisation make them less desirable for standard experiments.
3.2.2 Polarized muons
If the pion decay is considered at rest in the laboratory frame, the momentum
conservation of the two-body decay, Eq. 3.1, leads to a neutrino and muon with
equal and opposite momentum. As pions are spinless particles, the muon and neu-
trino spin must have also opposite directions. The violation of parity invariance of
weak interactions [7] makes neutrinos left-handed particles. i.e the helicity λ or the
projection of the particle spin along its direction of motion or linear momentum p
is negative
λ = s · p|p| < 0 (3.5)
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The conservation of linear and angular momenta and the helicity of neutrino (λ = 1)
dictates that the muon beam is 100% polarised with the muon spin Sµ antiparallel
to its linear momentum Pµ (See Fig. 3.2).
Figure 3.2: Parity violation of pion pi+ decay at rest frame into a muon
µ+ and a muonic neutrino νµ.
3.2.3 Muon implantation, thermalisation and localization
100% polarized muons are implanted into the sample with an implantation
range for 4.12 MeV of 0.1 to 1mm, depending on material density, although µ− with
energies ranging from ∼4MeV to ∼ 100MeV can be produced. Muon implantation
and thermalisation occurs rapidly in 10−10−10−9s, before they finally localise in in-
terstitial crystallographic sites with an insignificant loss of polarisation.The kinetic
energy of muons are reduced to a few tens of keV by inelastic scattering through
atomic excitations and ionisations involving only Coulombic interactions. At lower
energies, muons undergo collective excitations and charge exchange processes by cap-
turing and losing electrons forming muonium atoms and reducing the muon energy
to a few hundred of eV. If the µ+-e− muonium bound state is ultimately formed, a
last stage of thermalisation through collisions between Mu and atoms in the sample
takes place until Mu is dissociated into a thermal µ+ and a free e−, in most cases.
Systems studied in this thesis are metals, in which the bare muon is actually the
stable state. Possible radiation damage by the energetic incoming muon is limited
by the relatively few implanted muons (≈ 108 ) and the threshold energy required
to form vacancies which is only accessible at the initial stages of the muon path and
far enough from the final muon sites (about 1 µm) [4].
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the processes of implantation
and thermalisation of a muon wihtin a sample. Dissociation of ther-
mal muonium does not always occur in the final stage. Taken from
Ref. [1].
3.2.4 Muon decay and its anisotropy
The muon decays into a positron e+ and two neutrinos,
µ+ −→ e+ + νe + νµ (3.6)
Again, the negative helicity of neutrinos and the momentum conservation establish
the emitted positron momentum. In this case, the three body process adds an extra
degree of freedom and the emerging positron, which is the detectable particle, is now
not parallel to the muon spin direction. Instead, positrons are emitted according to
a probability function
W (θ) = 1 + a cos (θ) (3.7)
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where θ is the angle between the muon spin and the direction of the emitted positron.
The asymmetry factor a increases monotonically with the positron energy until a
maximum a = 1 at E = 52.83 MeV. The probability function is plotted for the most
energetically emitted positrons in Fig. 3.4. The theoretical value a =
1
3
is obtained
by integrating over all possible energies.
Figure 3.4: Angular distribution of emitted positrons with respect to
the initial muon-spin direction (horizontal arrow) for a fixed energy.
Positrons are preferentially emitted along the muon spin.
In real experiments, initial asymmetry a0 is an empirical parameter that varies
from one spectrometer to another with the limiting case of the theoretical value.
There are several reasons for missing positrons. Only few of them have not energy
enough to escape from the sample or are absorbed by the cryostat walls, but also
the solid angle subtended by the detector bank does not cover all the area and
some positrons are just missed. Electronics can also produces missing positrons.
Detectors have limitations on the speed with which they can respond and there is a
deadtime after each event during which further decays are missed. a0 takes a value
between 0.2 and 0.27 depending on the spectrometer used.
3.2.5 Experiment geometry
µSR depends on the fact that positrons are emitted preferentially along the
muon spin Sµ direction at the moment of decay. The muon polarisation and its
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time evolution are defined as the statistical average over the muon ensemble of the
normalised muon spin
P(t) =
〈Sµ(t)〉
Sµ(0)
(3.8)
which can be investigated by scintillation detectors located around the sample that
count the outgoing positrons from a bunch of muons deposited at the same condi-
tions. The density of positrons per solid angle Ω subtended by the detector at a
given time is proportional to the probability function of the emitting positrons.
dNe+(θ)
dΩ
∝ (1 + adP(t) · n) (3.9)
(3.10)
where n is the normal vector of the positron detector and ad is the intrinsic asym-
metry of the detector integrated over all the positron energies.
Figure 3.5: Sketch of a µSR experiment in a continuous muon source
taken from Muon Training Course notes.
The time evolution of the muon spin polarisation P(t) can be monitored by
choosing and adequate experimental geometry as positron counts are proportional
to the projection of the polarisation along the detector normal vector P (t). In
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the standard configuration one combines the time spectra of detectors grouped on
opposite sides of the sample such as forward (F) and backward (B) with respect to
the initial muon polarization as shown Fig. 3.5 for a continuous muon source. Thus,
the positron intensity as a function of time after implantation is
NF,B(t) = BF,B +N0F,B[1± aF,BP (t)] exp
(−t
τµ
)
(3.11)
The extraction of µSR asymmetry detector ai from the time histogrammed decay
positron spectra Ni(t) requires knowledge of the raw positron N0, background frac-
tion Bi and efficiency of the detector i. Therefore, the experimental quantity of
interest is the positron asymmetry
A(t) =
[NB(t)− BB]− α[NF (t)− BF ]
[NB(t)− BB] + α[NF (t)− BF ]  a0P (t) (3.12)
where α = F/B and a0 the intitial asymmetry. The background can be experi-
mentally determined at t < 0 for continuous muon sources, whereas Bi is almost
negligible for pulsed muon sources. Approximation in Eq. 3.12 is obtained by con-
sidering aF = aB = a0 . α is experimentally obtained by fitting transverse field data
normally measured in a field of 2-4 mT. This experiment is called TF20 in this thesis.
The experimentalist can control some parameters in a µSR experiments such
as the orientation of the detectors or the applied magnetic field, but even the initial
muon spin polarisation can also be modified in some spectrometers. According to
that, there are two µSR experimental geometries widely used with regard to the
relative orientation of the external magnetic field Bext and the initial muon spin po-
larisation P(0). In a transverse field muon spin rotation (TF-µSR) experiment, an
external magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the muon polarisation, whereas
in LF-µSR geometry, field is applied along P(0). Zero-field experiments or ZF-µSR
is a special case of the LF configuration with no applied field. When large transverse
fields are required, for instance to investigate superconducting phases, some spec-
trometers, including detectors and the powerful magnet, are rotated 90◦ to apply
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large fields as it was done in Chapter 6 to investigate superconductivity in CeRhIn5,
Fig. 6.4.
3.2.6 Data acquisition and statistical uncertainties
Positron counts in a µSR experiment is given by the number of muon decay
events observed in a short period of time or “bin”. On the assumptions that the
number of events is proportional to the bin size; the counting rate is constant; two
events does not take place at the same time; and the number of events at different
bins are independent, the experiment obeys Poissionan statistics. If uncertainties
in the measurement arise from random fluctuations, the standard deviation scales
with the square root of the measurement or number of counts
√
N
σi ∝ 1√
N − 1 ≈
1√
N
(3.13)
The event rate in a muon spectrometer is some tens of millions per hour. For
CeRhIn5 experiment, in MuSR spectrometer, the rate was limited to ∼ 45 MeV/h
because of the transverse field geometry only can count up to 64 MeV/h without
distorted the data. For the NbFe2 the rate was ∼ 20 MeV/h. Positron events can
be grouped together in fixed or variable long “bins”. The usual length of a raw bin
is 16 ns in ISIS pulsed muon source. However, significantly smaller bins are used
in continuous muon sources (1 ns in Dolly). The uncertainties can be decreased by
averaging several bins together. Therefore, the uncertainties in a muon experiment
will be a function of the binning length and the time span of the experiment. µSR
data present in this thesis were taken approximately over a time span of one hour
and averaged with a variable bunching factor. Transverse field and zero field mea-
surements taken above the transition temperature to calibrate the experiment and
investigate the muon sites in the paramagnetic phase did not require such amount
of events.
A TF20 experiment is outlined in Fig. 3.6 where backward and forward counts
and the resulting asymmetry in a paramagnetic phase are shown. As the number of
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counts decay exponentially, uncertainties increase in the same way with time.
Figure 3.6: Backward (black squares), forward (red circles) and resulting
asymmetry (green triangles) in a TF20 experiment. 16 ns raw bin
is averaged with a bunching factor of 8
Data analysis were carried out by using Musrfit, the free platform-independent
framework for µSR data analysis developed at The Paul Scherrer Insititute (PSI) [8]
and WIMDA, the muon data analysis program developed at Rutherford Appleton
Laboratory (RAL) [9]. They use the χ2 minimization method which is based on the
statistics of the χ2 function as defined:
χ2 =
n∑
i
[Ni(ti)− fi(ti;a)
σi
]2
≡ rTWr (3.14)
whereNi(ti) are the number of counts per bin, and fi(ti;a), the predicted value
of the model. a is the vector formed by the m fitting parameters and n the total
number of bins. Matrix notation is also given withW the diagonal weighting matrix
Wii = 1/σ
2
ii and r the n × 1 residual matrix. The goodness of fit is determined by
estimating the probability that the χ2 minimum would the same if the experiment
is repeated, which means that residuals falls within the standard deviations, σi.
Therefore, the normalised χ2/DOF with DOF = n −m the number of degrees of
freedom will approach to one in a good fit. Minimization requires to solveM partial
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derivatives of χ2 that in matrix notation is given by
∂
∂a
χ2 = −2rTWJ (3.15)
where the n×m Jacobian matrix J represents the local sensitivity of the predicted
model to variation in the fitting parameters. For nonlinear functions fi minimization
must proceed iteratively. The error measure for the parameters is given by the
diagonal of the covariance matrix:
σa =
√
diag([JTWJ ]−1) (3.16)
Minuit is the minimization method used at PSI.
Propagation error was used to determine uncertainties where mathematical
operation were involved like the experimental asymmetry or results of Chapter 4.
3.3 µSR capabilities and muon sources
Comparing with other techniques µSR has some unique capabilities:
• µSR experiments have rapidly developed to provide a technique available in a
large variety of environments. The use of dilution refrigerators, magnets and
pressure cells makes possible to map out the µSR signal in a compound as a
function of the temperature down to a few tens of mK, pressures up to ∼ 2.5
GPa and large fields of ∼ 8 T in a reasonable amount of time (around 1 hour
per experiment).
• µSR is extremely sensitive to small internal fields that cannot be detected by
similar techniques such as neutron scattering.
• It has no constraint in regard with the material to study as muons can be
implanted into any material and is not limited to specific target nuclei.
• In terms of magnetic dynamics, µSR can measure magnetic fluctuations in
the range of 105-1012 Hz partially covering the time window between direct
techniques such as AC-susceptibility and neutron scattering.
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• µSR is also able to recognize coexisting phases whose volume fraction will be
proportional to the amplitude of distinguishable µSR signals
On the other hand, there are some limitations in µSR:
• It requires large and uniform samples with areas of a few square millimetres
and material density larger than 150 mg/cm2 to stop conventional surface
muons. The development of low energy muons (LEM) reduces the thickness
constraint and opens the technique to exciting physics that takes place in thin
films, multilayers or interfaces by tuning the muon energy.
• Muon responds to the magnetic environment at the muon sites and the precise
stopping sites are not always well-known.
• In contrast to techniques such as neutron scattering, µSR has no k-space
resolution so there is loss of momentum information.
• µSR is an indirect probe, since magnetic moments are not directly measured
and the lineshape of the muon depolarisation is not always an unambiguous
response of a unique magnetic configuration. For instance, when magnetic
fluctuations are strong the µSR lineshape is fitted to exponential functions
that are sometimes not straightforward interpreted.
In general, µSR gives information that is complementary to that provided by other
well-recognised probes of matter such as neutron scattering, NMR or AC-susceptibility.
To use more than one provides clear advantages to study complex compounds,
among the reasons, the different frequency bandwidth of the magnetic techniques
outlined in Fig. 4.1.
µSR is a technique that requires proton beam accelerators and nowadays there
are only a few muon facilities. The muon beams currently available for µSR are dis-
tinguished by the time structure of the proton sources.
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The advantages of continuous source lie on its high time resolution of ∼ 100
ps that allows to detect fields larger than 10 T. Although the measurement rate is
limited to avoid detecting second positrons in the observation window. In contrast,
pulsed beams require a time width of the muon pulse (∼ 80ns) shorter than the
muon lifetime and a pulse repetition much larger (50 Hz). Thus, the time reso-
lution is limited by the pulse width and internal fields larger than ∼ 0.06 T are
not detectable. Pulsed sources have a negligible background of outgoing positrons
compared with continuous sources extending the µSR signal up to 10 τµ. It pro-
vides a better sensitivity to the form of the muon relaxation function being suitable
to study weak magnetism. Resonance or pump/probes investigations can be also
carried out by using RF fields or light pulses synchronised with muon pulses. On
the other side, continuous sources are more convenient for high resolution studies,
such as fast relaxation phenomena or to study flux vortices and high critical fields
in superconductors.
The Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Switzerland and the Tri-University Me-
son Facility (TRIUMF) in Canada are both continuous muon sources, whilst the
Japanese Institute of Physical and Chemical Research (RIKEN) and the Ruther-
ford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) in the United Kingdom are both sources of pulsed
muon beams.
3.4 Relaxation functions
Once we know how to obtain the time evolution of muon spin polarisation
from the positron asymmetry, how it sensitively depends on the spatial distribution
of fields and magnetic fluctuations of the muon magnetic environment is necessary
to obtain information of the magnetic structure. A short summary of the most
common muon spin relaxation function P (t) and those which are relevant for this
thesis is given below under certain assumptions: there is no muon diffusion, i.e. each
muon remains stationary after stopping at an interstitial site; muonium atoms are
not formed; and a unique muon site is considered. If there are multiple muon sites in
a unit cell or muon sites are magnetically inequivalent, local magnetic field at muon
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sites produced by long-range ordered state with a unique internal field may result
in multiple magnitudes of such field. In the standard configuration where F and B
backward are used, the scalar P (t) is considered the projection ofP(t) on zˆ direction.
Effects of any external or local field B(t) in P(t) are governed by the Larmor
equation:
dP(t)
dt
= γµP(t)×B(t) (3.17)
From this equation, we can see that the P(t) is a constant of motion, |P(t)| = |P(0)|.
If we consider the initial polarization along the z axis |P(0)| = PZ(0) the time
evolution will be given by
P(t) = Pz(0)[cos θuˆ+ sin θ cosωµtvˆ+ Awˆ] (3.18)
The basis of the coordinate system and scheme of the polarisation time evolution
are shown in Fig. 3.7. As wˆ is perpendicular to z axis, thus the projection of P(t)
on zˆ is:
P (t) = PZ(0)[cos
2 θ + sin2 θ cosωµt] (3.19)
Figure 3.7: Muon spin polarization rotating around a magnetic field of
arbitrary orientation.
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where ωµ = γµ|B| is the Larmor frequency and
cos2 θ =
B2z
B2
, sin2 θ =
B2x +B
2
y
B2
(3.20)
3.4.1 Zero-field µSR
For greater clarity, cases that are studied below are organised as a function of
the internal field distribution.
Case a):
Magnetic ordered phases in single-crystalline samples. All muons are exposed to the
same field B0:
aI): B0 ⊥ P(0):
P (t) = cosωµt (3.21)
aII): B0 ‖ P(0),
P (t) = 1 (3.22)
Case b):
Random orientated distribution of internal fields given by a ρ(B):
P (t) =
∫
ρ(B)
[
B2z
B2
+
B2x +B
2
y
B2
cos (γµ|B|t)
]
d3B (3.23)
where
∫
ρ(B)d3B = 1
bI): Magnetic ordered phases in polycrystalline samples. Muons are sub-
mitted to the same field B0 with a random orientation, so there is no preferred
orientation:
ρ(B) =
δ(B − B0)
4piB20
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to maintain a normalizated field distribution:
P (t) =
1
4piB20
∫ ∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
δ(B − B0)
[
cos2 θ + sin2 θ cos (γµ|B|t)
]
(3.24)
sin θ|B|2dBdφdθ
For |B0| = B0, delta function properties lead to
P (t) =
1
3
+
2
3
cos (γµB0t) (3.25)
bII): Paramagnetic phases or some frozen states in cooperative paramagnets
or spin glasses. In paramagnetic phases, electrons fluctuate faster than the µSR time
resolution and only the nuclear fields, which are randomly orientated, contribute to
the muon depolarisation. The field distribution at the muon site can then be well
approximated by a Gaussian distribution
ρ(B) =
(
γµ√
2pi∆
)3
exp
[−(γµBx)2
2∆2
]
exp
[−(γµBy)2
2∆2
]
exp
[−(γµBz)2
2∆2
]
(3.26)
with a standard deviation ∆ that results in a muon spin relaxation function in
spherical coordinates
P (t) =
(
γµ√
2pi∆
)3 ∫ ∫ 2pi
0
∫ pi
0
exp
[−γµ|B|2
2∆2
][
cos2 θ + sin2 θ cos (γµ|B|t)
]
(3.27)
sin θ|B|2d|B|dφdθ
Using Gaussian integral properties1 and integration by parts with dv(x) =
xe−ax
2
the so-called Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe (GKT) function is obtained
PG(∆G, t) =
1
3
+
2
3
(1−∆2Gt2)exp
(
−∆
2
Gt
2
2
)
(3.28)
The subscript G is added to emphasise the Gaussian nature of the field distribution.
∆G is sometimes known as the average local field because in an isotropic crystal
1
∫
e−ax
2
cos (kx)dx =
√
pi
a e
−( k24a )
∫
e−ax
2
sin (kx)dx = 0
∫
e−ax
2
x2ndx = 14a
√
pi
a
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|B| = √2∆G. ∆G/γµ produced from nuclear fields are approximately a few gauss.
The Gaussian distribution works also well in phases with several magnetic sources
that give rise to random local fields. For instance, magnetic phases dominated by
short-range interactions as occurs in concentrated spin glasses.
bIII): Dilute spin glasses. In contrast with densely packed spin glasses,
when magnetic atoms in spin glasses are diluted, the distribution of fields at muon
site has a Lorentzian shape rather than Gaussian and muons depolarise according
to the Lorentzian Kubo-Toyabe (LKT) function
PL(t) =
1
3
+
2
3
[1− (λt)]exp[−(λt)] (3.29)
A generalisation, so-called Kubo´s golden formula [10]
P (t) =
1
3
+
2
3
d
dt
[tG(t)] (3.30)
withG(t) = exp[−(λt)α/α], describes intermediate spin glass systems with a medium
range of magnetic atoms concentration. The limiting cases of Gaussian α = 2 and
Lorentzian internal field distributions α = 1 can be obtained.
Case c):
Incommensurate magnetic structures:
Spin density waves are spatial amplitude modulation of spin density whose period
of modulation is not proportional to the lattice period. It will result in a field
at the muon site which varies sinusoidally with the unit cell. The resulting field
distribution
ρ(|B|) ∝
[
1−
( |B|
Bmax
)2]−1/2
(3.31)
gives rise to a relaxation function with an oscillating behaviour dominated by a
Bessel function j0
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PB(t) =
1
3
+
2
3
j0(γµBmaxt) (3.32)
Both Kubo-Toyabe and Bessel functions are characterised by a 1/3 tail cor-
responding to the muon-spin polarisation parallel to the initial polarisation and a
2/3 term of the perpendicular components that rapidly depolarised. Differences lies
on the oscillating behaviour produced by the Bessel function, whereas KT functions
are characterised by a dip before the 1/3 term dominates the relaxation (the dip is
less pronounced in LKT).
3.4.2 Longitudinal-field µSR
Application of a longitudinal field parallel to the initial polarisation B = Bextzˆ
helps to analyse the static or dynamic nature of the internal fields. External field
tends to align the local fields along the z axis recovering the initial polarisation.
This phenomena called “decoupling” can be investigated in a Gaussian distribution
of internal fields modifying Eq. 3.26 to
ρ(B) =
γ3µ
2pi3/2∆3
exp
[−γ2µ[B− Bextzˆ]2
2∆2
]
(3.33)
The LF relaxation function becomes the so-called longitudinal-field Gaussian Kubo-
Toyabe (LFKT) function
PLFG (ωL,∆, t) = 1−
2∆2
ω2L
[
1−
(
−1
2
∆2t2
)
cos (ωLt)
]
+
2∆4
ω3L
∫ t
0
sin (ωLτ)exp
(
−1
2
∆2τ 2
)
dτ
(3.34)
with ωL = γµBext. The applied field repolarises the asymmetry until muons no
longer relax for ωL  ∆ so the total field is parallel to the initial muon spin direc-
tion. The width ∆ can be estimated from the maximum field where slight wiggles
can still be observed,
γµBmaxext
∆
∼ 5 − 10. In the other limit, the relaxation function
becomes a GKT function at ωL = 0.
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3.4.3 Transverse-field µSR
The transverse field relaxation function was already introduced for an ideal
case in Eq. 3.21, but in real samples the cosine relaxation may experience a slight
shift in its frequency and undergoes a progressive depolarisation. This is a con-
sequence of the internal fields contribution to the total field at muon sites. For
a Gaussian internal field distribution ∆/γµ or local fields Bi much lower than the
applied field B0, the relaxation function may be approximated to a precession sig-
nal enveloped by a quadratic relaxation function governed by the magnitude of the
internal fields
P (t) = exp
(
−σ
2t2
2
)
cos (γµBT t) (3.35)
where σ takes into account the spread of internal fields σ2 = γ2µ < ∆B
2 >. The
precession will be given by BT , the vector sum of the internal and external fields
in the applied field direction. If the magnitude of the applied field is similar to the
internal fields, more complex asymmetry will be generated. A wider shifts in the
frequency precession or more than one oscillating term as a result of inequivalent
muon sites might be observed.
3.4.4 Magnetic fluctuations
Static fields are not the only source of the muon ensemble relaxation. Internal
field dynamics, resulting either from the muon hopping from site to site or from
fluctuations of the internal fields can be accounted for within the strong collision
approximation (SCA) [1]. It is assumed that the local field follows a stationary
Gaussian-Markovian process and its direction changes at a time t according to a
hopping probability ρ(t) ∝ exp(−νt). The field after such a “collision” is chosen
randomly from the internal field distribution ρ(B) and is not correlated to the field
before the collision. Hence, the fraction that has no experienced a field change
at time t is P (0)(t) =P(t) exp(−νt) being P(t) the static relaxation function and
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muons that have already undergone a change at time t′ will remain stationary with
a probability exp[−ν(t− t′)]. The contribution to the total polarisation from all
muons having had one field jump is then
P (1)(t) = ν
∫ t
0
P (t′)exp(−νt′)P (t− t′)exp[−ν(t− t′)]dt′ (3.36)
As a recursive process, the higher order terms after n collisions can be derived as
P (n)(t) = ν
∫ t
0
P (t′)exp(−νt′)P (n−1)(t− t′)dt′ (3.37)
the total muon relaxation function will be given as the sum over all n
PDKT (t) =
∞∑
0
P (n)(t) = P (0)(t) + ν
∫ t
0
PDKT (t− t′)P (0)(t′)dt′ (3.38)
known as the dynamic Kubo-Toyabe function [11].
Figure 3.8: (a) Superposition of GKT functions delayed by the fluctua-
tion rate ν for which the relaxation envelope is well described by an
exponential decay. (b) Polarisation function for different ratios be-
tween the fluctuation rate and internal field of a GKT polarisation
function.
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The main consequence of the field dynamics is that the more collisions (larger
ν) are the slower the depolarisation becomes. For a Gaussian distribution of field,
the GKT relaxation function P (t) = PG(∆G, t) changes into an exponential shape
exp(−λt) within the fast fluctuation (motional narrowing) limit determined by R =
ν/∆G = 5. Eq. 3.38 can be seen as a superposition of GKT functions delayed
by the fluctuation rate ν for which the relaxation envelope is well described by an
exponential decay above the motional narrowing limit as shown Fig. 3.8. Figure
also depicts PDKT (t) for different ratios R. For R 1, λ = 2∆2G/ν.
The so-called Abragram formula describes the polarisation function in the
intermediate fluctuation limit R > 1
PG(∆G, ν, t) = exp
(
− 2∆
2
G
ν
[
exp(−νt)− 1 + νt]) (3.39)
For very slow fluctuations R 1, only the 1/3 Kubo-Toyabe tail is depolarised
PG(∆G, ν, t) =
1
3
exp(−2/3νt) + 2
3
(1−∆2Gt2) exp
(
−∆
2
Gt
2
2
)
(3.40)
When a longitudinal field is applied (ωL = γµBext), in the fast fluctuation
limit, λ gives information of both fluctuations and internal fields.
λ =
2∆2ν
ν2 + ω2L
(3.41)
known as the Redfield formula.
3.5 µSR in superconductors
µSR has been very successful investigating superconductivity. In Sec. 2.9.1,
London equations were introduced as a macroscopic description of the superconduct-
ing ground state. From the assumption that the system condenses into a ground
state of zero canonical momentum, the Meissner effect is deduced from the second
London equation Eq. 2.64. A constant magnetic field applied parallel to the bound-
ary (x axis) of a superconductor within free space will decay exponentially across
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the superconductor (z axis) according to
Bx(z) = B0 exp
(
− z
λL(T )
)
(3.42)
The µSR experiment in the transverse-field geometry will be affected by the field
distribution in the superconductor. The above field configuration involves BT =
Bx(z) in Eq. 3.35. The magnetic field will decay as we move forward into the
sample. Muons stopped outside the superconductor or at temperatures above the
critical temperature (T > Tc) will precess with the frequency ω = γµ · B0, but at
T < Tc, the more into the superconductors the muons stop, the lower the field
and the precession frequency will be. Fig. 3.9 shows an scheme of the field decay
and the µSR asymmetry for muons stopped in three different positions along the
decreasing field. The precession frequency decreases and the damping increases as
further inside the superconductor muons stop because the field distribution spreads
out asymmetrically to lower fields.
Figure 3.9: (a) Magnetic field suppression within a superconductor and
the resulting µSR depolarisation for three muon stopping sites. (b)
Field distribution for the three muon sites. Data taken from [12]
and scheme from [13].
As it is explained in Sec. 3.2.3 muon facilities produce the so-called surface
muons with a fixed energy of E =4.2 MeV. They are generally used for bulk con-
densed matter studies due to the implantation depth of a few hundreds of microme-
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ters, so the technique is also called bulk-µSR. In superconductors, the implantation
depth is much larger than the London penetration depth. Although the muon’s
stopping profile can be tuned by metal degraders that decrease the muon energy,
surface studies with bulk-µSR are difficult. Nowadays, only the Low-energy muon
beam (LEM) at PSI provides a tunable energy (0.5-30 keV) µ+ source capable to
implant muons in the λL range. The muon asymmetry can be then analysed as a
function of the muon energy and the implantation depth as
A(t) =
∫
n(E, z) cos
[
γµB(z)t+ φ
]
dz (3.43)
where n(E,z) is the number of muons with energy E at the position z. However,
bulk-µSR is still useful to investigate superconductivity. In type II superconductors
the penetration depth is sufficiently greater than the coherence length λL > ξ/
√
2
and a flux lattice emerges when an external field is applied below Tc. The vortices
with non-zero magnetic field cohabit with the rest that remains superconducting.
Each vortex of the flux lattice contains one flux quantum and the density of vortices
per unit area (ρ ≡ B/Φ0) is equal to the inverse of the unit area formed by the
vortex lattice, ρ = 1
A
= 2√
3a2
for the usual triangular vortex lattice. The distance
between vortices, a, is then
a =
( 2Φ0√
3B
)1/2
(3.44)
The vortex lattice depends on the applied field and it is normally incommen-
surate with the crystallographic lattice. However, muons will be sensitive to the
local field distribution produced by the vortex lattice. The muon asymmetry will
experience a damping in the precession amplitude as a result of the spread of the
field distribution at the muon sites. The precession in the relaxation function P(t)
will be damped by a Gaussian function proportional to the magnetic field variation
< ∆B2 >
A(t) = a0P (t) = A0 exp
(
− σ
2t2
2
)
cos
(
γµB(z)t+ φ
)
(3.45)
that will increase inversely proportional to the penetration depth as can be seen in
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Figure 3.10: Field distribution inside a superconductor with magnetic
vortices and the corresponding TF-µSR function for three cases:
(a) the normal state, (b) the superconducting state, (c) as (b)
with a shorter penetration depth taken from [4].
Fig. 3.10. It shows the field distribution in the normal state (a) and in the super-
conducting state for two different penetration depths, (b) and (c).
The relaxation rate σ2 = γ2µ < ∆B
2 > is related with the penetration depth
by the well-known relation [1, 14]:
σ2/γ2µ =< ∆B
2 >= 0.00371Φ20/λ
4
L (3.46)
so the larger the penetration depth is, the smaller the field varies. λL is, in turn,
related with the superconducting carrier density, np by Eq. 2.61.
σ ∝ 1
λL
∝ np
Information of the internal vortex lattice can be obtained from the distribution
of muon precession fields, p(B), obtained from the Fourier transform of the time de-
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Figure 3.11: Field distribution lineshape, p(B), produces by an ideal vor-
tex line lattice taken from [1] with general features explained in
text.
cay TF-µSR. Fig. 3.11 shows an ideal vortex line lattice at temperatures and fields
not near the critical values where the vortex lattice and the field distribution are
deformed. Although the vortex line shape depends on the characteristic parameters,
several features are generic. The asymmetric field distribution is characterised by a
minimum field if the vortex distance is lower than the penetration depth, overlap-
ping the flux lines (c point in figure). The maximum field corresponds to the vortex
cores (b point). The long tail is due to the region around the vortices. Areas with
slow spatial field variation around c give rise to a field peak, Bpk lower than the
average field. Summarising, bulk-µSR is able to detect superconducting transition
and measure the penetration depth and superconducting carrier density by using the
transfer-field configuration and the field distribution of muon precession fields. If
the transition takes place from a ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic phase, ZF-µSR
may also be affected by modifying the muon field distribution.
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“To measure is to know.”
Lord Kelvin
4
Low temperature DC and AC
magnetometer in a dry dilution
refrigerator
4.1 Introduction
Magnetic fluctuations play an important role in the magnetic ground state of
several systems that have revealed exotic behaviour. For instance, magnetic frustra-
tion takes place in materials where the local magnetic moments cannot simultane-
ously satisfy all the pairwise exchange interactions, so a unique ground state cannot
be found. It gives rise to a large landscape of energetically equivalent states with
a macroscopic degeneracy, separated by low energy barriers which can be crossed
by thermal or quantum processes. Under certain conditions, these frustrated sys-
tems can lead to the formation of a frozen ground state, such as spin ice or stay
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in a fluid-like states of matter, highly correlated, where the magnetic moments still
fluctuate strongly down to zero Kelvin, called spin liquids [1]. Pyrochlore spin ice
are an example of geometrically frustrated magnets that under specific conditions
have revealed magnetic excitations that behave like magnetic monopoles, [2–4].
These magnetic fluctuations may be investigated with different techniques at
different time scales. At low frequencies, AC susceptibility can measure the magnetic
dynamics from a few Hz to tens of KHz and at high frequencies neutron scatter-
ing is able to detect magnetic fluctuations from 109 to 1013Hz. These phenomena
have also been successfully investigated with indirect techniques such as µSR or
NMR in the existing time window of the direct probes. The frequency dependence
of the fluctuations in spin liquids or spin ice make it relevant to cover the time
window between the bulk susceptibility and the local µSR probe to compare the
muons response with a direct technique. Fig. 4.1 outlines the frequency resolu-
tion of different techniques used to investigate magnetic fluctuations and the time
window. Although experimental setups have achieved susceptibility measurements
from hundred of kHz to several hours, there is not commercial equipment that can
measure beyond tens of kHz and below 2 K. The development of a versatile AC and
DC magnetometer able to work at milliKelvin temperatures and MHz resolution
is presented in this work. There are a few features that make the magnetometer
fabrication challenging such as, the complexity of working in the milliKelvin region
and to be able to measure a wide range of magnetic moments. In fact, there are
only few other examples around the world that meet these requirements [5–7] but,
until now, no one has built a system in a dry and continuous dilution refrigerator
or expanded the frequency response to MHz at low temperature as far as the au-
thor knows. However, resonant methods are able to measure the real part of the
magnetic susceptibility at frequencies ranging from kHz to GHz. A self-oscillating
tunnel-diode resonator (TDR) consists of a LC-tank circuit maintained at resonance
by supplying power with a tunnel diode biased in the negative differential resistance
region. The self-resonant circuit is very sensitive to small changes of its LC values
and variation in magnetic susceptibility creates a measurable shift in the resonance
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frequency [8–11]. To avoid refrigerators that require an expensive Helium bath to
thermalise and be able to contrast the magnetic dynamics detected by µSR at MHz
in those interesting systems strongly motivates this project.
Figure 4.1: Frequency and time response of the most common techniques
used to investigate magnetic fluctuations.
This chapter will introduce all the considerations that are crucial to build a
low temperature magnetometer. As an experimental work, decisions are sometimes
based on the available or affordable resources and different approaches to solve issues
are almost always possible. Different approaches and the decision making to face
the numerous challenges may be useful to potential readers. To make this chapter
as understandable as possible without losing information, it was organised in the
following order.
The first section 4.2 looks at the magnetometer principles of operation. Re-
garding to the magnetic flux detection, dc-SQUIDs and inductive methods will be
compared. A reliable magnetometer needs to detect the flux, to transfer it to the
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SQUID and to reduce the input flux to be measurable by a dc-SQUID. Gradiome-
ters and flux transformers (FT) implement those tasks. Therefore, their operation
and fabrication need to be explained to understand the magnetometer capabilities.
The main sources of poor SQUID performance were detected and discussed. The
SQUID readout linearisation and the two-stage integrated SQUID amplifier used
to optimise the sensor performance is explained together with an introduction to
cryogenic techniques in the appendices A
Experiments carried out in the dry fridge last no less than a week including
the cooling and the warming time. In contrast, experiments in a Helium Dewar can
be run in a few hours with a significant time saving. The second section 4.3 includes
the fabrication of a set of different gradiometers and FT to investigate the challenges
involved in building a magnetometer for a dilution fridge. To optimize the project
time, a probe was designed to test the SQUID basics in the Helium Dewar. The sec-
tion includes a FFT noise analysis of the background signal to identify the sources of
a poor performance such as mechanical and/or electrical interference. These proto-
types will provide enough information to build the final design in the dilution fridge.
The final design section 4.4 is organised in such a way that all the relevant
parts of the design are discussed. Magnetometry requires moving parts. The solu-
tion to move the sample in and out of the detector coils is introduced. The design
needs to deal with the mechanical noise from the movement and to avoid thermal
load from the outside. The detection and the excitation coils are then described
together with the methodology to transfer the magnetic flux to the SQUID and
reduce it via flux transformers. Unexpected issues related with the instability of
the SQUID response emerge linked to three factors: insufficient shielding; electrical
noise introduced by the wires and heaters; and background signals. It requires a dis-
cussion about the materials used to insulate the magnetometer parts, to thermalise
the setup or to feed the thermometers and heaters. Special attention will be paid
to the magnetometer shielding. The magnetometer performance and its thermali-
sation is monitored and controlled by heaters and thermometers as explained later.
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Then, a discussion about the sample holder, unexpected issues, base temperature
approaching and implemented solutions are given. The measurements require au-
tomation. A self-consistent Labview project was designed to, among its task: take
AC and DC measurements; move the sample; monitor the fridge, magnetometer and
sample temperature; scan the field or temperature; or control the heaters.
Magnetometer calibration was carried out at section 4.5 by using a resistive
coil that behaves as a magnetic dipole. For the final calibration a frustrated magnet,
Dy2Ti2O7 was used. Calibration will give the range of magnetic moments that may
be measured with the magnetometer.
The spin ice was consciously chosen to investigate the low temperature per-
formance. At milliKelvin temperatures, thermalisation becomes challenging and
Dy2Ti2O7 exhibits a freezing temperature highly dependant on the frequency. These
properties will provide a very precise method to study the sample thermalisation in
section 4.6 by comparing the freezing temperature as a function of the frequency
with the literature.
An inductive magnetometer built as an alternative to the dc-SQUID is intro-
duced in section 4.7. It includes the collaboration with ACREO company to build
a novel inductive high frequency AC susceptometer. The collaboration intends to
combine their expertise in high frequency inductive coils with our experience in
low temperature physics. As a result, a prototype were fabricated with promising
response at MHz frequencies at room and liquid Helium temperatures. The magne-
tometer is being prepared to be attached to the dilution fridge or to a commercial
Physical Properties Measurement System (PPMS).
As a learning process this project has not only produced a working magne-
tometer at very low temperatures, it has provided new challenges that were not
considered initially. In the conclusion section 4.8, main achievements and future
improvements are highlighted.
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4.2 Magnetometer
4.2.1 Magnetic flux detection method
There are different techniques to measure AC susceptibility and magnetic mo-
ment, such as inductive, SQUID and torque methods. In terms of simplicity, ease
to implement and price, inductive coils are the best choice, but a few troubles
emerge when low temperature or high sensitivity as heat dissipative coils are re-
quired instead of superconducting ones. Although the purpose of the dc-SQUID
and inductive magnetometer is the same, to measure magnetic susceptibility, the
physical principles are not. A summary of the principles and limitations of both
techniques for this work is presented below.
Inductive methods are based on Faraday’s law of induction. The induced
electromotive force in any closed circuit is equal to the negative of the time rate of
change of the magnetic flux enclosed by the circuit
ε = −dΦ
dt
(4.1)
being ε the electromotive force or voltage induced in the closed circuit and Φ the
flux enclosed. dc-SQUID combines the flux quantization and Josephson tunneling
physical phenomena to convert flux to voltage. In this case, a magnetic flux induces
a permanent current in a superconducting loop whilst, a temporal change in the
magnetic flux is needed to induce a current in a dissipative conductor. Therefore,
an inductive method can measure alternating magnetic fields or to move the sample
in and out of the detecting coils to measure total magnetization by changing the
effective area. Vibrating Sample Magnetometer (VSM), used with an inductive or
SQUID detector is a standard technique to measure absolute moments: the sample
is moved at a specific frequency changing the total flux. The induced voltage is
integrated by a lock-in to work out the magnetisation.
The expected features of the magnetometer hinders the use of a VSM method
for AC susceptibility, since a fast movement of the sample may ruin the thermali-
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sation in a dry dilution refrigerator below few Kelvins as it is demonstrated in Sec.
4.4.1. But, what are the the capabilities of an AC inductive magnetometer? There
are two factors that define its performance: the sensitivity and the frequency band-
width. An estimation of these parameters is presented using the dimensions of the
high frequency inductive magnetometer designed and fabricated as an alternative to
the SQUID magnetometer. An inductive magnetometer normally is configured as a
Hartshorn bridge that consists of an excitation or primary coil and a detection or
secondary coil. For simplicity only the detection circuit used is shown in Fig. 4.2.
The excitation circuit supplies the AC field that will magnetise the sample to be
studied. The voltage, which is measured, induced in the detection coil is simplified
to an AC voltage source in the equivalent circuit. The detection coils behave as an
RLC circuit. The wires contribute to the circuit with a dominant capacitance of
around 200 pF per meter. The pick-up coils are fed by the AC source and the signal
is detected by a lock-in amplifier that adds its own input capacitance and resistor.
The circuit on the right includes a resistance network that avoids resonances as it
will be explained in Sec. 4.7.
Figure 4.2: (a) Equivalent circuit used for the High Frequency Inductive
Magnetometer without and with (b) the resistance network that
removes the circuit self-resonance.
The secondary coils consist of two Copper solenoids of N turns wound in op-
posite directions so-called first-order gradiometer. More details about gradiometers
are given in Sec. 4.2.2 but, as a first approximation, it can be said that only the
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sample contribution is measured in Eq. 4.1 as,
ε = N
(
dΦ2
dt
− dΦ1
dt
)
= µ02piνNαµ (4.2)
for solenoid 1 and 2, µ0 the vacuum permeability, 2piν the angular frequency and
[µ] = Am2 or 103 emu the sample magnetic moment. α is a geometric factor, 1/α 
V/A ≈ 5mm with V and A the volume and the area of the sample respectively. 5mm
is chosen as the length of a standard sample. From Eq. 4.2, the number of turns, N,
and the frequency linearly increase the voltage but the cutoff frequency of the RLC
filter decreases with the number of turns. Fig. 4.3 (a) shows the induced voltage of
the magnetic moments in the interval of interest (m = 10−2 − 10−7emu) for N=15
as a function of the frequency. Black and red lines are the RLC circuit transmission
with and without the resistance network, using 1µV as a reference signal. 1µV is
chosen as a detectable threshold, below which lock-in amplifier signal to noise ratio
hinders the measurements. As a reference, although it is not comparable, dc-SQUID
noise at 50 KHz, V N  1.1mV . The RLC circuit has a cutoff frequency of
f =
1
2pi
√
LC
≈ 4.7MHz (4.3)
for N=15.
It is important to mention that the self-inductance of the coils is L ∝ N2
and the self-capacitance is proportional to its length and, hence the number of
turns, although its contribution is residual compared with the wires capacitance,
200 pF/meter. Double the number of turns will improve the induced voltage but
will halve the cutoff frequency. The final frequency response is the induced voltage
weighted by the transmission coefficient and it is shown in Fig. 4.3 (b). Limiting
factors are highlighted by red lines. Lock-in limit is estimated to 1 µV based on
experience, heat load limit value of 3.5 mV is based on the power dissipation of the
inductive coils. R= 0.83 Ω inductive coils resistance will produce a power dissipa-
tion, P = V 2/R = 15µW , equal to the DR cooling power at 20 mK, hampering
to cool the refrigerator down to the base temperature. Fig. 4.4 outlines the High
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Figure 4.3: (a) Induced voltage in a first-order gradiometer for different
magnetic moments and the frequency response of the circuit with
and without the network resistance. (b) Circuit effects in the in-
duced voltage. Red lines define the limiting factors. More details
in text.
Frequency Inductive Magnetometer sensitivity and bandwidth with the above as-
sumptions. A detailed review about inductive coils and electronics to improve the
bandwidth can be found here [12]. Unfortunately, from the experimental point of
view, to exceed MHz resolution is complex and, at the present, there is no commer-
cial equipment that can works beyond a few hundreds of kHz at low temperatures
as far as the author knows. At room temperature there is a commercial equipment
from RISE Acreo able to reach a 10 MHz resolution with an acceptable sensitivity
[13, 14]. Some groups were able to design mutual inductance bridge with frequency
resolution close to MHz [15, 16]. These works described the difficulties to reach
MHz resolution. Modifications in the standard design or the analysis method are
required to expand the frequency response. Summarising, to measure dynamic mag-
netic properties above MHz with inductive methods is challenging and not reported
at ultra-low temperatures.
On the other hand, dc-SQUIDs are the most sensitive flux-to-voltage transduc-
ers, able to detect fractions of a quantum flux, Φ0 = 2·10−15 Wb. Normally, SQUIDs
are micrometric superconducting loops and, when they are used as a magnetometer,
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Figure 4.4: Estimations of the detectable magnetic moments of the High
Frequency Inductive Magnetometer.
a superconducting circuit and flux transformers are needed to collect the magnetic
flux of the sample. The flux induced by the sample in the pickup coils is transferred
and reduced before reaching the SQUID. A flux-transfer function characterises the
ratio between the input and the output flux that is directly related to the circuit
and the SQUID inductances. For pickup coils of 10 mm diameter and no losses in
the flux transfer, magnetic moments of 10−13 emu or magnetic fields of tens of pT
might be achievable by a SQUID magnetometer. In practice, the transfer function
reduces the flux by a few orders of magnitudes, but it is still more sensitive than any
other magnetometer by far and smaller moments than 10−7 emu are easily measured.
In terms of the frequency response, the physical limit of the SQUID bandwidth
is the Josephson frequency, fJ ≡ V/Φ0  V ·483.6MHz/µV . SQUIDs are used for a
broad range of applications at frequencies up to gigahertz. As amplifiers, high-gain,
low-noise SQUID amplifiers have been used up to hundreds of MHz [17] in an open-
loop operation mode. Unfortunately, SQUID response is not linear and an electronic
circuit, known as flux-locked feedback loop (FLL), linearises the SQUID readout.
Above MHz, FLL electronics stop working due to the cable length, and hence, the
non-linear open-loop mode is required with a restriction in the dynamic range. The
SQUID output voltage is normally around 40-100 µV and signal amplification is re-
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quired. In a standard procedure, the signal can be modulated by a reference signal
of hundreds of kHz. Then, the readout is amplified, filtered and demodulated by a
lock-in amplifier [17]. In this case, a low temperature amplifier consists of an array
of series SQUIDs was chosen due to the interest in large frequencies response. The
SQUIDs amplify the readout before transferring it to the room-temperature ampli-
fier resulting in an output of hundreds of milivolts as shown Fig. 4.5 with no need
of modulation. The low temperature amplifier improves the SQUID performance
as the upper frequency limit and the maximum magnetic moment detectable is re-
stricted by the propagation delays of the FLL cryocables that connects the SQUID
to the outside. Cables act as a low pass filter, so the larger the pre-amplifications,
the higher magnetic moment and frequency will be reachable. The frequency and
flux upper limits are determined by the Slew Rate in MΦ0/s and the bandwidth.
The Star Cyroelectronics SQUID amplifier used in this work has a theoretical slew
rate and a maximum bandwidth of the feedback electronics for small signals (0.2
Φ0) of about 1 MΦ0/s and 1.3 MHz, respectively. These parameters are highly af-
fected by the preamplifier circuit and the length of the SQUID cables. A detailed
explanation of the SQUID electronics is given in appendix A.2. At present, only a
few works have reached a bandwidth larger than 1 MHz [18–20] reducing the pickup
coils to micrometers. Summarising, the main problems arising from the use of a
dc-SQUID magnetometer are:
• Very small voltage across the SQUID: Vpp ≈ 40− 100µV .
• Transfer coefficient VΦ = dV/dΦ depends on SQUID working point.
• Very small linear flux range Φ Φ0.
The SQUID electronics main tasks are:
• To amplify the small SQUID voltage without adding noise.
• To linearise the voltage-to-flux response to provide a large dynamic range.
4.2.2 Flux transformer and gradiometers
To build a SQUID magnetometer, a superconducting input circuit known as a
gradiometer or/and a flux transformer is required to measure the sample magnetic
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Figure 4.5: Input SQUID voltage-to-flux response with the final gra-
diometer attached. Transfer coefficient, VΦ, obtained from the max-
imum slope (red line) at the working point (WP-blue circle) and
locked by the FLL.
moment and transfer it to the SQUID.
The magnetic field or their spatial change is collected by a magnetometer
(single loop) or a gradiometer (several loops spatially separated), respectively. Two
loops separated axially by a distance z and connected in series opposition form a first-
order gradiometer and two first-order gradiometers with opposite polarity give rise
to a second-order gradiometer. They are vector devices that measure the magnetic
field component perpendicular to the pickup loop plane. The use of gradiometers
instead of magnetometers are highly recommended as the first way to shield the
SQUID from the environment. The magnetic field from a magnetic dipole decays
with distance r as 1/r3, the first derivative as 1/r4, and the second derivative as a
1/r5. As any source of magnetic noise can approximate to a magnetic dipole for
r larger than the gradiometer loops distance, uniform magnetic fields ideally in-
duces no net flux in a first-order gradiometer. If a second-order gradiometer is used,
only the second derivative of the noise sources, that decays faster, is detected. In
practice, to achieve a balance lower than 0.1% required complex and high-precision
fabrication [21].
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To measure the sample magnetic susceptibility, two methods may be used:
either the sample is placed in one of the loops of the gradiometer and a magnetic
field is applied, or the sample is moved from outside to one of the loop unbalancing
the gradiometer. The former avoids issues associated with the sample movement, as
a heat load from the motor, but absolute values cannot be measured and hysteretic
samples will give different response depending on their magnetic record. At very
low temperatures, this method is recommendable as the movement might ruin the
sample thermalisation. On the other hand, the later gives an accurate value of the
absolute magnetic moment. More details of the measurement protocol is given in
the Sec. 4.4.8.
The magnetic flux per unit of magnetic moment induced in a superconducting
circuit is outlined in Fig. 4.6 for a first- (green) and second- (red) order axial gra-
diometer. The flux is calculated by the reciprocity principle [22] that relates the flux
Figure 4.6: Flux per magnetic moment induced in a first-order (bottom-
green) and a second-order (upper-red) gradiometer with loop radius
a=5mm, according to the reciprocity principle (Eqs. 4.6 and 4.7).
Φ induced in a coil by a magnetic dipole, µ, with the magnetic field, B, produced
by a certain current, I, in the same coil:
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B · µ = ΦI (4.4)
The resulting induced flux by the dipole moving along the coil axis, zˆ, in a
coil of radius a at z0:
Φcoil
µ
= g(a, z − z0) = µ0
2
a2
[a2 + (z − z0)2]3/2
(4.5)
The total flux for a first- and second-order gradiometer per unit of magnetic moment
is then:
Φ1st
µ
= g(a, z)− g(a, z − d) = G1(a, z) (4.6)
Φ2nd
µ
= −g(a, z + d) + 2g(a, z)− g(a, z − d) = G2(a, z) (4.7)
The magnetic flux in the superconducting pickup coil induces a permanent
current Is in the superconducting circuit related by the flux quantisation
Φin +
∑
∀i
LiIs = Φin + LT Is = 0 (4.8)
with Li any inductance in the superconducting circuit. The flux is coupled to the
output coil by its mutual inductance, Mi:
Φout =MiIs (4.9)
Combining Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9, the flux-transfer function of the SQUID or any inter-
mediate flux transformer, fi, is given by
Φin =
LT
Mi
Φout = fiΦout (4.10)
where fi will be always higher than one as mutual inductance is lower than the
self-inductance.
In this case, the inductance of a single-turn loop of diameter d in meters made
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from wires of diameter w is given by Terman [23]:
Lpc =
µ0 · d
2
(ln 8d/w − 1.75)Henries (4.11)
From the same source, the mutual inductance between two single-turn loops is
M = N/2
√
d ·D with D, the diameter of the other loop, and N, a parameter
highly dependant of the distance. Another source of inductance are the twisted
pair leads used to transfer the flux with an inductance per unit of length around
Ltp ≈ 5nH/cm. Fig. 4.7 shows a scheme of a SQUID magnetometer, where the
reciprocity principle is depicted by the function Gn(a, z = 0) in Eq. 4.7, fi are
the flux transformers and/or the SQUID flux-transfer function and VΦ the SQUID
transfer coefficient.
Figure 4.7: Scheme of the SQUID magnetometer. Flux is induced in
the gradiometer and transferred though a set of flux transformers.
Flux is coupled to the SQUID by an internal coil with a self, Lsq, and
mutual inductance, Msq. Transfer functions are explained in text.
Any magnetometer will be characterised by the dimensionless total flux-transfer
function Γ or the magnetic moment-to-voltage coefficient [S] =
Am2
V
or 103
emu
V
Φin =
N∏
i=1
fi · Φsq = Γ · Φsq (4.12)
Vsq =
Gn(a, z0)VΦ
Γ · Φ0 · µ =
1
S
· µ (4.13)
Γ ∝ fsq > LsqMsq = 651nH10.3nH  65 is the lower threshold for the Two-Stage SQUID.
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4.2.3 Sources of poor SQUID magnetometer performance
The SQUID response is very sensitive to all kind of interference that may ham-
per the performance and the sensitivity. The gradiometer, the flux transformer and
the shielding can be highlighted as the most critical bits in the design. Flux jumps
or drift signal may be observed in the SQUID output as a sign of poor performance.
Flux jumps take place when the FLL temporarily loses the lock and is recovered at
a different quantum level. A low signal-to-noise ratio or a bad shielding from ex-
ternal interference facilitate these output voltage jumps. At low frequency or even
at the static performance, jumps are normally caused by trapped fluxons inside the
SQUID or the flux transformer and gradiometer circuit. Critical current fluctuations
in the Josephson junctions can also be the source of these jumps smaller than one
quantum flux. The causes of the output voltage drift may be different. Thermo-
electric effects in the SQUID electronics or a poor cryogenic temperature stability
are possible sources of drift. External interference, such as the Earth’s magnetic
field, power-lines or any kind of electronic devices, the mechanical noise from the
cryoocoler or any moving part are easily detected by the SQUID. Signal-to-noise
ratio is dramatically affected by these issue and may easily hinder the measurement
of the magnetic moment.
Among the solutions for these issues, the superconducting circuits may be reset
by thermal cycling to above Tc and back to remove trapped flux It makes necessary
to install heaters in all the superconducting circuits used to measure or transfer the
flux from the sample space to the SQUID. The integrator in the electronics can also
be reset if electronics are unable to feedback the SQUID. Gradiometers will remove
the static fields and will reduce the effects of those external fields who temporally
change at the sample space. If the compensation coils are not well balanced, in
other words if the pickup coils are not built symmetric or if their effective area are
not the same, a noise signal will be coupled to the SQUID.
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Adequate shielding is another solution crucial to achieve a good magnetomter
performance. In this work two magnetic shieldings were used. Firstly, the whole
setup: SQUID, flux transformers, gradiometers and wires require a superconduct-
ing shielding. The SQUID is shielded by a Niobium cylindrical can and layers of
malleable Lead were used to shield the rest of the equipment. In type-II supercon-
ductor, such as Niobium, the magnetic flux may cross through the magnetic vortices
that are formed under an applied field. Experiments have demonstrated that the
SQUID performance improves when it is wrapped in Lead (type I). High permeabil-
ity material are used as a second magnetic shielding, Mu-metal, Metglas sheets and
CuNi tubes were tested at low temperature as candidates. More details of shielding
materials and properties are given in Sec. 4.4.4.
As the setup uses moving parts, both motor and drive amplifiers generate elec-
tromagnetic noise that must be damped by locating them as far as possible away
from the SQUID sensor. To use cable with braided shields and ground all the wiring
via a low resistive path to the main ground will improve the rf shielding. The fridge
cans are also a natural shield. They were wrapped in Metglas to isolate the fridge
from external magnetic fields.
4.3 First Prototypes
To analyse the magnetic shielding; the signal filtering; and the SQUID per-
formance, no few tests are required and the cooling/warming time of a dry dilution
refrigerator is unsuitable in the time scale of this project. In order to speed up these
experiments, the probe sketched in Fig. 4.8 was built for quick tests in a Helium
dewar.
The design consists of a long and thin-walled hollow tube with a retained ring
to fit into a Helium dewar inlet and a KF-25 vacuum flange on the top to attach the
SQUID room-temperature electronics and pump the probe out. The tube includes
a thin rod to clamp the SQUID case at the bottom with flow retained rings that
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Figure 4.8: Design of the probe used to test the first prototypes. It
includes an internal rod to fit the SQUID at the bottom and a KF-
25 flange to fit the probe to the Helium dewar.
helps to thermalise the SQUID cables. This setup allows to cool down the SQUID
and any FT connected to it to 4 K in a matter of minutes.
Different magnetometers and/or configurations were built to test the SQUID
performance. The study intends to obtain information about: gradiometer shape
effects, performances of different order gradiometers, how to optimise the FTs fabri-
cation, how to connect superconducting circuits, distance effects in the coupling via
the mutual inductance and the shielding required for a good SQUID performance.
A resistive Copper coil was used as a sample coil (SC). It will behave as a magnetic
dipole when a current is applied µ=IAN to test the gradiometers. A is the the
effective coil area and N the number of turns. Findings of this investigation are
summarised for five gradiometers made of NbTi wires of 125 µm diameter schemed
in Fig. 4.9. A φ=2.5± 0.5 mm diameter SC with N turns will induce an input flux
Φin in the gradiometers formed by single loops of diameter A=7±0.1 mm that will
be directly or indirectly coupled to the SQUID as shown the scheme in Fig. 4.7. 1st
planar and 1st cylindrical are first-order gradiometer with planar and cylindrical
geometry directly connected to the SQUID (purple line). For the other designs, a
cylindrical second-order gradiometer were indirectly coupled by using a FT. The
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current in the gradiometer flows through an extra loop inductively coupled to an-
other single loop (a=2.5± 0.5 mm). This loop is part of a second circuit (brown
line) screwed to the input SQUID coil (Lsq). 2
nd FT1 and 2nd FT3 are formed via
concentric loops, but the gradiometer circuit is closed in a different way. CC1 closes
the circuit by stripping and twisting the wires, a superconducting foil improves the
contact. CC2 screws the wires into a Lead pad in a similar way that the SQUID
Niobium pads. 2nd FT2 tests the effect of the distance in the mutual inductance
by separating the coils d=5 mm. Twisted pairs (TP) lengths are needed for the
flux-transfer function, fi, calculation.
Figure 4.9: Scheme of 5 gradiometers tested in the Helium dewar. De-
scription in text.
Table 4.1 includes the given name for later discussion, the gradiometer order,
shape, the mutual inductance, M and the flux-transfer function, fi calculated accord-
ing to Eq. 4.10. fi column in the table has two values for gradiometers with a FT,
the first one is for the FT itself and the second characterises the circuit connected
to the SQUID. The final design detailed in Sec. 4.4 and built to operate in the
Dry Dilution Fridge is included. For gradiometers with FT, errors are calculated for
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a=2.5± 0.5 mm. M is also highly dependent of the FT distance d that is the main
source of uncertainty in the final design transfer functions.
Table 4.1: List of the gradiometers tested in the Helium Dewar and their
main features. It includes the mutual inductance and the FT flux-
transfer functions, fi.
Name Order Shape FT M fi
1st planar 1 planar No - 75±2
1st cylindrical 1 cylindrical No - 82±2
2nd FT1 2 cylindrical 1 1.4 ±0.9 200±80/ 71±2
2nd FT2 2 cylindrical 1 0.14 ±0.08 1600±900/ 70±2
2nd FT3 2 cylindrical 1 1.4 ±0.9 200±80/ 71±2
Final Design 2 cylindrical 2 8 ±2 32 ±8/ 11 ±2 / 74 ±1
4.3.1 Gradiometers response and discussion
Saturated SQUID output voltage, random flux jumps or lack of repeatability
revealed the need to introduce a double magnetic shielding for all the superconduct-
ing circuits and the SQUID. They will consist of an inner superconducting case: Lead
foil for the flux transformers and gradiometers; Niobium shield for the SQUID; and
Pb/Sn tubing made from rosin-core solder for the superconducting twisted pairs.
A second shield with a high permeability material was used for the whole setup.
Mu-metal and the more malleable Metglas foils meet the needs as high-permeability
shielding.
Firstly, the frequency response of four gradiometers and the bare SQUID were
measured via an oscilloscope (Fig. 4.10). The output flux is calculated by VΦ ob-
tained from Fig. 4.5. The frequency response is linearly constrained by the slew rate.
The flat response at low frequencies is explained in the following way. The sample
coil used to calibrate is fed by a function generator whose maximum output voltage
is 5 V, below few kHz the slew rate does not limit the SQUID readout up to 5V.
To confirm the slew rate constraint at low frequencies, 1st cylindrical gradiometer
may produce higher magnetic fluxes with less applied current to the sample coil as
it is made of more turns, N, and the transfer function, Γ is relatively low. Good
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Figure 4.10: Frequency response of the bare SQUID and some of the
gradiometers tested. A Copper coil is used to produce an input
magnetic flux, according to Eq. 4.4. The voltage-to-flux coefficient
relates the readout voltage to the SQUID flux, Φsq.
linearity is observed up to Φsq = 50Φ0 but the slope changes above that value. That
is explained by the SQUID electronics. Maximum SQUID readout is 10 V  5Φ0,
to measure higher fluxes the FLL circuit needs to be modified to medium or low
sensitivity configuration to reduce V highΦ 10 or 100 times respectively. The low sen-
sitive configuration seems to have a V lowΦ < 100 · V highΦ . A different calibration will
be needed for the low sensitivity configuration in case it was used.
At high frequency, the slew rate is the cause of the signal drop. All the gra-
diometers have a similar response to the the bare SQUID (black squares). It means
that the superconducting wires attached to the input SQUID do not add any extra
constraint to the frequency response. The slew rate is determined from the max-
imum peak-to-peak applied flux at which the SQUID FLL is able to remain lock.
The flux rate can be evaluated as SR=2νΦmax when a triangular signal with fre-
quency ν is applied [21]. The expected slew rate of 1MΦ0/s and a more realistic
100 KΦ0/s that fits the data at high frequencies is included. For ν > 10
5Hz, only
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signals lower than the open loop threshold were able to be locked. Signals above
MHz were measured in the flux-locked mode but the slew rate limits the dynamic
range below Φ < Φ0/pi. Hence, the open loop operation is recommendable at high
frequencies since it was found to be more stable.
Figure 4.11: DC linear response of the gradiometers. Φsq higher than
5 Φ0 are obtained changing the SQUID sensitivity via the FLL
circuit. Linearity changes for output fluxes lower than 0.1 Φ0 and
higher than 5Φ0.
To analyse the gradiometer quality, the flux-transfer function can be mea-
sured from Fig. 4.11. The input flux is calculated from the SC magnetic moment
by using Eq. 4.7. The tests shed some light into the main problems related to the
gradiometers and the flux transformers. Good linearity is obtained in all of them in
the intermediate range but they fail at output fluxes below 0.1 Φ0. The slope also
changes for fluxes higher than 5 Φ0 where FLL resistance is changed to reduce the
sensitivity and measure larger signals. The former is a clear evidence of a faulty
shielding that produces small SQUID jumps, mainly observed at low signals. The
later is probably related with the electronics in the FLL. Both issues might be by-
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passed with an appropriate measurement protocol. To use a large linear travel motor
would allow to move the sample in and out of the gradiometer, or from the positive
to the negative coil several times removing the spurious signals linked to the SQUID
jumps. A calibration for each FLL range might sort out the different linear response.
Table 4.2: Measured and calculated transfer functions, moment to flux
coefficients (according to Eqs: 4.12 and 4.13) and low and high fre-
quency dynamic ranges for the tested gradiometers. Errors in the
measured and calculated transfer functions explained in text.
Gradiometer
Γm Γc Γm/Γc
S · VΦ Low freq. High freq
Flux transformer (emu/Φ0) res.(emu) res.(emu)
1st Planar 740±10 75±2 9.9±1.3 4.4·10−6 10−3 − 10−9 10−6 − 10−9
1st cylindrical 650±250 82±2 8±3 3.37·10−6 10−3 − 10−9 10−6 − 10−9
2nd FT1 15±6 · 103 14±6 · 103 1.1±0.5 104·10−6 10−2 − 10−8 10−5 − 10−8
2nd FT2 48±15 · 106 120±70 · 103 400±200 0.25 102 − 10−4 10−1 − 10−4
2nd FT3 48±18 · 103 14±6 · 103 3.5±2 1.97·10−3 1− 10−6 10−3 − 10−6
Final Design 581·103 26±10 · 103 22±10 3.47·10−3 1− 10−5 10−3 − 10−5
The flux-transfer function measured before can be compared with the expected
values Γc calculated by using table 4.1 values and Eq. 4.12. The table 4.2 summarises
the measured and calculated loss, the ratio and the moment-to-flux coefficient S ·VΦ
from Eq. 4.13 for the tested setups. The last two columns estimate the setup res-
olution for low and high frequency. The low frequency resolution column is the
bandwidth where FLL can be used for three different sensitivities that allow to
measure up to 500 Φ0. The high frequency resolution column includes the range
of frequencies in which the slew rate constrains the resolution below the open loop
threshold. According to Fig. 4.10 frequencies above tens of kHz are considered high
frequencies and open loop operation is recommendable. The lowest resolution is
determined by the SQUID noise.
The table reveals an unexpected mismatch between the measured and cal-
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culated flux transfer function clearly observed in the ratio r = Γm/Γc for all the
gradiometers but the 2nd FT1. r gives an idea of the accuracy of the design as
a relation between the measured and the expected voltage for a given error. The
error sources are analysed for Γc and Γm separately. As it was discussed earlier,
errors in the FT output diameter causes major changes in M and fi and therefore,
errors in transfer function Γc. In setups with FT, errors are almost the half of the
measured value. On the other hand, errors in Γm are mainly from the sample coils.
They have several layers of turns to remain in the point-like magnetic dipole ap-
proximation and the error in the effective diameter φ = 2.5±0.5 is propagated to Γm.
Notwithstanding the errors, several conclusions can be obtained. Firstly, mu-
tual inductance is very sensitive to the coils ratio A/a and the distance between
them d. Secondly, r  1 are observed even in the planar gradiometer where FT are
not used and the SC dimensions are more precise. That could be explained by a loss
of superconducting current when it is connected to the SQUID. Contact potentials
are formed when two different metals are connected (NbTi wires-Nb pad). They
can be removed by using AC signals but, AC currents gave similar flux transfer
functions. Wire oxidation might be the cause of the resistive joint. The mismatch
is negligible for the FT1 where a different joint (CC1) is used to close the circuit.
In the other setups, the gradiometer circuits are closed by using a second supercon-
ducting material (Lead) that increases the contact area (CC2). FT2 gradiometer
is included to visualise the high dependence of the mutual inductance with the
distance, d, increasing the errors and the ratio. These experiments provided the
know-how to design and built gradiometers. In fact, the low and high resolution of
the 2nd FT3 gradiometer matches with the expected features for the final design.
Transfer function and ratio r with error bars are plotted in Fig. 4.12 for a better
visualisation.
The design of the primary coil or the solenoid that would supply the external
magnetic field was tested in the 1st cylindrical gradiometer. To the setup, previously
calibrated with a sample coil, a 25 mm long and 57 turns superconducting solenoid
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Figure 4.12: Measured (black filled square) and calculated flux loss
(empty red circles) for the tested gradiometers. Green stars are the
ratio between both values. Calculation method and propagation
of the systematic errors are explained in text.
was added to generate a field of 71 G/A. As a testing sample, 9 mg of the fluoride
pyrochlore, CsMgCrF6 was used. In Fig. 4.13 the paramagnetic fluoride behaviour
at 4K is observed but, when the sample is removed, a background signal stronger
than the sample one remains. This effect is not expected from the diamagnetic coils
holder. It might come from a bad alignment of the solenoid and the pickup coils
although the asymmetry of the twisted pairs with respect the solenoid might be
another cause of the unbalanced coils. For the final design, a solenoid with a larger
ratio between the pickup coils and the solenoid length was built and special atten-
tion was paid to the twisted pairs quality. Besides, if a differential measurement
protocol is used (signal is measured in different coils) background from unbalanced
coils will be removed.
Finally, heater resistors were tested to estimate the required heat to warm the
superconducting wires above the critical temperature. Heaters are imperative in any
superconducting circuits directly or indirectly attached to the SQUID. Trapped flux
may easily saturate the SQUID and a quick system to remove it is necessary. The
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Figure 4.13: Effects of a bad balanced primary coil. CsMgCrF6 paramag-
netic response using a 25 mm long solenoid onto the 1st cylindrical
gradiometer and a background signal when the sample is removed.
best way is to warm up the system to the normal state, thus the trapped current
will vanish in the resistive wires. As warming up the whole magnetometer takes a
long time, a heater that warms up a small amount of the superconducting wires will
be enough to deal with the trapped flux.
To test the heater performance, a 60 Ω resistor was placed on the top of the
twisted wires attached to the SQUID. A triangular test signal of around 1 Φ0 was
coupled to the SQUID and different currents were applied to the resistor. Fig. 4.14
shows the current required to remove the flux coupled to the SQUID by warming the
superconducting wires. The legend explains the temporal sequence of the events.
Before applying the current to the resistor, t < t0, the FLL reproduces the triangu-
lar signal. A few seconds after the the current is applied, ∆t, the signal is partially
decoupled for 50 and 100 mA but only for the higher current is completely decou-
pled after a longer time (red and green plots). The SQUID response is restored
when the current is switched off in both cases (blue and cyan plots). Although,
these results are clear evidence of the possibility of controlling the superconducting
state of the circuits in a short period of time, it reveals the need to improve the
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Figure 4.14: Test of a 60 Ω heater resistor located over the superconduct-
ing twisted pairs with 50 mA (a) and 100 mA (b) applied current.
t0 and t1 are the time when the heater is turned on and switched
off, respectively. ∆t is a few seconds lapse.
heat transfer between the heater and the wires. The 100 mA required to heat the
wires up corresponds to a Joule heating of 600 mW that would ruin the refrigerator
thermalisation if the setup is not thermally isolated or a different configuration that
requires less current is implemented.
4.3.2 Noise measurements
Fourier analysis will provide information of the magnetometer threshold but
also pinpoint failures in the design. In Fig. 4.15 (a) the amplitude spectral density of
the magnetic noise floor is plotted for 1st planar, 1st cylindrical and the final design
gradiometers. Spectrum is obtained from the noise amplitude spectrum Vn(V ), the
effective noise bandwidth (BW) and the pickup coil effective area Aeff .
Bnrms =
Vn(V )√
2
√
BW
· ΓΦ0
VΦAeff
(4.14)
The later result 4.20 of the transfer function Γ is used here for the final design
setup. It is seen that the noise floor increases with the length and the complexity
of the setup. For the final design setup, a noise floor of Bn ∼ 50pT/√Hz was mea-
sured at large frequencies (ν > 10kHz). A threshold of magnetic signals that might
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Figure 4.15: (a) Magnetic noise floor spectral density for two testing
gradiometers (green and red) and the final design. (b) Effects of
the Pulse Tube in the SQUID noise floor in the planar gradiometer
(red-magenta) and the final design (black-grey). Bare SQUID noise
is included (blue) with the reference noise given by the SQUID
manufacturer highlighted by a green circle.
be measurable at those frequencies may be estimated as Bthres  Bn ·√∆ν. For the
frequency resolution of that particular spectrum, ∆ν = 2.5kHz, fields Bthres > 3nT
might be detectable as it is sketched in Fig. 4.16. Similar thresholds were obtained
for the the other range of frequencies.
Figure 4.16: Sketch of a magnetic field spectrum consisting of a measur-
able signal in the order of nT in a noise spectrum of pT
√
Hz.
On the other hand, the spectral density in the SQUID magnetic flux was also
investigated. Note that this spectrum is the frequency analysis of the noise floor in
the pick coils attenuated by the transfer function. Fig. 4.15 (b) shows the mechani-
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cal noise effects of the Pulse Tube in the gradiometers. The planar gradiometer was
tested in a Dry Dilution Fridge with (red) and without (magenta) the PT. A clear
effect in the range of tens of kHz is observed. Although the PT thermal cycle works
at low frequencies, mechanical resonance produced by the gas expansion might ex-
plain the results. In the final design special attention was paid to the magnetometer
anchorage and shielding. As a result, FFT with (black) and without (grey) the PT
turned on do not show any relevant variation. The minimum flux detectable in the
SQUID is estimated in the same way than before, Φthressq ∼ 1mΦ0. Therefore, the
linear range of the SQUID (Φsq < Φ0/pi=318 mΦ0) will give a dynamic range of at
least two order of magnitude.
4.4 Final Design
The SQUID-based magnetometer for operation down to milliKelvin Tempera-
tures was designed and built to work in a Bluefors BF-LD400 Dilution Refrigerator.
The removable magnetometer consists of a SQUID flux-to-voltage transducer, a de-
tection coils holder, superconducting magnet to apply field to the sample, a super-
conducting circuitry to detect and transfer the magnetic flux, a FT box, a sample
holder, a moving system to introduce and extract the sample from the detection
coils, that includes a stainless Steel shaft and an insulating rod, and a set of tools
to monitor, control, shield and thermalise the magnetometer. It includes, among
other things, thermometers, heaters and specific materials to thermalise and shield
the setup. See Fig. 4.17.
4.4.1 Motion
Two different options were considered to move the sample through the gra-
diometer. In Piatek’s work [7], an Attocube piezomotor that produces a sufficiently
small amount of heat and has small dimensions gave a performance summarised in
Fig. 4.18. Although the piezomotor velocity may be controlled by the frequency,
the generated heat increases proportionally with the speed and more than 1 mW is
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Figure 4.17: Picture of the magnetometer. It includes the Cu rods to
thermalise it to the still plate, the dc-SQUID, the FT box and
the coils shielded by the Lead can. Coils are thermalised by Cu
thermal wires and the magnet wires shielded by Pb/Sn solder.
transferred to the refrigerator at a velocity of 66 µms−1. Both the heat load and
the speed are unsuitable for this work. The heat load is too high for the refriger-
ator cooling power (450 µW at 100 mK) and the speed is too slow to move a few
millimetres sample in at least 30 mm long gradiometer. Besides these piezomotors
are constraint to micrometric movements and the travel range is less than 12 mm.
Instead, an external stepper motor attached to the top of the fridge was the
chosen option. Linear movement is measured in 0.254 mm increments on the rotary
barrel scale, although a stepper control board was made to control the number of
steps, speed and direction by a computer via a USB connection. The long length
travel of 50 mm is enough to move the sample in and out of the pickup coils and the
speed may be tuned from tens of micrometers to millimetres per second. A Variohm
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Figure 4.18: Attocube piezomotor performance in a dilution refrigerator
taken from [7]. Distance per step, velocity and heat generated for
several frequencies and voltages of the saw-tooth profile. The heat
generated is measured for a 1µms−1 velocity.
IPL linear sensor clamped to the stepper motor will assure the exact position of the
motor. The movement is transferred to the fridge vacuum by means of a mechanical
feedthrough. A stainless Steel hollow tube attached to the linear shaft transfers the
motion to the sample holder clamped at the bottom end as it is depicted in Fig. 4.19
(a).
The shaft needs to be thermalised in every stage of the fridge to avoid a
huge heat load from outside. According to Eq. 4.15 the heat flow in Watts, Q,
transferred from the warm to the cold part is proportional to the conductivity of
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Figure 4.19: (a) Scheme of the dilution fridge with the stepper motor,
the stainless Steel shaft is linked to the coils setup at the bottom.
Copper clamps are used to thermalise the shaft. (b) Scheme of the
magnetometer, thermally linked to the Still Plate. It includes the
SQUID, a box with the flux transformers, heaters and thermome-
ters and the coils setup.
the material, k, the cross-sectional area, A, and the temperature gradient, ∆T and
inversely proportional to the length, L.
Q = k · A · ∆T
L
(4.15)
In order to minimise the heat flow, a metal with low thermal conductivity, stainless
Steel, but enough to assure the thermalisation was chosen. The area was reduced
using a very thin tube (0.25 mm wall thickness), but rigid enough to hold the sample
holder. The 12.7 mm outer diameter tube does the job without introducing exces-
sive tilt in the sample movement. Three other measures were taken to reduce the
heat flow. Copper clamps were threaded to the Steel shaft, as shown Fig. 4.26, and
attached to every fridge plate with Copper braid and thus the temperature gradient
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slashed. Multi-layer insulation is commonly used to reduce heat-loss by thermal
radiation in cryogenics vessels and dilution fridge. Its malleable nature make it
suitable to fill the gap between the shaft and the Copper vacuum flange designed
for each fridge plate. The thin sheets behave as a perfect thermal radiation insu-
lator without hindering the motion. The friction heat is low enough not to affect
the measurements. A small amount of Steel wool was placed inside the shaft at the
height of the plates to avoid radiation along it.
Figure 4.20: Sample movement effects on the sample (full dots) and
MXC temperature (empty dots) for three different velocities.
The movement effects on the sample (full dots) and in the MXC temperature
(empty dots) were tested for velocities from 0.1 to 1 mm/s as shown Fig. 4.20. Al-
though the sample was not able to thermalise to the mK base temperature of the
MXC, the movement does not affect the 160 mK base temperature of the sample.
4.4.2 Detection and excitation coils
As a pickup coil a second-order gradiometer was built to detect the magnetic
moment of the sample. The gradiometer was mounted in a hollow cylinder with a
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Figure 4.21: From left to right, pictures of the second-order gradiome-
ter (a), the solenoid magnet (b), the primary and secondary coil
mounted together and attached to the Cu clamp (c), and the setup
with the two magnetic shields (d).
groove to fit the NbTi wires. The coil holder is made of a polyamide-imide known
as Torlon. The 150 mm-long and 10 mm-diameter tube is threaded to a round Cu
clamp, thermally anchored to the SQUID plate. It includes another thread to place
the solenoid magnet. The single loops are spaced out by 10 mm.
A NbTi solenoid magnet was made to apply the magnetic field to the sample.
A 50 mm-long and 20 mm-diameter superconducting solenoid provides a 152 G/A
homogeneous field. The insulating nature of the magnet and pickup coil holders
is counteracted by bare and Oxigen free Cu wires all across them to provide a
thermal contact with the well-thermalised SQUID plate. A Lead cylinder and a
Mu-metal can, previously annealed to improve its shielding properties, shield the
coils from external magnetic fields. The coil holders are long enough to minimise the
electromagnetic interference from the upper part that can not be shielded since the
sample holder needs freedom to move into the pickup coils. The superconducting
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twisted pairs that transfer the signal to the flux transformers box are doubled-
shielded by the Pb/Sn solder and a high permeability CuNi tube. The pickup coils,
the magnet and the shielding is shown in Fig. 4.21.
4.4.3 dc-SQUID and flux transformers
The Niobium dc-SQUID is thermalised to the still plate as shown Fig. 4.19
(b) to assure a reliable and stable operation. The quasi-static still temperature will
avoid drifts in the SQUID working point. The SQUID is clamped to a 5 mm thick
Copper plate close to the MXC plate from which two solids Copper rods connect
the setup to the still plate. The linking plate includes two long slots that allows
some freedom of movement in the final position to control the magnetometer-sample
holder alignment.
Figure 4.22: (a) Scheme of the flux transformers (FT), including the
heaters, the thermometers and the thermalisation wires. (b) Pic-
ture of a FT with the heater. (c) Picture of the FT inside the
shielding box. (d) A zoomed image of the heater. Details in text.
A NbTi input circuit connects the SQUID to the flux transformer box, whose
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scheme is shown in Fig. 4.22 (a). It shows a system of one or two removable flux
transformers. Flux transformers consist of two NbTi single loops coupled to the
SQUID input circuit and the gradiometer, respectively, via a mutual inductance
(M i,oj for the j FT and the input, i, or the output o loop). The circuit is closed
as it described in Sec. 4.3.1 for the FT2/FT3 cylindrical gradiometers. The bare
superconducting wires are wrapped on a Brass screw and threaded onto a super-
conducting Lead pad. The idea behind this configuration is to have a close (d=1
mm) and a far (d=5 mm) FT with high and low mutual inductance depending on
the magnetic moment to measure. Each FT includes a coil heater described in Sec.
4.4.5. For high magnetic moments, the close FT can be removed or disabled by
heating it up above the critical temperature. Dimensions of the FT and details of
the heater is shown in Fig. 4.22 (b),(d). The FT lies on a G-10 glass epoxy sheets
and are fixed by means of four pillars made of Torlon. Heaters are suspended to
avoid heating up the whole box. The insulating glass epoxy is thermalised via bare
Copper wires wrapped in the pillars and attached to the external plate. The system
is located in a double box made of magnetic shields, Lead and Mu-metal , Fig. 4.22
(c), that rests on the Copper plate. The system includes two diodes thermometers
in the SQUID plate and in the FT-G10 sheet to investigate the setup thermalisation.
4.4.4 Materials and shielding
To fabricate a cryogenic device special attention must be paid to the selected
materials. Table 4.3 summarises the thermal conductivity at 1 K, the electrical re-
sistivity and the volume magnetic susceptibility at 4 K of the materials considered
to build the magnetometer.
In terms of insulators the fiberglass G-10, the polyamide-imide Torlon and
PTFE were the chosen compounds. As they have similar thermal conductivity and
negligible resistivity and susceptibility, they are suitable to isolate parts of the setup.
Torlon were used to make the coil holders and the flux transformer pillars since it is
easy to machine and its low thermal expansion. G-10 sheets hold the FT and PTFE
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Table 4.3: Thermal conductivity at 1 K, resistivity and volume suscepti-
bility of some insulators and metals used in the setup at 4 K. Depends
on purity1 or grade 2. Data taken from [24, 25].
COMPOUND K1K [W/(m ·K)] ρ4K (µΩ · cm) χV4K
G-10CR 0.01 – –
Torlon 3-6·10−3 – –
PTFE 2-3·10−3 – –
Sapphire 2-4 – –
Pure Cu1 100-1000 ∼ 0.04 -9·10−6
Brass 0.5-0.8 2.88 -6·10−5
Phosphor Bronze 0.08-0.2 110 -3.3·10−5
Manganin 0.08-0.1 42.9 1.3·10−2
Stainless Steel 2 0.04-0.08 50-70 1-2·10−2
Constantan < 2 · 10−3 49.9 4.3
tape is suitable to isolate the sample or to separate the sample from the pickup coil
holder.
For wiring, Phosphor Bronze (PhBr), Constantan and Manganin, Cu-Ni and
Cu-Mn alloy respectively, are highly suited since they are metals with a relatively
low thermal conductivity and a resistivity weakly dependent on the temperature.
These properties allow to feed thermometers and heaters without a large thermal
load from outside that may ruin the refrigerator thermalisation. The Bluefors fridge
includes 35 AWG PhBr wiring down to the 4K plate. Manganin wires were used to
connect the thermometers and to make the heaters.
As was mentioned earlier, the magnetic shielding was carried out by double
shielding. Superconducting magnetic shield presents zero electrical resistivity below
the critical temperature and expels external magnetic fields due to the Meissner
effect. Superconducting properties of compounds used for shielding are summarised
in Table 4.4.
For the second shielding two compounds with a high permeability were used.
Mu-metal is a Nickel-Iron alloy with composition ≈ 75% Nickel, ≈ 15% Iron, plus
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Table 4.4: Critical temperature and field of supercondutors used in this
work.
COMPOUND Tc(K) Bc(T )
NbTi 10 13
Pb/Sn(40/60) 8.5 0.3
Pb 7.3 0.08
Nb 9.5 0.2
Al 1.1 0.01
Copper and Molybdenum that requires annealing to enhance its properties. On the
other hand, Metglas are thin and flexible magneitc shielding sheets made of high
permeability FINEMET of Hitachi Metals that does not need annealing. Maximum
permeability and magnetic flux density at 10 Oe are given in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Magnetic flux density at 10 Oe and maximum permeability of
the high-permeability materials used.
MATERIAL B10(T ) µmax
Mu-metal ≥0.75 ≥ 400000
Metglas 1.23 70000
Initially, the field attenuation along the axis of a superconducting and a highly
permeable tube with diameter a are similar:
Baxial ∝ exp
(
− 3.832z
a
)
(4.16)
According to that, an external magnetic field would be attenuated in a su-
perconducting can of diameter a = 20 mm as a function of the ratio z/a as shown
Fig. 4.23. The input flux is calculated for a pickup coil area of pir2, r= 5 mm, and
B0 = 0.5 G. The first pickup coil is located around 85 mm apart of the shielding
can edge that corresponds to z/a ∼ 4. The blue line flags the flux-transfer function
Γ, i.e, the input flux required to obtain one quantum flux in the SQUID detector.
Therefore, the contribution of the Earth’s magnetic field to the SQUID signal is
lower than 1 µΦ0.
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Figure 4.23: Calculation of the axial component of an external field B0
inside a cylinder shield of diameter a and distance z from the edge.
Input flux is calculated for B0 = 0.5G and pickup coil with 5 mm
radius. The blue line is the flux-transfer function. In green, the
approximated gradiometer position at z 85 mm.
4.4.5 Heaters
To control the setup temperature and remove trapped flux, the solid state
resistor, previously tested, was replaced by heating coils made of a high resistance
Manganin as shown Fig. 4.22 (d). 100 turns solenoid and R ≈ 20Ω resistance of 80
µm diameter wires were wound onto the superconducting wires. To avoid coupling
a magnetic field to the FT, two coils in opposite direction counteract the produced
magnetic field. Heater performance is tested in Fig. 4.24 by applying current to
the pickup coil and the flux transformer heaters several times. Simultaneously, FT
box and SQUID plate temperatures are monitored to detect any heat caused by the
heaters. Purple and blue lines indicate the time in which 1 and 2 mA currents are
applied respectively. The SQUID output slightly drops from 0.1 Φ0 when 1 mA is
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applied to the FT, but 2 mA is required to reduce the output to zero (green tri-
angles). At that time, the superconducting wires are locally heated to the normal
state and all the flux is dissipated by the resistive bit of wires. The signal is in-
stantly restored to the initial value when current source is switched off. In a similar
way, 2 mA was applied to the pickup coils heater (red circles) dropping the SQUID
readout from 0.35 to -0.07 Φ0 and restoring the signal when current is switched
off. Current removes the flux in the pickup coils but, as flux remains in the FT
that is connected to the SQUID, the signal detected is not zero. The bottom graph
shows how the power, P=I2R, is low enough not to heat the SQUID plate or the
FT box as it occurs when higher current is applied. Summarising, Manganin coil
heaters were made to remove the superconducting current or trapped flux in all the
gradiometer circuits by applying a power of P≈ 80 µW with a negligible impact in
the magnetometer temperature. Heaters prevent to warm the whole magnetometer
above the superconducting transition with a significant time saving.
4.4.6 Thermalisation at 4K
The setup thermalisation at 4K is measured by three thermometers. One in
the SQUID plate, another inside the FT box and an extra one at the bottom of the
pickup coil holder. The diode thermometers are able to measure the temperature
down to 1.8 K and help to test the different methods to thermalise the setup at
the PT base temperature. Thermomemeters and heaters were thermalised and fil-
tered with a 220 nF capacitor to avoid thermal loads and electromagnetic coupling.
Fig. 4.25 (a) shows the required time to reach the PT base temperature. The ex-
cessive time to thermalise the gradiometer was decreased by adding high-purity and
Oxigen free Copper wires to the magnet and pickup coil holders, clearly observed
in Fig. 4.25 (b) where the still and MXC temperature are added. Although the gra-
diometer or pickup coil thermometer still cools slower as it is placed further away
from the SQUID, the whole setup and the fridge reach the PT base temparature
simultaneously.
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Figure 4.24: (a) SQUID response as a function of time when 2 mA (blue
vertical line) and 1 mA (purple vertical line) currents are applied
to the coil heaters located in the pickup and the flux transformer
circuit. (b) No thermal effects on the SQUID and the FT BOX
temperature when the current is applied.
4.4.7 Sample holder: thermalisation, issues and improvements
A sample holder is attached to the SS shaft to move the sample in and out
the pickup coil holder. The design must fulfil the following requirements:
• Long enough to avoid the SS shaft touching the 1 K setup when the bottom
position is reached.
• Narrow enough not to touch the 1 K pickup coil holder.
• Good thermal links to the MXC plate.
• Room for the RuO2 thermometer.
For this purpose, a 5 mm wide and 240 mm long Copper strip attached to
the SS tube was designed. The sample holder includes the RuO2 thermometer on
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Figure 4.25: (a) Thermalisation to 4 K of the SQUID plate, the flux
transformers and the coils holder. (b) Thermalisaton after adding
high-purity Copper wires to the setup. The Bluefors plates tem-
peratures are added.
the upper part at a sufficient distance from the sample to avoid magnetic effects.
The thermalisation was initially addressed by connecting Copper braids from the
head of the holder to the MXC plate and the isolation from the coils by gluing a
Teflon separator at the bottom of the coil holder. The thermomemeter and the sam-
ple was glued with Ge-varnish. Details of the sample holder can be seen in Fig. 4.26.
First designs revealed issues related with poor shielding. In Fig. 4.27 (a) the
position scan of a sample coil throughout the motor range displays an unexpected
behaviour. The spacial response of a second-order gradiometer (see Fig. 4.6) experi-
enced a voltage drift. Besides, sample coil currents larger than 10 mA (3 Oe) heated
the magnetometer up. Issues related with electromagnetic coupling to the SQUID
when the field is applied to the magnet were also found. Fig. 4.27 (b) shows how
the initial values of the spatial scan depends on the applied field. The fact that the
failures disappear by resetting the SQUID (warming it to the normal state for few
seconds), is an evidence that the coupling only affects the SQUID and was easily
removed by wrapping the SQUID case with extra layers of Metglas shielding.
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Figure 4.26: (Left) Copper sample holder. It includes the RuO2 ther-
mometer, the sample and Copper stripes that link it to the MXC.
(Right) Stainless Steel shaft to transfer the movement from out-
side and Torlon rod connected to the sample holder. Details of the
Teflon separators at the bottom of the coil holder is included.
Background issues were also observed. An unexpected magnetic behaviour
of the stainless Steel shaft is revealed when the sample holder is moved into the
pickup coils without any sample. Evidences of magnetic impurities were detected
by measuring the magnetization in a PPMS magnetometer. The background was
dramatically reduced by shortening the SS tube by around 17 cm and the insertion
of a non-magnetic PhBr rod or an insulating Torlon. Finally, the background be-
came almost negligible when the shielding was improved by wrapping the end of
the SS shaft and the SQUID with Metglas. Background progress with the different
setup is displayed in Fig. 4.28 (a).
The use of different materials to link the SS shaft to the sample holder and to
thermalise the sample with the MXC had effects in the base temperature reached.
In the setup with the PhBr rod, Copper braid was used to thermal link the sam-
ple holder with the MXC. In the one with a Torlon rod, high purity and Oxygen
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Figure 4.27: Position scan of the sample coil for different fields showing
evidences of a faulty shielding. (a) Voltage drift in the SQUID
readout. (b) Electromagnetic coupling to the SQUID when field is
turned on.
free Copper substituted the Copper braid. Finally, the number of Copper strips
were increased and the Teflon used to isolate the sample holder removed because
it adds a heat load of around 10-20 µW to the system (in the same order than the
cooling power at base temperature). The efforts to thermalise the sample to the
MXC are summarised for these three different setups in Fig. 4.28 (b). Both the
sample and the MXC base temperature decreased with the updates. MXC temper-
ature between 13 and 26 mK are close to the 8 mK base temperature of the pristine
fridge. Unfortunately, the achieved sample temperature is still far away of the MXC
temperature. Besides, by removing the Teflon separator and adding extra Copper
affects the sample-to-coils alignment as the strips bend the sample holder. Fig. 4.29
shows how the temperature dramatically increased when the position is scanned due
to a touch between the sample and the pickup coils holders from 200 to 700 mK.
The following measurements were carried out by using the teflon separator.
Future improvements to decrease the base temperature must focus in the sample-
to-coils alignment or in a new design with more space between them.
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Figure 4.28: (a) Position scan for different setups. Background effects
depending on the way to link the SS tube to the sample holder.
(b) Sample and MXC base temperature reached by the PhBr and
the Torlon rod setup. To the final design, high purity Cu strips
were added to improve the sample thermalisation. More details in
text.
4.4.8 Automotion
The automotion of the measurement system is achieved by a PC. The PC runs
a home-written software, which provides a Labview project with several Graphical
User Interfaces (GUI). It contains all the required functionality: setup manage-
ment, monitoring, measurement and automated sequence execution. The controlled
instruments include:
• STAR Cryoelectronics SA632 dc-SQUID and the PFL-102 Programmable Feed-
back Loop;
• stepper motor drive and the Variohm IPL linear sensor;
• SR830 and SR844 high frequency Lock-in amplifier for AC susceptibility mea-
surements;
• 34460 Agilent digital multimeter for DC measurements;
• Keithley 220 current source to control the heaters;
• 336 Lakeshore Temperature Controller for controlling the diode thermometers;
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Figure 4.29: Sample temperature when the position is scanned without
a teflon separator. A touch between the sample holder and the
coils dramatically increased the sample base temperature.
• Picowatt AVS 47 resistance bridge for the RuO2 sample thermometer,
• Internet connection to monitor the Bluefors thermometers;
The project is organised in an Acquisition, a Configuration, Control and Data
folders. The first two includes subfolders for DC and AC magnetometry, Thermom-
etry and Resistivity with the “VIs” to carry out these tasks and the subVIs and
drivers required for the acquisition, respectively. The common Labview Controls
are in the Control folder and the Temperature Logfiles and Data per run are in the
Data folder. The code is built following the good coding practices to assure the
“dataflow” execution, the readability and the modularity to ease the comprehension
and the upgrade of the project by future users. E.g. state machines provide an
easy-to-read code that allows to add new functions such as data analysis or scripts
to scan temperature and field.
A set of VIs provides freedom to carry out different experiments: DC magne-
tometry allows to center/calibrate/locate the sample, to measure by DC extraction
or by holding the sample in the coils; AC magnetometry gives the option to mea-
sure in the extraction or the static mode. In the extraction mode, the sample is
moved to the three different coils and the reading done, subtracting the readings
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Figure 4.30: Flowchart of the scalable Labview projects to carry out
measurements in the Bluefors fridge.
the sensitivity is increased and spurious signals from SQUID jumps or voltage drifts
minimised. In the static mode, the sample is fixed in the main pickup coil and the
frequency or the temperature scan. This method is less accurate as it is affected by
the SQUID jumps but recommendable for ultra-low temperatures or sample with
hysteresis behaviour as the sample movement below 100 mK will affect the sample
temperature. The flowchart in Fig. 4.30 depicts the project organisation, including
the folders, the VIs with their functions and output parameters and the instrument
that they control. Two specific screenshots of a DC and AC GUI of the Labview
project is shown in Fig. 4.31.
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Figure 4.31: Screenshot of a DC (a), and AC (b) data acquisition GUI.
DC protocol includes field and temperature scan option and gain
calibration. AC protocol includes frequency and temperature scan
in the extraction mode.
4.5 DC Calibration
Two different methods were used to calibrate the magnetometer. A Copper
solenoid that simulates a sample and a real sample that requires an external field
to be magnetised. A 8 mm long and 1.5 mm radius solenoid with N=200 turns
generates a field of H/I= 312 Oe/A. However, the picture of a localised magnetic
dipole µ = NIA, for A the solenoid cross-section and I the applied current is more
appropriate. The quality of the second-order gradiometer is tested by scanning the
dipole position. Fig. 4.32 shows the position scan at 4 K for different magnetic
moments. The signal, centred at z =25 mm, is fitted to the expected second-order
gradiometer response given by Eq. 4.13
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Vsq(z) =
G2(5, z) · VΦ
Γ · Φ0 · µ =
µ
S
(4.17)
Figure 4.32: Sample coil position scan for different current-magnetic mo-
ment at 4K. Fits to the expected second-order gradiometer are
included.
The experimental results are fairly reproduced by the fit, but it slightly fails
at the tails. A small offset was also added to compensate the observed background.
To avoid these calibration issues and to increase the magnetometer sensitivity, the
extraction mode was used. The measurement protocol consists of measuring the
output voltage in the center coil and then in the upper or the lower coil. The
voltage subtraction will also remove the effects of trapped fluxes as it is a relative
measurement. If the background is not negligible G2(5, 15) = G2(5, 35), both values
may be averaged. Then, Eq. 4.13 is amended to:
S =
2
2Vsq(z0)− Vsq(z0 + d)− Vsq(z0 − d) · µ =
µ
V¯sq
(4.18)
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given a moment-to-voltage coefficient S = (1.1 ± 0.4) · 10−3 emu/V and
Γ = (380 ± 140) · 103. The large uncertainty is produced by the propagation of
the systematic error in the measurement of the effective radius of the sample coil.
The geometry of the coil makes difficult to obtain an accurate measurements of the
effective radius r  1.5± 0.25 mm.
Figure 4.33: (a) Temperature dependence of the DC field cooled and low
frequency susceptibility in Dy2Ti2O7 taken from the supplementary
information of Paulen et al. work [3]. (b) Magnetometer calibra-
tion. SQUID voltage in the same sample is measured by cooling
in zero field.
As it is discussed in Sec 4.3.1, the sample coil is an useful tool to study the
magnetometer performance as a first approximation, but it is not accurate enough.
A Dy2Ti2O7 ellipsoid used in Paulen et al. work [3] is an ideal sample to cali-
brate the magnetometer sensitivity and detect thermalisation issues. The highly
frustrated pyrochlore freezes to the ground state below 400 mK and its transition
temperature depends dramatically on the frequency. The temperature dependence
of the susceptibility from Paulsen et al. work and the measured voltage in the mag-
netometer agrees as it is shown in Fig. 4.33. Vsq in the graph is measured following
the Eq. 4.18 protocol. To obtain the relation between magnetic moment and the
SQUID voltage (S ), the maximum voltage V¯ maxsq is compared with the maximum
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susceptibility χmax. Hence, the magnetic moment can be calculated
µmax = χmax ·H · V (4.19)
for a volume, V = (2.4± 0.2) · 10−9m3 and an applied field of H =1.51 Oe. It
gives a magnetic moment-to-voltage coefficient
S = (1.7± 0.1) · 10−3emu/V (4.20)
and a flux transfer function Γ = (580 ± 30) · 103. Propagation of the volume
uncertainty dominates the final error.
Figure 4.34: Dy2Ti2O7 and Gd2Zr2O7 position scan at different tempera-
tures. Fits to the expected second-order gradiometer are included.
A new calibration of the gradiometer is carried out by scanning the position.
In this case, the sample holder includes the Dy2Ti2O7 ellipsoid and a Gd2Zr2O7
powder sample, another frustrated pyrochlore oxide. Fig. 4.34 shows the position
scans at different temperatures for an applied field of H= 1.51 Oe. Samples are
located at z =15 mm and at z = 37 mm, respectively. The different between the
voltage at the upper and the lower coil justifies again the measurement protocol
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that will be used in further measurements.
Figure 4.35: Magnetometer calibration using a sample coil and the spin-
ice Dy2Ti2O7 as described in text.
A third calibration was made with the same sample coil by separating 5 mm
the FT. The calculated mutual inductance changes from 8± 2 nH to 2.2 ± 0.3 nH
and Γc and Γm obviously increase, although the ratio remains in the same order.
It brings under the spotlight how sensitive the flux coupling is to the FT location.
Regions, where high frequency measurements are feasible (Φsq < Φ0), will be easily
reach by modifying the FT position.
Table 4.6: Moment to voltage coefficients, measured and calculated
losses and ratios for the calibration sample and the sample coil with
the FT in two different positions.
S (emu/V) Γm Γc Γm/Γc
SC (1.1± 0.4) · 10−3 (380±140) · 103 26·103 15
Dy2T i2O7 (1.7± 0.1) · 10−3 (580± 30) · 103 26·103 22
SC far FT (8± 3) · 10−3 (2.9±0.9) · 106 220·103 13
Calibrations are compared in Fig. 4.35 at 4 K and the main parameters sum-
marised in Table 6.3. Discrepancy between the sample coil and the spin ice pa-
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rameters with the same setup falls in the limit of the systematic errors. However,
more precise measurements of the effective radius and the pyrochlore volume will
clarify if the mismatch is due to systematic errors or there are other causes. For
instances, an induced current in the pickup coils from the magnet might contribute
to modify S in the real sample but not in the sample coil. The flux loss ratio Γm/Γc
is consistent with the Sec. 4.3.1 results and supports the assumption of current loss
in the superconducting junctions.
Corrections due to demagnetizing fields are now taken into account. The
ellipsoid shape of the sample gives a demagnetization factor Nd ≈ 0.09 that results
in a demagnetizing field Hd = NdM for M=µ/V . Hence, Eq. 4.19 should be written
as a function of the internal field Hi
Hi = Ha −NdM = Ha
1 +Ndχtrue
= Ha(1−Ndχmeas) (4.21)
defining the true and the measured susceptibility as χtrue = M/Hi and χmeas =
M/Ha . In this particular case, the susceptibility data used as a reference in Fig. 4.33
were taken in the same sample with no corrections for demagnetisation effects (as it is
specified in the supplementary information). Therefore, the measured susceptibility
must be also replaced by the true susceptibility
χ
true =
χ
meas
1−Ndχmeas (4.22)
Then it is easy to deduce that
χ
true ·Hi = χmeas ·Ha (4.23)
and no corrections are needed.
4.6 AC Calibration
The high frequency dependence of the AC susceptibility freezing temperature
of the frustrated spin ices make them very suitable to investigate the magnetometer
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thermalisation. Previous AC susceptibility studies on Dy2Ti2O7 can be found in
polycrystalline [26–28] and single-crystalline [29–31] samples given a good idea of
the expected behaviour.
Figure 4.36: Frequency scan of χ’ and χ” of the spin-ice Dy2Ti2O7 from
2 K (black squares) to 15 K (purple pentagons).
The AC susceptibility of the Dy2Ti2O7 was measured as a function of the fre-
quency, firstly, by a commercial Physical Properties Measurement Systems (Quan-
tum Design PPMS) down to 2 K as shown Fig. 4.36. The real susceptibility increases
when the temperature decreases and the transition evolves from tens of Hz to a few
kHz from 2 K to 15 K.
Measurements at lower temperatures were carried out in the magnetometer
by the extraction method. Fig. 4.37 summarises a set of measurements taken place
with the GUI depicted in Fig. 4.31 for different temperatures. Sample thermalisa-
tion is investigated by comparing χ” peaks with the expected values obtained by
extrapolating the results from Paulsen et al. [3], that used the same sample, and
the Yaraskavitch et al. work [31] (vertical lines). At temperatures of 0.75, 0.85 and
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Figure 4.37: Frequency scan of χ′ and χ′′ of the spin-ice Dy2Ti2O7 taken
in the Bluefors magnetometer below 1K. Peak extrapolation from
reference [3] at the studied temperatures are depicted by vertical
lines. High temperature (4.3 K) plot is compared with 4 and 5 K
PPMS results.
0.91 K, the transition is expected at ν  1.3, 3.7 and 8 Hz. However χ” peaks are
observed at 2.2, 11 and 40 Hz, which corresponds to 0.8, 0.94 and 1 K.In this range
of temperatures the mismatch between the expected and the measured temperatures
increases from 50 mK at 750 mK to 90 mK at 1K. At higher temperatures data are
compared with the 4 and 5 K PPMS results, frequency scan of AC susceptibility at
T = 4.3 K behaves similar to the data obtained at 5 K in the PPMS. In this case,
the temperature is measured with the diode thermometer located at the bottom
of the coil holder. The large distance between the sample and the thermometer
and the low temperature dependence of the transition above 2 K might explain the
different values. Regarding χ’, the saturated susceptibility increases when temper-
ature decreases, which is not observed below 1 K. At these frequencies (some Hz)
the magnetometer has shown difficulties to have reliable measurements.
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These plots are part of an investigation about the measurement methodology
and magnetometer performance. Data precision is not ideal and outlier points are
common, furthermore, at very low frequencies, there is room for accuracy improve-
ment and the measured transition temperatures disagree with the literature. It
sheds light upon the parameters that needs to be controlled in AC susceptometry
and how to improve the Lock-in technique used to take data. Some relevant aspects
are:
• To measure the susceptibility using the three coils (Up, Down and Center)
improves the sensitivity of the gradiometer from Φin/µ = 229 to 334 µWb/Am
2
(Eq. 4.7) and minimises the effects of the background and SQUID jumps.
• Moving parts demands a time delay (that depends on the Lock-in time con-
stant, tc) before taking data to stabilise the Lock-in readout.
• To average the Lock-in readouts will help to the experimental precision.
The three coils method and a large delay time and averaging will improve the
accuracy and the precision of the measurements but also will extend the time span
and will give more room for failures, such as temperature drifts or SQUID jumps.
The suitable trade-off between those parameters were settled for future measure-
ments.
Another possibility is to scan the temperature at a specific frequency. This
method eases the Lock-in performance as tc, the time delay and averaging may be
fixed for the whole run. Fig. 4.38 shows the DC susceptibility and the real and
imaginary susceptibility for 1 Hz and 3.1 Hz. Imaginary peaks are fitted to a Gaus-
sian to obtain the transition temperature at 735 and 810 mK. The transition are
expected at 750 and 825 mK, which means a mismatch of 15 mK. If frequency and
temperature scan methods are compared, the relative error ∆T/T ∈ (6 − 9)% ob-
tained in the former method is reduced to ∆T/T  2% when the temperature is
scanned. These results could suggest that scanning the frequencies might heat the
system. This is supported by the fact that the higher the temperature, the higher
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Figure 4.38: Temperature scan of χ′ and χ′′ of the spin-ice Dy2T i2O7 at 1
Hz (red circles) and 3.1 Hz (green triangles) and the DC suscep-
tibility (black squares). Vertical lines are the expected transitions
δT  15 mK.
the error is as the frequency scan needs to be spanned to higher frequencies and the
heating effects must increase with the frequency.
The measured χ′′ peak of the transition is plotted as a function of the temper-
ature in Fig. 4.39 for the PPMS and the Bluefors Magnetometer measurements and
compared with the Paulsen et al. work [3] and the Yaraskavitch et al. work [31].
The mismatch between the expected and the measured value is more evident above
900 mK from the frequency scan data. Although it seems to be explained by heating
effects, the noisy behaviour of the RuO2 thermometer shown in Fig. 4.40 and the
small temperature dependence of its resistance above 800 mK encourage to calibrate
a new thermometer with a better performance and larger temperature range.
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Figure 4.39: Temperature dependence of χ′′ peak in Dy2T i2O7 from ref-
erences 1 [3] and 2 [31] and the PPMS and the magnetometer
measurements. Gaussian fits give the errors in the magnetometer
data.
Figure 4.40: RuO2 sample thermometer vs MXC thermometer.
Both the frequency and temperature scan plots include the output readout in
fluxons per Oersted, clearly below the SQUID threshold of the open-loop operation
(Φsq < Φ/pi). It would make the high frequency measurement (∼ MHz) affordable.
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4.7 Inductive magnetometer
In parallel to the dc-SQUID magnetometer, inductive techniques were investi-
gated. The study of the advantages and limitations of the inductive magnetometer
and the review of the existing literature confirmed the difficulties to expand the
frequency respond to MHz (see Sec. 4.2.1). To obtain a detectable induced electro-
motive force by using a Lock-in technique, a considerable number of turns in the
detection coils are required and hence the inductance of the circuit increases. As a
result the RLC circuit normally presents a cut-off frequency lower than MHz if the
pickup coils are not reduced to micrometers. The RISE Acreo equipment is the only
commercial magnetometer able to measure beyond 1 MHz at room temperature.
This investigation was materialised in a fruitful collaboration with Acreo to adapt
their susceptometer to low temperatures.
The high frequency inductive susceptometer depicted in Fig. 4.41, consists
of a first-order inductive gradiometer connected to a resistance network at room
temperature to avoid the circuit resonance. The primary coil is made of supercon-
ducting wires to avoid heat load at low temperatures. The high frequency responds
is achieved by an unconventional method to wind the coil. The zigzag shape reduces
the mutual inductance to such an extent that MHz susceptibility is achievable. To
be able to connect the inductive magnetometer to the Bluefors setup, the coils were
built in a Torlon holder with similar dimensions that the dc-SQUID magnetometer.
Figure 4.41: High frequency inductive magnetometer.
The setup was successfully tested at 1 MHz at room temperature using the
stepper motor. The Ho2Ti2O7 spin ice sample was centred with a good noise-to-
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ratio response up to 2 MHz. The setup includes a SR844 high frequency lock-in to
feed the primary coil and measure the susceptibility. The resistance network was
located in a Faraday cage to avoid electromagnetic interferences. For low tempera-
ture measurements, the setup was modified to attach it to the PPMS. Fibre Carbon
rods were added to hold and located the coils at the bottom of the PPMS. At low
temperature, Ho2Ti2O7 susceptibility has been measured before in polycrystalline
[32–34] and single-crystalline [35, 36] samples with a freezing temperature higher
than 1 K above 1 kHz. Promising results were also obtained at low temperatures.
Frequency scan of χ’ and χ” were measured from tens of kHz to 1 MHz at T= 11.5
K and T=12.5 K with a maximum susceptibility χ’ around 60 and 70 kHz, respec-
tively. Room temperature and low temperature measurements taken by Edward
Riordan are shown in Fig. 4.42.
Figure 4.42: (a) Position scan of Ho2Ti2O7 susceptibility at 1 MHz at
room temperature. (b) χ’ and χ” high frequency scan taken by
Edward Riordan at 11.5 and 12.5 K.
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4.8 Conclusions and future work
In conclusion, the first low temperature magnetometer in a dry dilution re-
frigerator has been designed and built to investigate the correlated disorder role on
the dynamics properties of frustrated magnets. The dc-SQUID magnetometer has
demonstrated the capability to extend the temperature range of commercial magne-
tometer down to a hundred milliKelvins. Furthermore, the control of the magnetic
flux from the sample to the SQUID via flux transformers provided a flexible path to
easily reduce the flux in such a way that susceptibility up to MHz may be measur-
able in the open-loop mode. To work in the open-loop mode, the sample magnetic
flux must be reduced to the linear range of the SQUID (Φsq < Φ0/pi=318 mΦ0)
with a good voltage-to-noise ratio. The frequency spectrum (Sec. 4.3.2) reveals a
magnetic noise floor of ∼ 50pT/√Hz in the pickup coil and a SQUID flux noise floor
of ∼ 2.5µΦ0/
√
Hz. It corresponds to threshold values of Bthres ∼ 3nT and Φthressq ∼
1mΦ0. Thresholds were found to be quasi-frequency independent. Therefore, the
magnetometer has a dynamic range of at least two order of magnitude for the open-
loop configuration. The magnetometer sensitivity is S ·VΦ = (3.5±0.3)·10−3emu/Φ0.
As SQUID flux up to 500Φ0 are measurable at low frequencies in the lock-loop mode
the final dynamic range is (1−10−5) emu for the lock-loop mode at frequencies lower
than 1 kHz that will progressively decrease according to an effective slew rate of 100
kΦ0/s and (10
−3−10−5) emu for the open-loop mode. Although the lock-loop mode
can work in the later dynamic range up to MHz, it is recommendable to swap to the
open-loop mode when the slew rate lower the FLL operation to the dynamic range
of the open-loop mode. It takes place around 100 KHz.
Future works in the dc-SQUID must be faced to solve the sample thermalisa-
tion issue and carry out high frequency measurements. The temperature difference
between the sample thermometer and the MXC points out a temperature gradient
in the sample holder that increases at low temperature with a maximum value of 
150 mK at the base temperature. The noisy behaviour and low precision above 800
mK of the thermometer used suggests the calibration of a new thermometer with
a better performance and larger temperature range. Although a new thermome-
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ter may improve the precision of the temperature measurements, the gradient will
hinder to take accurate temperatures if the thermometer is not located near the
sample. As the thermometer interferes with the magnetometer performance if it
is placed inside the pickup coil volume a different solution is needed to avoid the
temperature gradient. Therefore, the temperature gradient must be removed via a
better thermalisation.
The use of more, purer and Oxygen free Copper strips to thermally link the
top of the sample holder with the MXC and to remove the Teflon separator de-
creased the sample base temperature and hence the gradient as shown Fig. 4.28 (b)
but not enough to minimise the gradient effects. Besides, the sample-coils alignment
was affected by increasing the number of strips producing a thermal contact between
them (Fig. 4.29) that ruined the thermalisation. The best solution to thermalise the
sample would be to design a new sample holder thermally linked to the MXC from
the top and the bottom. It would reduce the gradient and improve the sample-coils
alignment. Unfortunately, it requires to build a wider coil holder because the 10
mm wide pickup coil holder does not provide enough gap with the sample holder.
Regarding the high frequency measurements, Eddy currents are observed above
1 kHz. The investigation of the measurement protocol has revealed to be very useful
not only to remove spurious signals from interferences but also to avoid the Eddy
currents effects. Fig. 4.43 highlights the Copper sample holder effects above 1 kHz
when the susceptibility is measured in the the static mode (black dots) and the
suppression of the Eddy currents when the center and the bottom coil signal are
subtracted (grey dots). Furthermore, a very pure Sapphire rod was designed to sub-
stitute the Copper holder. The idea is to take advantage of its electrical insulating
properties and its relatively high thermal conductivity to avoid the Eddy currents.
The combination of the new and wider coil holder with a sample holder thermally
linked to the MXC from both ends might provide a design with a good thermalisa-
tion, even below 100 mK and able to measure at MHz frequencies.
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Figure 4.43: Frequency scan of χ’ and χ” Dy2Ti2O7 using one or two
coils. Eddy currents at high frequencies due to the diamagnetic
sample holder are removed by using the extraction mode.
No further experiments were able to carry out during this project. The delay
in the Dilution Fridge delivery ( 1.5 year after the project starting date) and a recent
3He leak hampered the use of the Fridge.
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“ The insights into QPT promise to lead
to an understanding of the phase trans-
formations of many body strongly corre-
lated systems, most notably of the mecha-
nisms of high temperature superconductiv-
ity in cuprates, which is encoded in the
physics of the critical region near QCP.”
M. Vasin et al., 2015 [1]
5
µSR study of stoichiometric NbFe2
5.1 Introduction
Detailed investigations of the phase diagram around quantum critical points
(QCP) in correlated electron systems show rich behavior including unconventional
superconductivity and magnetic order. QCPs have been widely studied in heavy
fermion systems [2] and their role in cuprates [3] and iron pnictide high-Tc [4] super-
conductors is still debated. Novel magnetic phases can also emerge [5] from a QCP.
The Nb1−yFe2+y intermetallic is a particularly interesting material in which to inves-
tigate QCP behavior since it displays a rich-magnetic phase diagram and quantum
criticality in a d-band metal. The high temperature paramagnetic metal becomes a
weakly ordered ferromagnet at relatively low temperatures in Nb-rich (y < −0.02)
and Fe-rich (y > 0.01) compounds and the magnetic transition can be tuned to zero
temperature at a doping of y = −0.015 [6]. The proposed magnetic phase diagram
as a function of doping is shown in Fig. 5.1. Long-range antiferromagnetism (AFM)
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or a spin density wave (SDW) have both been suggested to describe the magnetic
ground state around criticality (−0.02 < y < 0.01) [6–13]. However ferrimagnetism
in Fe-rich samples found by magnetic Compton scattering [14] and the failure to
detect the magnetic order by neutron scattering [6, 9] suggests further experiments
are required to clarify the nature of the ground state. In parallel with the writing
of this thesis, a neutron scattering work was able to detect a long-wavelength spin
density wave state caused by an intrinsic instability of the ferromagnetic QCP [15]
consistent with the theoretically predicted scenario of a hidden ferromagnetic QCP
masked by a continuous transition towards either incommensurate ordering or first-
order transition into a commensurate state [16].
Figure 5.1: Magnetic phase diagram of Nb1−yFe2+y with the apparent
ground states as a function of doping. Ref [6].
Early magnetic studies of stoichiometric NbFe2 [17] suggested a Pauli param-
agnet ground state, but NMR work and magnetic investigations resolved an AFM
order [7, 18] with a transition temperature, TN ∼ 10 K. Subsequent work suggested
that the ordering resulted in a SDW [19] structure that can be supressed by ap-
plying field [20–22]. The AFM or SDW ground state is characterised by a high
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magnetic susceptibility, non-Fermi liquid behaviour in e.g. the electrical resistiv-
ity and the absence of magnetic remanence. Recently, significant efforts have been
made in order to further understand the nature of the apparently ambiguous mag-
netic ground state in NbFe2 [6, 8–13, 15]. Furthermore, the possibility of competing
and frustrated interactions can be postulated from the crystal structure since NbFe2
crystallizes in the C14 hexagonal Laves phase with the magnetic Fe atoms (6h sites)
forming two planar triangular kagome´ lattices in a hexagonal lattice, stacked normal
to the c-axis, and separated by linking Fe (2a sites) atoms and Nb atoms occupying
interstitial sites, as shown Fig. 5.2, leading to numerous possible exchange pathways.
Figure 5.2: (a) NbFe2 C14 Hexagonal Laves with the Fe atoms at the 6h
sites (pink) separated by the 2a sites Fe atoms (red) and the Nb
atoms at the interstitial sites. (b) Planar triangular kagome´ lattices
formed by the Fe atoms at the 6h sites.
Theoretical studies have arrived at contradictory conclusions. The lowest-
energy magnetic ground state varies according to the approach chosen in Density
Functional Theory calculations. Asano and co-workers [23] suggest that an AFM
ground state, and a “weak” as well as a “strong” ferromagnetic state have very
similar ground state energies using the local-spin-density approximation. The more
recent study of Subedi [24] found magnetic ground states governed by competing
interlayer interactions, one which supports FM between 6h and 2a Fe atoms and
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another with no magnetic moment on 2a Fe sites and AFM order. The AFM in-
teractions within the kagome´ lattice were found to be weak, which is supported
by experiments [6], leading to the conjecture that geometric frustration is not as-
sociated with the quantum criticality. A new ferrimagnetic arrangement was also
discovered using the generalised gradient approximation [25].
The Stoner enhancement factor, S = 1/(1− JN(EF )), determined by experi-
ment to be > 100, [9, 11] is associated with an unusually large exchange interaction,
J . In this scenario, any tiny increase in N(EF ) by doping should drive the magnetic
ground state towards a ferromagnetic instability. Accordingly, calculations using the
Koringa-Kohn-Rostoker electronic-structure method to study how chemical disorder
affects the magnetic properties [26] or using Moriya’s theory of weak magnetism [27]
suggest an unconventional band critical point (uBCP) as the most likely cause for a
QCP, which is accessible by disorder due to alloying. Unlike the rigid-band approx-
imation used in previous work, N(EF ) increases in both the Fe and Nb rich alloys,
thereby satisfying the Stoner criterion on both sides of the phase diagram.
Although an extensive amount of bulk magnetic, thermodynamic, transport
and theoretical work has been performed, no definitive ground state has been iden-
tified. Direct evidence of a modulated SDW has recently been reported using muon
spin relaxation (µSR) [13]. Clear evidence of long range order in the doped sam-
ples was observed, the muon signal relaxed with an oscillatory behaviour which is
a strong indication of static and ordered bulk magnetism as it is shown in Fig. 5.3.
However, the nature of the relaxation in the stoichiometric material is not as clear as
the signal relaxes without any oscillatory behaviour making interpretation difficult.
For NbFe2, µSR is, in principle, able to differentiate between commensurate (AFM)
and incommensurate (SDW) magnetic order and weak ferromagnetism. Although
correlation lengths are difficult to obtain directly from µSR, a phenomenological way
to study short-range spin correlations in frustrated and/or magnetically disordered
systems and spin glasses in the slow fluctuations limit has been proposed [28–33].
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Figure 5.3: Zero-field µSR asymmetry spectrum of Nb1−yFe2+y for y=
+0.016 (FM) (a), 0.0 (b) and = -0.004 (c) (SDW?) from [13]. Os-
cillations are only observed in the FM phase.
In this chapter, a detailed µSR study of single crystalline stoichiometric NbFe2,
supported by d.c. and a.c. bulk magnetisation measurements are presented in order
to investigate the magnetic ground state. Single crystal was prepared by arc melting
performed by Ross Stewart and the quality confirmed by neutron Laue diffraction
along the c axis as shown Fig. 5.4.
Figure 5.4: Neutron Laue diffraction along the c axis.
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Using both zero field and longitudinal field µSR measurements the observed
magnetic order in this sample is revealed to be static and short range although a
SDW with a helical and incommensurate amplitude modulation is also possible.
The sensitivity of the ground state to stoichiometry is demonstrated. Comparison
of the data to that already in the literature [13] suggests that muons are sensitive
to the field distribution and fluctuations as the QCP is approached [34].
5.2 Bulk magnetization
Magnetic data were taken in commercial Physical Properties Measurement
Systems (Quantum Design PPMS). All experimental data were taken with the
magnetic field applied along the c−axis of the crystal. Initial magnetisation mea-
surements as a function of temperature for both field-cooled and zero-field-cooled
protocols (FC-ZFC) show an obvious magnetic transition in Fig. 5.5.
Figure 5.5: (a) Temperature dependence of the field-cooled (black
squares), zero field-cooled (green circles) susceptibility and inverse
susceptibility (red triangles) showing a peak at TN ∼ 10 K. The in-
verse susceptibility displays approximately linear Curie-Weiss like
behaviour, commonly observed in weak itinerant magnets [35]. (b)
ZFC-FC susceptibility as a function of the field. The transition dis-
appears at B = 1T.
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Figure 5.6: (a) Magnetic isotherms. (b) Susceptibility dM
dH
at different
temperatures. Inset. Critical field as a function of the temperature.
Error bars are given from data precision in the susceptibility.
Curie-Weiss (CW) like behaviour is observed down to the transition tempera-
ture, TN  10.3 K, indicated by a peak along with a bifurcation of field-cooled and
zero-field-cooled magnetization. This transition temperature is in good agreement
with previously reported TN values for stoichiometric samples of NbFe2. A second
peak in the susceptibility is seen in the zero field cooled data around 5 K indicating
the possible occurrence of a second magnetic transition. The magnetic interactions
in the ordered phase were subjected to an applied field. The low temperature bi-
furcation is removed by fields higher than 100 mT and the temperature transition
decreases for higher fields until it disappears at B = 1 T. Below TN , a “S”-shaped
magnetic field dependence exhibits a turning point at the critical field Bc neces-
sary to suppress the observed order. The derivative dM
dH
displays a critical field or
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maximum at Bc ∼ 0.7 T at 2K (Fig. 5.6), which is interpreted as a metamagnetic
transition field, and is somewhat higher than previously reported [6, 9, 18, 21]. The
link between the critical field and the main transition is clearly observed in the
temperature dependence that decreases to 0 when critical temperature is reached.
Figure 5.7: Temperature scan of χ′ and χ′′ for different frequencies. No
frequency-dependent behaviour is observed. Data are distorted by
eddy currents above 1000 Hz.
The magnetisation below 100 K may be described in the local magnetic mo-
ment context with a CW shape, an effective moment of µeff=2.06 µB per Fe atom
and θCW = −7 K . However, NbFe2 is an itinerant paramagnet and the reason for
a CW shape is rather the temperature dependence of the spin-fluctuation ampli-
tude [35]. In this scenario, the fact that the frustration parameter, f = |θCW |
TN
[36] is
low may be not a reason to dismiss the geometrically frustrated kagome´ lattice role
in the magnetic ground state. However, there is no frequency shift of the transition
temperature in the susceptibility peak expected in a spin-glass system as shown in
Fig. 5.7. Above 1000 Hz the data are distorted by eddy currents induced in the
metallic compound by the alternating field. No absorption is detected in the imag-
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inary part χ
′′
(ω).
In the Stoner theory of itinerant ferromagnets, the enhanced Pauli suscep-
tibility is S = χ
χp
 300 with a Pauli susceptibility χp  10−4 estimated from
band-structure DOS [37] that do not consider the Coulomb interactions. This anal-
ysis implies larger exchange interactions than in previous works [6, 22]. It can be
concluded that, in this sample, the magnetic transition is closer to a ferromagnetic
instability than in previous works.
5.3 Muon spin relaxation
The Dolly muon spectrometer at the continuous muon source at the Paul
Scherrer Institute (PSI) in Villigen, Switzerland was used to study the magnetic
ground state due to its high frequency resolution and hence its ability to probe higher
internal magnetic fields (binning length= 1ns). The precise value of a0 is dependent
on the muon spectrometer. In the event that the muons find a stationery intersti-
tial site in the sample (no hopping), then any relaxation in the observed P (t) is a
consequence of fluctuations around that muon site from nuclear or electronic spins.
In the paramagnetic “motionally narrowed” regime, the muon relaxation in zero-
field is dominated by nuclear spins which are static compared with the muon decay
lifetime. As any magnetic transition is approached and electronic spin-fluctuations
slow down, electronic moments will dominate the relaxation because of the larger
associated magnetic fields at the muon site.
On application of a transverse field (TF20) in the paramagnetic phase above
TN , the muon polarization will oscillate around the applied field and the initial
asymmetry, a0, and the α parameter for the specific experiment can be experimen-
tally obtained. For this experiment a0 = 0.25. Background contribution to the
muon asymmetry due to the Silver sample holder was found to be almost constant
with temperature with a value of aAg  0.02. Therefore the contribution from the
sample, as, can be calculated from A(t = 0) = as + aAg = 0.25.
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The sample was aligned with the muon polarisation along the c−axis. Firstly,
zero field relaxation in the paramagnetic phase is discussed. Electron spins fluctu-
ate faster than the muon time scale and the relaxation is dominated by weak and
randomly oriented static nuclear moments. Local fields at the muon sites in each
coordinate i, Biloc, are distributed according to an isotropic Gaussian field distribu-
tion, with a standard deviation (∆G) and muons relax with a lineshape given by the
well known Gaussian Kubo-Toyabe function (GKT) introduced in Eq. 3.28
PG(∆G, t) =
1
3
+
2
3
(1−∆2Gt2)exp
(
−∆
2
Gt
2
2
)
(5.1)
In the paramagnetic phase, the analysis of the measured muon relaxation should
include the possibility of numerous interstitial muon stopping sites so that the field
distribution below the ordering temperature can be understood. An extensive study
of the interstitial muon sites in the paramagnetic phase of NbFe2 was performed in
the work of Crook [22]. The muon relaxation was described by the distribution of
the Nb and Fe ions around the implanted muons, which are distinguishable because
of their different nuclear moments. Around the muon site the local environment can
be described by the elements surrounding it, three possible (Nb-Fe) nearest neigh-
bour coordinations of 4-0, 3-1 and 2-2 are possible. Simulations of the nuclear field
distribution due to Gaussian distributed atomic moments for each of these site coor-
dinations result in the following ∆G values: 0.199, 0.39 and 0.48 µs
−1 respectively.
In the work of Crook, a single GKT relaxation with a field width of 0.284 µs−1 was
associated with a single muon stopping site at the 4-0 position [22].
In this study, data can be fitted with more than one muon site in the param-
agnetic regime as shown Fig. 5.8. To fit with more than one muon sites the silver
background needs to be removed which disagrees the experimental data, therefore
the one site model was chosen. It is important to note that the site allocation is
more difficult to perform at PSI in this sample as the time scale only extends to
10µs. The average nuclear field we found is ∆G/γµ = 0.29 mT or ∆G = 0.253 µs
−1,
where γµ is the muon gyromagnetic ratio. This is close to the value found in the
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Figure 5.8: Zero field-µSR run above TN fitted with 1 muon site or 2
muon sites without any background contribution.
previous work. The difference between the measured and the calculated values can
be explained and simulated [22] by site mixing (anti-site disorder) which would also
have an effect on the local field distribution in the ordered regime.
The magnetic phase was analysed with zero field (ZF-µSR) above and below
TN . The Gaussian relaxation from the nuclear contribution dominates above TN
but below the transition the relaxation is modified by the magnetic order with a fast
muon depolarisation as shown Fig. 5.9 (a). Several scenarios can be distinguished
by the nature of the relaxation below TN . Specifically, if oscillations were observed
this would signify long range order and a modulated SDW possible [38]. However,
oscillations are not seen in P (t), in agreement with recent work [13] where clear
oscillations are only observed in the ferromagnetic phase of Fe-rich samples (see
Fig 5.3). In the absence of oscillations, µSR can distinguish two possible cases [39].
In the fast fluctuation or motional narrowing limit, an exponential decay charac-
terises the muon depolarisation [40], and the relaxation rate contains information
about both magnetic fluctuations and field-distribution widths (Eq. 3.41). In the
other case, when fluctuations are slow, the magnetic field at the muon sites can be
considered quasi-static. These scenarios can be distinguished by the application of
a longitudinal field (along the direction of the muon polarization). µSR spectra in
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Fig. 5.9 display absence of oscillations and a relaxing tail at ∼ 1/3 of the muon po-
larisation below 5 K in ZF-µSR and muon repolarisation under longitudinal applied
field in LF-µSR. These features suggest a magnetic state with slow spin fluctuations
of randomly orientated quasi-static fields and a relaxation lineshape reminiscent of
a Kubo-Toyabe (KT) function (more details in Sec. 3.4). In the “static” approxi-
mation, the long time muon asymmetry is independent of time and equal to the 1/3
term in Eq. 5.1. This is known as the “1/3 tail” region. However, the presence of
slow fluctuations can further depolarize the “1/3 tail” region as it is observed in the
high time spectra.
Figure 5.9: (a) Zero-field muon spectra above and below TN fitted to a
GbG form. The 1/3 tail is emphasised by the red line. (b) Muon
repolarisation in LF-µSR confirms the quasi-static nature of the in-
ternal fields. High time spectra in right panel. Statistical errors are
given by the number of events ≈ 15 MeV and the binning length 10
ns. For visualization binning factor of 80 and 40 was chosen for the
high-time ZF-and LF-µSR spectra.
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KT functions in magnetically ordered single-crystalline samples are often used
to fit the muon relaxation in disordered and/or frustrated magnetic phases with slow
spin dynamics [41]. In such cases, relaxation is dominated by randomly-orientated
magnetic fields at the muon sites. Densely packed magnetic moments use to gener-
ate a Gaussian field distribution at muon sites whilst systems with dilute magnetic
impurities may produce a Lorentzian field distribution (Eq. 3.29) as takes place in
canonical spin glasses [42]. Both cases present a distinctive dip in the muon asymme-
try and a “1/3 tail”. Moreover, a limited number (3) of combined KT representing
different possible muon sites or the Bessel functions (Eq. 3.32) that characterise a
standard SDW were also considered. However, neither can fit the muon spectra in
NbFe2 ruling out these simple interpretations of the magnetic ground state.
The possibility of an unknown number of magnetically unequal muon sites
that could all contribute to a non-trivial relaxation is taken into account with a
phenomenological Gaussian-broadened GKT function (GbG) introduced by Noakes
et. al. to explain several dense magnetic systems [28].
A ground state with strong fluctuations that relax exponentially or by a
stretched exponential was also taken into account. Two components were required
to fit the fast and the slow relaxation observed. Those possible models are compared
in Fig. 5.10. Bessel relaxation, added as the model chosen in the previous muon
work [13], clearly fails to fit as oscillations were not observed and standard KT re-
laxations always display the characteristic dip. In contrast, the monotonic lineshape
was fairly well-fitted to the GbG model (and its discretisation in 17 GKT functions)
and the extreme case of two Gaussian functions (β = 2). Residual analysis was
carried out to compare both models with similar χ2 (Eq. 3.14) up to 8 µs, although
residuals are larger in the Gaussian model when the fast relaxation dominates (t <
0.2 µs). Despite the Gaussian one is a simpler model, different reasons support the
GbG interpretation of random-orientated static fields. The “1/3 tail” observed in
Fig. 5.9, evidence of the field randomness, is also witnessed by the 1:3 ratio of the
two Gaussian (35±3%) where relaxation rates of 3.4 and 0.25 µs−1 were obtained.
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On the other hand, the goodness of GbG fit was confirmed by its success to explain
the LF-µSR that revealed the same internal field magnitude that the ZF analysis.
Figure 5.10: (a) Short time muon spectra at 2 K fitted to different mod-
els. The monotonic decay of the asymmetry was reasonable well-
fitted to the GbG model described in text(and its discretisation in
17 GKT) and two gaussian functions with a weight ratio 1:3. (b)
Residual analysis of both models. χ2 for a fitting range up to 8 µs.
In the GbGmodel, the single isotropic Gaussian field distributionDG(B
i
loc,∆G),
assumed in the GKT function of Eq. 5.1, is replaced by a distribution of Gaussian
distributions DGBG of width ρ centred on ∆0 and with a standard deviation Rb∆0.
This lineshape was used to describe systems with static dense magnetic moments be-
low a freezing temperature, but correlated only over a short range, with examples of
its use being found in the pyrochlore Yb2Ti2O7 [43] and the 5d hyperkagome´ lattice
Nd4Ir3O8 [31]. Both geometrically frustrated lattices. The GbG field distribution
is:
DGbG(B
i
loc) =
∫ ∞
−∞
DG(B
i
loc,∆G)ρ(∆G,∆0, Rb)d∆G (5.2)
where the Gaussian weight function is
ρ(∆G,∆0, Rb) =
1√
2pi
1
Rb∆0
exp
[
−(∆G −∆0)
2
2(Rb∆0)2
]
(5.3)
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The resultant muon depolarisation is the analytical solution of the integral Fourier
transform of Eq. 5.2: Although the integral runs only over positive ∆G values, it
was extended to −∞ to simplify to the following solution [39]:
PGbG(∆0, Rb, t) =
1
3
exp(−2
3
νt) +
2
3
(
1
1 +R2b∆
2
0t
2
) 3
2
(
1− ∆
2
0t
2
1 +R2b∆
2
0t
2
)
exp
[
− ∆
2
0t
2
2(1 +R2b∆
2
0t
2)
]
(5.4)
In the slow fluctuation limit, the magnetic fluctuation rate ν depolarises the “1/3
tail” at long relaxation times. The muon depolarisation (Eq. 5.4) describes an ef-
fective local field ∆2eff = ∆
2
0 +R
2
b∆
2
0 and evolves from a Gaussian KT when Rb = 0
(displaying a distinctive dip in the data) towards a monotonic relaxation when
Rb  1. Data in Fig. 5.10 (a) and 5.9 (a) were fitted to the GbG function using the
Musrfit software [44] between 1.8 K and TN with a maximum effective local field at
2 K (
∆eff
γµ
= 0.014 T) and Rb  1.
The mathematical approximation in Eq. 5.4 entails ρ(∆G) = 0 for ∆G < 0 if
Rb  1. As ∆G is an absolute value the equation is redefined:
ρ(∆G) ≡
{
ρ(∆G) + ρ(−∆G) ∆G > 0
0 ∆G < 0
(5.5)
its effect over the distribution of internal fields ρ(∆G) (Eq 5.3) as a function of
∆G at 2 K and its temperature dependence are plotted in Fig. 5.11. The randomly
orientated internal fields are evenly distributed from 0 to the fitted effective local
field ∆eff (shown by the arrow for T=2 K). ∆eff as a function of the temperature
is plotted in Fig. 5.12 (a) and fitted as an order parameter
∆eff ∝ (TN − T )β (5.6)
with a critical exponent β = 0.66± 0.06.
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Figure 5.11: Gaussian weight function at 2 K and after redefining it by
Eq. 5.5. (b) Distribution of the Gaussian weight function of inter-
nal fields as a function of temperature that spreads homogeneously
from 0 to beyond ∆eff .
The quasi-static nature of the internal fields was confirmed by longitudinal
field LF-µSR. In order to analyse and to test the distribution of fields described
previously, the DGBG function was discretised and the data fitted to a sum of single
gaussian distributions, DG(∆G), according to the weighting obtained from Fig. 5.11.
ZF-µSR were well-fitted to 17 gaussian distributions that were used to fit the longi-
tudinal field data in Fig. 5.9 (b) by using the GKT under longitudinal field function
introduced in Eq. 3.34.
The LF muon asymmetry spectra are repolarised when fields are applied, as
expected from quasi-static internal fields. The effective local field at the muon sites
can be estimated from the maximum field where slight wiggles can still be observed,
γµBmaxext
∆eff
∼ 5 − 10 (Sec. 3.4.2). Bmaxext = 0.1 T gives a ∆effγµ ∼ 0.01 − 0.02 T, in the
same order of values obtained in ZF-µSR measurement and hence, supporting the
model. The scaling method from Rauch et al. [13] may be used to estimate the local
magnetisation. The local magnetisation is calculated assuming it scales to the effec-
tive internal fields in the same way as the bulk magnetisation of the ferromagnetic
doped samples scales to the muon oscillation frequency (ΩB in that work). A local
magnetisation of M ≈ 0.0075µB/Fe is estimated.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Temperature dependence of the effective local fields and
the maximum of the Gaussian weight function fitted to a critical
exponent Eq. 5.6. (b) Fluctuations as a function of temperature
(black squares) and field at 2 K (red circles) which remain below
the slow fluctuation limit ν < ∆eff . Values and errors are extracted
from fitting data to Eq. 5.4.
The magnetic relaxation rate ν increases slightly when the temperature ap-
proaches TN but remains in the slow fluctuation limit: ν < ∆eff . When the lon-
gitudinal field is applied, the relaxation rate remains lower than 0.2µs−1 at 2K as
can be seen in Fig. 5.12 (b). The nature of the magnetically ordered phase for this
sample of NbFe2 does not uniquely describe a simple spin density wave, as no os-
cillations are seen in the muon spectra in agreement with previous work [13]. In an
incommensurate SDW phase, muons could depolarise according to a Bessel function,
behaviour which could not describe the measured relaxation. However the quasi-
static nature of random orientated internal fields were confirmed by the experiments.
In ZF-µSR, two relaxation processes are observed: a fast depolarisation due
to the randomly-orientated static fields; and a slowly depolarising 1/3 region, corre-
sponding to the internal fields parallel to the muon polarisation. In LF-µSR, muon
decoupling is observed by applying fields as expected from quasi-static fields. The
homogeneous distribution of internal fields ∆eff is described by the GbG relax-
ation in the ZF data and by an equivalent sum of Gaussian relaxations for the LF
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data. There is some evidences that this phenomenological behaviour might be in-
duced by short-range spin correlations. However, simulations to determine the static
field distribution to be expected from uncorrelated frozen states of non-dilute alloy
spin glasses generated static-relaxation functions with a not significantly shallow
minimum [28]. Some modifications leads to a range-correlated moment magnitude
variation (RCMMV) microscopic model [29] that is able to generate shallow or
monotonic static relaxation functions. It involves similar values of the magnitude
of nearby magnetic moments that have uncorrelated orientations. The phenomeno-
logical R is the range of the correlations but no physical mechanism was suggested.
A different approaches related the short-range spin correlations in the quantum
spin-liquid Yb2Ti207 to describe the deviation of the Gaussian field distribution and
the shallow KT [33]. In the present work, the value of Rb (R in the model) is al-
ways around 1 and a new physical mechanism is proposed for the phenomenological
Gaussian-broadened GKT relaxation. In a helical SDW phase the moment orien-
tation rotates from one unit cell to another and the muons will be affected by a
broad distribution of fields but if the propagation vector is commensurate to the
lattice randomness would not expected at muon sites, therefore incommensurate
and helical SDW might also explain the muon depolarisation. The subtle change of
muon relaxation between our work and that of Rauch et. al [13], for at and just off
stoichiometry as the QCP is approached suggests the importance of site mixing and
that muon relaxation can be used to study the local magnetic environment in de-
tail as the material is tuned towards the QCP. Importantly, the µSR data presented
here and in previous work [13] suggest that application of longitudinal fields may re-
veal changes in the field distribution and fluctuation rates as the QCP is approached.
5.4 Conclusions
The magnetic ground state of nominally stoichiometric single crystalline NbFe2
is investigated by bulk magnetisation and muon spin relaxation techniques. Mag-
netic order clearly emerges below the critical temperature TN=10.3 K that is con-
sistent with the Neel temperature reported at stoichiometry [6, 9, 11, 12]. However
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this sample has a higher critical field, in the magnetically ordered phase.
A long range magnitude modulated SDW order cannot be confirmed by µSR,
but the system remain in the slow fluctuation regime of a magnetic state of ran-
domly orientated quasi-static fields. The muon repolarisation under longitudinal
field and the “1/3” region slowly depolarised is reminiscent of a Kubo-Toyabe func-
tion. The monotonic µSR asymmetry was fitted with a phenomenological GbG
Kubo-Toyabe function. The muon relaxation is due to randomly-orientated static
fields with magnitudes homogeneously distributed from 0 to an effective field, ∆eff ,
equivalent to M ∼ 0.0075µB/Fe at 2K. Similar results by Rauch et al. [13] are
explained as a magnitude modulated SDW with a large correlation length but the
absence of oscillations and the distribution of the randomly-orientated quasi-static
fields suggest a magnetic phase controlled by short-range correlations. However,
an alternative mechanism is proposed. A SDW with a helical and incommensurate
amplitude modulation as possible ground states. Recently, a new neutron scattering
work demonstrated that SDW order emerges near the border of ferromagnetism [15]
which would support the second interpretation of the µSR experiment.
The sensitivity of µSR to the distribution of local magnetic field in the vicinity
of the QCP is clearly demonstrated, this suggests that further investigation of the
muon relaxation as the QCP is approached will shed some light on the field distri-
bution and fluctuations in Nb1−yFe2+y.
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“...although more than 30 years have elapsed
since the discovery of heavy-fermion su-
perconductors, the actual symmetry of
the Cooper pairs of any of them has
not yet been unambiguously determined.”
M.R. Norman, 2011 [1]
6
Ground state of CeRhIn5 at ambient
pressure
6.1 Introduction
The discovery of pressure-induced superconductivity (SC) in the antiferromag-
net (AFM) CeRhIn5 [2] and at ambient pressure (Pamb) in CeCoIn5 [3] and CeIrIn5
[4] with Tc = 0.4 K and 2.3 K respectively gave rise to a new family of compounds
(Ce-115) to investigate unconventional SC that interplays with localised AFM.
CeRhIn5 is an example of the high sensitivity to the density of states of the
Fermi volume in some heavy-fermions. The antiferromagnetic order at Pamb, with
TN = 3.8 K, is consistent with a small Fermi volume deduced from de Haas-van-
Alphen (dHvA) results [5] associated with localised 4f-electrons but under hydro-
static pressures it becomes a superconductor. Under pressure the lattice parameter
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is distorted until it corresponds to CeIrIn5 [6] and a drastic change from small to
large Fermi surface at Pc = 2.35 GPa [7] takes places in agreement with CeCoIn5.
The large Fermi surface with a quasi-two-dimensional character of the Ir and Co
compounds are well explained by the 4f-itinerant band model where the heavy-
fermions condense into the superconducting state. The 4 f-electron character in
CeRhIn5 is thus changed from localized to itinerant at Pc where the superconduct-
ing transition temperature becomes a maximum [7].
The limiting cases of localised and itinerant 4f-electrons are approached in
CeRhIn5 by applying moderate pressures. The transition is predicted by the Do-
niach’s diagram for heavy fermions (see Sec. 2.6) where the Kondo exchange inter-
action competes with the RKKY interaction. However, the temperature-pressure
(T-P) phase diagram in CeRhIn5 has created interest due to a region where AFM
and SC coexist common in some unconventional superconductors [8]. The nature of
the superconducting phase in that region is still unclear. Filamentary SC is proposed
based on the anisotropic resistivity transition [9] or the absence of SC evidence in
some specific heat works [10, 11] at low or ambient pressures. They do not agree
with the SC occurrence at Pamb [12] where bulk SC is claimed [13, 14]. In this work
µSR experiments down to 50 mK at Pamb, never been performed before, are carried
out in order to add a new tool to investigate the nature of the magnetic ground
state of CeRhIn5. The local magnetic probe can differentiate coexisting phases in
the same specimen. The µSR signal is proportional to the muons stopped at the
different phases and distinct signals are able to recognise and provide quantitative
information of the coexisting and competing phases. Results are complemented by
resistivity measurements down to 20 mK.
CeRIn5 compounds with R=Rh, Co and In have the HoCoGa5-type tetrago-
nal structure (P4 /mmm) with alternating layers of CeIn3 and RIn2 (Fig. 6.1). At
Pamb the RKKY interaction is dominant and there is some agreement about the
magnetic structure among the used techniques including, nuclear quadrupole reso-
nance (NQR) [15] and neutron scattering [16–19]. At TN , the compound enters into
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an incommensurate helical structure with the moments residing on the Ce ion and
confined in the (a,b) plane that propagate in spiral along the c axis with a magnetic
wave vector q = (0.5, 0.5, 0.297) [16]. Therefore, the nearest neighbour moments are
aligned antiferromagnetically on the tetragonal basal plane and turn by about 107◦
per CeIn3 layer. Minor discrepancies are found in µSR Schenck et al. work [20]. The
relaxation is not understood without the occurrence of a small and undetectable,
by neutron diffraction, Rh moment with magnitude µ = 0.09 µB parallel to the c
axis that might play a particular role in the helical structure. Neutron scattering
results also determine the ordered magnetic moment m0= 0.37 µB/Ce atom [16, 17],
although a substantially larger value were also found [18, 19]. The rather moderate
enhanced Sommerfeld coefficient γ below TN [10, 11] and the low TK ≈ 0.15K [21]
support the dHvA measurmenets confirming the localised nature of the 4f electrons
that do not contribute to the Fermi Volume.
Figure 6.1: Schematic plot of the CeRhIn5 tetragonal crystal structure.
The interstitial muon sites suggested by [20] 1a(red), 2g (yellow) and
2f (green) are flagged in the unit cell. Ce magnetic moments (m)
are confined in the ab plane aligned antiferromagnetically. They
propagate in spiral along the c axis forming an incommensurate
helical structure with propagation vector q [16].
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To understand the goal of this work it is necessary to briefly discuss the
CeRhIn5 ground state as a function of pressure. Widely investigated with ther-
modynamic, magnetic, transport and local magnetic probes [10, 19, 22, 23], the
ground state broadly corresponds to the T-P phase diagram suggested by Park et
al. [11] from specific heat and resistivity measurements shown in Fig. 6.2. Inset
includes Chen et al. ac-susceptibility measurements (black dots) where SC at Pamb
were found [13]. Color dots correspond to previous works. General features and rele-
vant discrepancies from other comprehensive studies like the Knebel et al. work [10]
will be discussed. For instance different critical values from the later work will be
in parenthesis. The few works that have reported SC at Pamb and the unsolved
features that motivate this work are discussed afterwards.
By applying pressure, the transition from the localised AFM to the itinerant
SC can be divided in three regions. At low pressure, P<Px =0.9 GPa, the ground
state is purely antiferromagnetic with a subtle increase in TN . The maximum TN is
reached at Px where the onset of a SC transition in specific heat (susceptibility) and
resistivity [19] were found. Above those pressures, TN decreases monotonically until
the magnetic transition abruptly disappears at a critical pressure P1= 1.75 (1.95)
GPa suggesting a first-order like transition. Simultaneously, Tc increases until it
meets TN at P1. Above P1, the ground state is purely superconducting with a max-
imum Tc = 2.2 K at 2.05 GPa. AFM is not suppressed continuously to zero Kelvin by
pressure but a smooth extrapolation of TN (dotted line) suggests a QCP at P2 near
2.3 GPa. Specific heat measurements at P> P1 and under applied field, H, found
hidden magnetism at T < Tc(H) giving rise to a line (in the pressure-field phase
diagram) of QCPs induced inside the superconducting state at pressures P1 < P <
P2 [8]. The field required to induce magnetism meets the critical field at P2, a tetra-
critical point as disordered phases emerges at fields larger than the critical value.
The superconducting ground state is suppressed at pressures ≈ 8.5 GPa [22] and its
nature is most likely an unconventional (d-wave) superconducting phase [10, 11, 24].
Although the low-pressure magnetic ordered phase and the high-pressure un-
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Figure 6.2: CeRhIn5 T-P phase diagram at zero field determined by spe-
cific heat (filled symbols) and resistivity (crosses) from [11]. SC on-
set at Px  0.9 GPa coincides with the maximum TN . AFM phase
vanishes at P1 although a field-induced QCP can be reached at P2.
Inset. Different behaviour has been found at low pressures. The
updated phase diagram proposed by [13] is shown in the inset fig-
ure. Tc from ac susceptibility (filled symbols) coincides with bulk SC
from previous measurements (color symbols) under pressure, but a
new SC transition was also reported at low and ambient pressure.
conventional SC seems to be well understood, the nature of the SC order parameter
in the coexisting region is still under debate. Theoretical predictions are varied,
from d-wave [25] to a gapless p-wave SC [26] with some experimental evidences of
both d-wave [27] and p-wave [28]. This leads to the question that motivates this
experiment. Do AFM and SC phases really coexist at ambient pressure? Are the
same 4f electrons responsible of both magnetism and unconventional SC like Cu 3d
electrons in high-Tc cuprates or like in some Fe-pnictide superconductors? [29] Ar-
guments for separated phases without bulk SC are given by Knebel et al. [10] whose
specific heat data do not present any anomaly below P1. The absence of anomalies
would suggest a gapless superconductivity and a transition from a gapless p- to a
gapped d-wave state is opposed to the Pc point nature [10]. They argue that the
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appearance of SC in the AFM ordered state is not homogeneous as the resistivity
and susceptibility transitions are not a bulk probe of SC. Instead of the coexistence,
they claim that superconducting filaments can be created due to internal stress in-
duced by dislocations or stacking faults or even a phase segregation. Other possible
causes of inhomogeneity such as pressure gradients in the pressure cell are ruled
out. The broad region of pressure where phases coexists is larger than the pressure
differences expected inside the cells.
Access to lower temperatures allowed the observation of the SC transition in
the specific heat and a better understanding of the coexisting phases. The entropy
at TN and Tc as a function of the pressure displays an entropy transfer from the
AFM to the SC entropy that may be interpreted as a 4f electron participation in
both phases [11]. These measurements suggest a magnetic origin in the unconven-
tional SC that would be supported by the SC at Pamb, however they were unable
to detect any hint in the specific heat above 70 mK which is consistent with the
bulk Tc extrapolation, P0 (Tc=0)= 0.5 GPa. In the phase diagram (Fig. 6.2), the
SC transition in the resistivity measurements was found at different temperatures.
Although the authors observed a slight decrease below 50 mK at Pamb, resistivity
sharply drops at P0 with a larger Tc than in specific heat data. It opposes the bulk
nature of the SC and encourages one to think that filamentary SC is possible for
instance by magneto-elastic coupling that induces SC at AFM domain walls before
it becomes SC at lower temperatures. The onset of superconducting filaments is
supported by anisotropic resistivity [9]. The discrepancy between the thermody-
namic and resistive transition disappear at P1 suggesting that SC does not arise
from internal structural strains or defects. Instead, the emergence of a new incom-
mensurate [30] or commensurate [31] magnetic structure at P1 might induce the
formation of lamellar SC that would explain the anisotropic resistivity and the dif-
ferent bulk and resistive transition.
The SC found at Pamb opens a new scenario in the controversial nature of
the superconducting phase in the intermediate pressure region. The first evidence
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of SC at Pamb was found in the ac magnetic susceptibility that drops to a perfect
diamagnet at 90 mK, a transition that disappears after powdering the sample [12].
A more detailed study of the ac-susceptibility as a function of the pressure was
carried out by Chen et. al. [13]. It provided more information about the low-pressure
transition and the correlation between the unconventional SC and the AFM order.
The real susceptibility-temperature curve for different pressures clearly drops to a
diamagnetic signal below Tc  90mK at Pamb, (Fig. 6.3 (a)).
Figure 6.3: (a) χ’(T) for different pressures. (b) Powdering and polishing
effects in χ at Pamb taken from [13].
Tc measurements taken on several samples roughly overlap with the specific
heat transition found in Park et al. work. Although in the new T-P phase diagram
(Fig. 6.2 inset) the Tc extrapolation line is overdamped and SC remains down to
ambient pressure. Again, the decrease in TN , above 1 GPa matches with the steep
rise of Tc.
In that work, evidences of the competition of SC and AFM at the Fermi surface
were also given by fitting the critical temperatures to
T nc T
1−n
N = Tc0 (6.1)
where n ≡ γ0/γn denotes the ratio between the electronic Sommerfeld specific heat
coefficient in the AFM and the PM phase and Tc0 is a hypothetical SC transition
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temperature in the absence of the AFM order. n  0.13% at Pamb indicates that
only 13% of the Fermi surface states participate in the SC phase. The curve given
by Tnc in Eq. 6.1 has a good agreement with the experimental data and an extrapo-
lation of n, Py = lim
n→1
P = 2.2 GPa was used to estimated Tc0 = 2.2 K. It is relevant
that Py is close to the field-induced QCP, P2 where Tc is maximum. It may in-
fer that AFM order does not disappear at P1 and the SC screens out its signal.
Again, the sensitivity to inhomogeneity is shown in the loss of superconductivity
by powdering and polishing the sample that is recovered after annealing (Fig. 6.3
(b)). Although the diamagnetic signal is not conclusive to claim if the SC nature
is filamentary or bulk, the sharp drop in χ’(T), the full shielding effect (4piχ’(T)
 -1), the correlation between TN and Tc and the similar (in contrast with other
works) Tc from bulk (specific heat) and susceptibility measurements under pressure
support the bulk character of the SC.
This interpretation is sustained by Paglione et al. work [14] where the obser-
vation of a phase transition in specific heat data (110 mK) occurs simultaneously
with both a diamagnetic drop in magnetic susceptibility and a drop in electrical
resistivity at Pamb. Unfortunately, the evidence of the bulk transition is obscured by
a large contribution from a nuclear Schottky anomaly, which is removed by a fitting
procedure, and the lowest temperature reached in the experiment (70-80 mK) was
very close to the transition which motivates to find new proofs of SC at Pamb.
Summarising, it seems clear from the entropy [11] and the susceptibility [13]
studies that the unconventional SC is correlated with the AFM order in such a way
that the SC is enhanced when the long-range AFM decreases in the region where
both coexists. The nature of the SC phases is still under debate. Although the
pressure inhomogeneity can be ruled out as a reason of the apparent coexistence,
the textured or bulk nature is not completely clear. Whereas, the anisotropic resis-
tivity [9] and discrepancies in bulk and resistive Tc [11, 19, 32] may indicate laminar
SC emerging from a new AFM phase [30, 31], the agreement in the specific heat
and susceptibility Tc at low [13] and ambient pressure [14] together with the full
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diamagnetism support the bulk SC.
6.2 Muon spin relaxation
Muon spin relaxation measurements were performed at ISIS Muon Facility
using the general purpose spectrometer (MuSR) to investigate the CeRhIn5 ground
state. MuSR is a 64-detector µSR spectrometer with two circular arrays of detec-
tors which can be rotated through 90◦ to enable both longitudinal and transverse
measurements. The incommensurate and antiferromagnetic helical structure was
analysed with zero-field (ZF-µSR) in the longitudinal configuration and the reported
superconducting ground state was investigated by transverse-field (TF-µSR) accord-
ing to Sec. 3.5. Fig. 6.4 depicts detectors with the field orientation (yellow arrow)
regarding the muon beam (red arrow) and polarisation (Sµ) for both configurations.
The positron detectors are grouped in 8 clusters in which each one detectors have
similar orientation with the sample.
Figure 6.4: Scheme of LF- and TF- configurations of the MUSR spec-
trometer. 64 detectors are grouped in 8 detector clusters. The red
and the yellow arrow specify the muon beam (antiparallel to the
muon spin polarisation, Sµ) and the field direction.
Three different experiments were run in the spectrometer to deal with differ-
ent issues faced. The first one registered some problems to thermalise at the base
temperature that were fixed in the second one. In the last one the sample area was
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increased to decrease the background signal of the Silver sample holder previously
detected. Samples were prepared using the self-flux method [4]. The mounted sam-
ples for the different experiments are shown in Fig. 6.5. As the sample and the
muon depolarisation for the first two experiment were similar only results for the
last two experiments, labelled (s1) and (s2), will be discussed. Samples were aligned
by Chris Stock using neutron scattering and located with the c axis out of plane and
parallel to the muon beam. In the transverse configuration, the field was applied
along the b axis.
Figure 6.5: Samples mounted in a Silver holder.
6.2.1 Longitudinal field configuration
In the PM phase, above TN , only randomly orientated static nuclear moments
contribute to the muon depolarisation. The non-relaxing background contribution
due to the fraction of muons that stop at the Silver sample holder, abg, is calculated
by fitting the µ+-decay asymmetry to
A(t) = asPG(∆G, t) + abg (6.2)
being PG(∆G, t) the GKT function given by Eq. 3.28. A(t) for s1 is plotted in
Fig. 6.6. Three muon sites were predicted by Schenck et al. [20] but data are well-
fitted to one average relaxation rate from all muon sites. The average local field is
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Figure 6.6: (a) ZF-µSR at T=4.2 K (above TN) for sample1. Silver back-
ground and then the volume fraction Vf is calculated from the GKT
fits.
∆G = (0.23 ± 0.01)µs−1 or ∆G/γµ  2.7 G. Volume fraction or muons that stop
at the sample (Vf  50 %) is given by abg = 0.135 and the initial asymmetry
A(t=0)=a0= as + abg = 0.27. The initial asymmetry and α, that depends on the
relative position of the sample with the detectors, are calculated by the application
of a 20 Oe transverse field perpendicular to the muon beam (TF20) in the PM phase.
The oscillating behaviour reflects the precession of the muons around the applied
field and the µ+-decay asymmetry will respond to
A(t) = a0P (t) = a0
[
N∑
i=1
fie
−σ
2
i t
2
2 cos
(
γµBit+ φi
)
+ fbge
−λt cos
(
γµB0t+ φ0
)
+ fno
]
(6.3)
where γµ = 2pi · 13.55 kHz/G is the muon gyromagnetic ratio. The oscillating
spin polarisation of muons in the sample are fitted by the first term, the second
term takes into account those that stop in the sample holder. fno is added to reflect
muons that are not affected by the transverse field in the magnetically ordered phase
below TN .
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Fig. 6.7 shows the TF20 polarisation above and below TN for s1 and s2 in the
frequency (fields) and time domain. α =1.64 and 1.72 are obtained for each sam-
ple respectively. In the PM phase, muon polarisation is precisely fitted to Eq. 6.3
with fields B0,1  20 G and fno = 0. It was assumed that muons in the sample
oscillate jointly, N=1, with f1 = fbg = 0.5 as Vf  50%. In this case, the relax-
ation rate σ takes into account the field spread produced by the In nuclear-dipole
fields [20].Muons in Silver barely depolarise λ = 0.05 µs−1. The fact that muons
stop in two different materials that are physically separated prevents an accurate
fitting with only one term. As a result, an initial phase φ0  10 and different values
for B0 and B1 are detected.
Figure 6.7: (a) Fourier transform of TF-µSR by applying H 20 Oe for
s1 above TN and below for s1 and s2. B
s1
p (4K)=19.6 G, B
s1
p (1K)=19.1
G and Bs2p (1K)=18.7 G. (b) TF-µSR in the time domain. The vol-
ume fraction Vf is estimated to be Vf  90% for s2 from fitting
parameters. A variable binning parameter was used to reduce error
bars at large times.
The magnetically ordered phase is firstly investigated by carrying out TF20
measurements below TN . Qualitatively, some evidences of the magnetic phase are
clearly observed in both time and frequency domain data. A significant proportion
of the muons do not not oscillate under the field, but also there is a shift to lower
frequencies. There are also indications of more than one component or magneti-
cally non-equivalent muon sites in the time domain, since the frequency shift is less
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noticeable at early times. However, the FT is unable to solve a second peak but
a widening is observed. Furthermore, a unique component N in Eq. 6.3 failed to
achieve a reasonable good fit. The large baseline may be explained by fields along
the c axis at the muon sites larger than the ransverse field.
Quantitatively, the ratio of muons that oscillate below the transition are ∼71%
for s1 and ∼47% for s2. It was assumed that muons stopped in the Silver holder
are not affected by the sample magnetic moment. Therefore, fits to Eq. 6.3 were
made by fixing the Silver parameters obtained in the paramagnetic phase: B0 =
19.6 G from the FT data; and φ0 and λ from the time domain data. For s1, fbg =
0.5 from the volume fraction. For muons in the magnetic sample, the main value
of the single broad peak in Fig. 6.7 (a) was used initially with a poor agreement,
so two components N=2 were used as suggested before. σ2 = γ2µ < ∆B
2 > is now
produced by the spread of fields at the muon sites resulting from the sum of the
internal and the applied fields.
For s2 the frequency shift is more pronounced since the volume fraction is
larger, but ZF-µSR above TN was not measured and the volume fraction has to be
estimated by an alternative method. It can by obtained from the background fno
and x ≡∑ fi
Vf
1 =
fno
Vf
+
∑ fi
Vf
(6.4)
Vf =
fno
1−∑ fi/Vf (6.5)
If it is assumed that x = 41% obtained for s1 does not change from one sample
to another Vf ∼ 90% for s2. The constraint will give consistency to the fit. Fitting
parametres for the oscillating components are summarised in Table 6.1.
This analysis is unable to give a full picture of the magnetic phase but different
muon sites and depolarisation rates for each sample reveal a magnetic phase that
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Table 6.1: Fitting parameters of the TF20 measurements above and be-
low TN for the muons stopped in the sample. Fitting errors in paren-
theses.
sample B1(G) φ1 σ1(µs
−1) f1/ Vf B2(G) φ2 σ2(µs−1) f2/ Vf
s1 (4K) 20.2(1) 0 0.14 100% – – – 0%
s1 (1K) 16.7(2) -23(2) 0.141(2) 19% 21.6(1) 56(2) 0.14(1) 22%
s2 (1K) 16.8(1) 36(1) 0.02(1) 24% 21.6(3) -20(5) 0.51(1) 17%
produces a less simple distribution of fields. Although this work does not seek to
give a very detailed picture of the antiferromagnetic helical structure, the ZF-µSR
study of the ordered phase can be compared with the Schenck et al. muon work
[20]. In that work, a TF experiment above TN together with calculations of the
dipolar interactions were used to work out the paramagnetic Knight shift and the
muon sites depicted in the crystal lattice structure (Fig. 6.1).
Figure 6.8: (a) ZF-µSR at different orientations from ref. [20]. (b) ZF-
µSR for sample 1 (black squares) and sample 2 (red circles) with
a non-relaxing signal equivalent to the U orientation in (a). Non-
relaxing signal is due to internal fields at muon sites parallel to the
detectors or muons stopped at the silver holder, which are reduced
in sample 2. The raw bin size 16 ns is increased for visualisation by
a variable bunching factor. Fits described in text.
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The ZF-µSR with the forward and backward detectors aligned to the c axis is
depolarised by the effect of several internal fields down to a baseline that does not
correspond to the volume fraction, Fig. 6.8 (b). The lower baseline for s2 is due to
the larger volume fraction. The assumption of the large proportion of fields at the
muon sites aligned to the c-axis is confirmed by the Schenck’s work in the GPS spec-
trometer at PSI that gives the freedom to rotate the sample with respect the beam
direction. Fig. 6.8 (a) shows the µ+-decay asymmetry with the muon beam aligned
to the a-axis. B and U refers to the backward-forward or up-down detectors used to
measure. According to the sample orientation U detectors are along the c-axis and
equivalent to our measurements. In those detectors, the internal fields at the muon
sites aligned to the c-axis that do not produce an oscillating signal in the detectors
is ∼ 55% . Asymmetry at B detectors, aligned to the a-axis, depolarises completely
because the initial muon polarisation is rotated by about 47◦ from parallel to the
beam direction.
Figure 6.9: (a) Shifted Fourier transform (FT) of ZF-µSR at different
temperatures. (Top) FT derivative at 65 mK and 1 K. (b) ZF-µSR
at 0.065, 0.7 and 1 K. (Bottom) shifted curves. No relevant change
in the frequency and time spectra from 1 K to the base temperature.
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The frequency and time spectra of the µSR asymmetry barely change below
the expected superconducting transition Tc ∼ 90 mK (see Fig. 6.9). At first sight,
different frequencies are observed in the µ+-decay asymmetry but, sometimes, the
µSR lineshape is open to several interpretations as different fitting functions may
satisfactorily resolve the muon asymmetry. In this case, the µSR asymmetry was fit-
ted to Eq. 6.3 and a Fourier analysis was initially done to figure out the depolarising
participants and initial values νi, fi and σi of the fitting parameters. ν1 = 0.07±0.02,
ν2 = 0.47± 0.07, ν3 = 0.62± 0.07 and ν4 = 1.38± 0.04 MHz are obtained from the
derivative of the spectrum intensity at 65 mK. Due to the large number of fitting
parameters in the model, the following fitting protocol was used. Using the Fourier
results as starting point, fi and σi were fixed and frequencies and phases were fitted.
Later, the fractions and relaxation rates were fitted by keeping the other parameters
constant.
The fitting parameters are summarised in Table 6.2 for s1 and s2 at T = 65
mK. The initial asymmetry a0 and fbg were fixed from the paramagnetic analysis.
The normalised fractions fi/ Vf have a large contribution (25− 27%) of the lowest
internal field. The spread of internal fields ∆Bi are larger than those produced by
the nuclear-dipole fields from the In nuclei (∼ 2G) [20] for signal 3 and 4. It may be
explained by the incommensurate magnetic order with the crystal structure produc-
ing a broad range of internal fields at the muons sites. The ratio of muons that do
oscillate
∑
fi/Vf ∈ 45 − 48% are in the same range that the values obtained from
the TF20 measurements and the value estimated from the Schenck’s work.
Both s1 and s2 have shown evidences of a large ratio of the magnetic fields
at the muon sites (fno/Vf > 50%) out of the basal plane in the tetragonal structure
that do not affect the initial polarisation of the muons. Similar ratios were obtained
in TF20 and ZF-µSR measurements because most of the internal fields not along
the c-axis (B1 in Table 6.2) are much lower than the transverse field in TF20 and
those muons will oscillate around the applied field. The ratio is shorter in TF20
because muons that “feel” the internal field B4 are barely affected by the transverse
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Table 6.2: Fitting parameters of the ZF-µSR from Eq. 6.3 for s1 at 65
mK. Same parameters were found for s2 with different fi (last col-
umn). The silver contribution was fixed to fbg=a0 · (1− Vf). Ratio of
muons that contribute to the relaxation is (1− fno)/Vf  48% and 45%
for s1 and s2 respectively. Fitting errors in parentheses.
signal νi(MHz) Bi(G) φi (deg) σ1(µs
−1) ∆Bi (G) fi/ Vf fi/ Vf |s2
1 0.0392(1) 2.9(1) 11(4) 0.24(1) 2.8(1) 26.6% 25.7%
2 0.481(3) 35.5(3) 16(3) 0.18(2) 2.0(3) 5.6% 5%
3 0.60 (5) 44(3) 34(4) 1.2(1) 14(1) 11% 11%
4 1.45(1) 107(1) -34(7) 0.42(4) 4.9(4) 4.5% 3%
field. Discrepancies in the ratio between the samples are probably due to Vf which
was not accurately measured in s2.
Temperature dependence of the precession frequencies are plotted in Fig. 6.10
where effects in the precession frequencies below the reported transition are not
observed. The phase transition was fitted to a power law, known as critical expo-
nents [33], defined by
νi(T ) = νi(0)
[
1− T
TN
]β
(6.6)
with the fitting parameters summarised in Table 6.3. Internal fields at muon
sites vanish at the transition temperature TN ∼ 3.7K with a low critical exponent,
β ∈ (0.1 − 0.17). Critical exponents have been widely used to study phase transi-
tions on the hypothesis of universality. They seem to be surprisingly independent
of the type of phase transitions, whether liquid-gas, ferromagnetic-paramagnetic, or
any other [33]. In fact, for a continuous phase transitions, it is supposed that critical
exponents depend only on the dimensionality of the system, d, and order parame-
ter, D and the range of the interactions. The obtained critical exponent seems to
respond to the 2-D Ising model, with D=1, d=2 and β = 1
8
in agreement with an an-
tiferromagnetic alignment of the Ce moments confined in the tetragonal basal plane.
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Figure 6.10: Temperature dependence of the four precession frequencies
fitted to a critical exponent described in text (line). The lowest
frequency remains unaltered in the paramagnetic phase suggesting
that the AFM arrangement does cancel out the magnetic field at
the muon sites.
Table 6.3: Fitting parameters of the temperature dependence of the fre-
quencies. The lowest frequencies is not fitted. Fitting errors in paren-
theses.
νi(0)(MHz) Bi(0)(G) TN (K) β
0.0392(1) 2.9(1) – –
0.5(1) 37(7) 3.6(2) 0.1(1)
0.64(5) 47(4) 3.70(2) 0.17(7)
1.46(6) 108(4) 3.62(9) 0.13(5)
The weight of each component, fi/Vf , and the non oscillating signal, fno/Vf ,
that does not take into account the fraction of muons stopped in the sample holder
are plotted together with the relaxation rates σi as a function of the temperature
in Fig. 6.11. Same protocol on fittings was used with the base temperature param-
eters as starting point and fixed initial phases φi. Except for component 3, whose
contribution and large spread of internal fields drops to 0 from 1 K to the transition
temperature, any distinguishable temperature variation was found. Standard errors
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obtained by the χ2 method on fitting parameters were found to be lower than the
variations of the parameter with temperature or between the two samples s1 (empty
dots) and s2 (full dots). Even, the same sample s1 showed slightly different values
for two different experiments (1 K empty data points). These discrepancies might
be due to a normalised χ2 a few tenths larger than one, although not significant
effects were observed in the µSR lineshape (Fig. 6.9).
Figure 6.11: (a) Temperature dependence of the normalised fractions,
fi/Vf , and the non-oscillating signal, fno/Vf , (b) and the relaxation
rate, σi for s1 (empty dots and s2 (full dots). Standard errors on
parameters given by the χ2 method.
The spectrometer features limited the scope of the magnetic ordered investi-
gations, which was meticulously and comprehensively done in Schenck et al. work.
If ZF-µSR data are qualitatively compared, they both have a similar lineshape, al-
though some discrepancies are found in ν1 and ν3, probably caused by the different
configuration of the spectrometer. In the previous work the initial muon polarisa-
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tion P (0) is rotated far away from the crystallographic axis modifying the muon
asymmetry. The calculation of the internal fields at the muon sites generated by the
AFM arrangement of the Ce3+ magnetic moments yields a magnetic field confined
in the (a,b) plane [20] at the a site and zero field at f . In fact, a non-temperature
dependent internal field ν1, unlike the previous work, and its low value (comparable
with nuclear moments) will suggest that it corresponds with f site.
It is remarkable that the large magnetic fields along the c axis at the muon
sites is contradictory to the dipolar fields produced by the helical magnetic struc-
ture. The disagreement was overcome by the assignment of a small and short-range
induced moments to the Rh site along the c-axis in such a way that the effect of
the induced moments in the In sites are negligible and would be undetected by 115In
Nuclear Quadropole Resonance (NQR) [15, 31]. The short-range correlation and
the small values of the moments will make them invisible to neutron diffraction [16].
The existence of four magnetically non-equivalent muon sites plus the large
baseline seems to be consistent in both µSR works but requires a furtive induced
moment on Rh sites to reconcile with the incommensurate helical magnetic ground
state. However, another scenario might be investigated. Can the occurrence of a
phase separation below the order parameter be compatible with the muon spectra?
If a diamagnetic phase were the source of the baseline, it would be independent of
the initial polarisation and the detector orientation in disagreement with Fig. 6.8
(a) were muons completely depolarised when B orientation is chosen. Another con-
figuration that might explain the low field TF- and ZF-µSR, would be the helical
structure coexisting with a phase that gives rise to magnetic fields along the c axis
at the muon sites, large enough to not be decoupled by 20 Oe and elusive to other
local magnetic probes.
Regarding the SC transition reported at 90 mK. The ZF-µSR measurements
within the helical magnetic structure do not detect any change in the time and the
frequency domain down to the base temperature for any of the two samples analysed.
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If superconductivity takes place, the Meissner effect would repel the magnetic field
from the superconducting regions affecting the field distribution at the muon sites.
Although µSR is a statistical probe with a limited sensitivity, the experiment was
able to detect a low proportion of muons (< 5%) oscillating at different frequencies
ν2,4 thus, there is no signature of SC down to 50-60 mK in these samples at least in
regions larger than few per cent of the total volume. It means that superconducting
and antiferromagnetic coexistence is not observed at ambient pressure.
6.2.2 Transverse field configuration
As it is described in Sec. 3.5, TF-µSR is the best configuration to investi-
gate superconducting phases. The spectrometer was rotated 90◦ to the transverse
configuration and the sample cooled down following the field-cooled protocol to in-
vestigate any potential superconducting vortex state. Temperature dependence was
measured for three applied fields, B = 75, 150 and 400 G. To investigate the po-
tential transition to a superconducting ground state, fields were chosen below and
above the highest internal field at the muon sites (B4 ≈ 108 G). In order to see any
variation in the magnetic phase, all fields are lower than the field (600 G) in which
the reported bulk SC by a specific heat anomaly seems to vanish [14].
In the transverse configuration the asymmetric position of the detectors with
regard the muon beam encourages to group the positron detectors differently. The
positron counts Ni(t)/e
−t/τµ of each detector cluster, i, are fitted to specific param-
eters such as the average counts Ni(0) or the initial phase that differ from one to
another detector cluster but also to common parameters from which the information
is obtained.
Ni(t)
Ni(0)e−t/τµ
=
[
N∑
i=1
fie
−σ
2
i t
2
2 cos
(
γµBit+ φi
)
+ fbge
−λt cos
(
γµB0t+ φ0
)]
(6.7)
Fig. 6.12 plots the normalised positron counts for a specific detector cluster in
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Figure 6.12: TF-µSR asymmetry for a specific detector cluster in the
PM phase (T = 4K), the AFM phase (T = 0.5 K) and at the
base temperature (T = 0.05 K) for three applied fields. N=2 on
fits to Eq. 6.7 is only observed for B= 150G. At the lowest field,
depolarisation is too fast for the spectrometer resolution σ75G2 →
∞. For the highest field, not a second depolarisation is observed
f 400G2 = 0.
the PM phase (T = 4K), in the AFM phase (T = 0.5 K) and at the base temperature
(T = 0.05 K) for the chosen applied fields. The precession signals were analysed
with two components for muons in the sample (N=2) in Eq. 6.7. Three scenarios are
distinguished. For the lowest field (B=75 G), a loss of asymmetry is observed below
the transition. The applied field is unable to partially or totally align the internal
fields along the c axis. For B=150 G, two relaxation rates are observed. The ini-
tial polarisation in the PM phase is rapidly lost until certain level that depolarised
slowly. For B=400 G, the only observable change below the transition is a slight
increased in the depolarisation rate. The component which is strongly affected by
the applied field will be analysed by f2. The depolarisation rate σi, proportional to
the spread of internal fields is first analysed for the strongly field-dependent com-
ponent. σ2 (75 G) → ∞ tend to big values below the transition, as a sign of the
loss of asymmetry. For B= 400 G, the component vanishes as no fast depolarisation
is observed, f2 (400 G) 0. However, two different depolarisation rates are clearly
observed at B= 150 G. Table 6.4 summarises the fitting parameters at the base
temperature. Fields and λ ∼ 0.09 µs−1 for the muons stopped on Silver are fixed
from the fits at 4 K and fbg is fixed from the volume fraction.
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Table 6.4: Fitting parameters of the TF-µSR experiments at T= 50 mK.
Fitting errors in parentheses.
Field (G) Vf (1-fBG) BAg(G) σ1(µs
−1) B1(G) σ2(µs−1) f2/ Vf
75 90% 68.9 0.12(1) 74.9 ∞ 53%
150 50% 148.8 0.54(1) 147.9 2.28(5) 64%
400 50% 400 0.16(1) 402.4 – 0%
These results can be analysed in the context of the zero-field and low transverse-
field measurements. For B = 75 G, the TF-µSR results are similar to the low-field
spectra. Muons that do not oscillate f2/Vf  53% are in the same order than be-
fore, but for fields B = 150 G, some of the fields along the c-axis are affected by
the applied field. The fast depolarisation vanishes for B= 400 G where most of the
longitudinal fields are aligned by the applied field.
To confirm the absence of transition, the relaxation rates that are related with
the penetration depth and the superconducting carrier density in a superconducting
phase are plotted as a function of the temperature for the applied fields, Bapp, in
Fig. 6.13 together with the normalised fraction fi and fields Bi/Bapp. Empty dots
correspond to the first component (f1 (400 G) =1) and full dots to the second one.
The relaxation rates are almost unaltered by the temperature. The fast relaxation
rate for the second component at 150 G is also quasi-constant σ2 = 2.29±0.04µs−1.
It can then be confirmed that no signature of a superconducting transition were
found down to 50-60 mK.
In the expected case of SC and AFM coexistence in a very small supercon-
ducting proportion (a 13% of the density of states are expected to contribute to
the SC), the superconducting contribution might be screened by the AFM or not
detected in the fits as they are done collectively for all the detectors. The Fourier
transform (FT) of the time decay signal that gives the probability distribution of
the internal flux density, P(B), is a better tool to detect tiny effects. If a vortex line
lattice emerges several distinctive features of the P(B) lineshape should be observed.
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Figure 6.13: Temperature dependence of the Eq. 6.7 fitting parameters
for three TF-µSR experiments (black, red, green dots). Empty
(full) dots correspond to i = 1(2), respectively. f2 (400 G) = 0 and
σ2 (75 G) = ∞.
The symmetric field distribution around the applied field evolves to an asymmetric
lineshape. A peak at a field lower than the average field is followed by a long tail
of fields with a maximum which corresponds to the field in the vortex cores. Pen-
etration depth can be also investigated. If it is lower than the vortex distance the
field distribution will display a minimum. More details in Sec. 3.5. Temperature
dependence of the field distribution for B = 75 and 150 G does not show in Fig. 6.14
any evidence of superconducting transition as the symmetric distribution remains
unaltered from 1 K to the base temperature. However, the SC upper critical mag-
netic field Hc (69 mK)  10 Oe estimated by Chen et al [13] at Pamb is by far larger
than the transverse field. The shift to lower fields in the field distribution for B =
150 G is explained by the effect of the internal fields of the AFM phase as it is also
observed at 1 K.
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Figure 6.14: Probability distribution of the internal flux density at dif-
ferent temperatures for 75 (a) and 150 G (b) applied fields.
6.3 Resistivity
The ground state was also investigated by resistivity measurements since its
value is expected to drop to zero if any partial or total transition takes place on the
sample.
The model of ”free” electrons predicts a conductivity linearly dependent on
the mean free path of electrons, strongly affected by the electron-electron scatter-
ing. It has seen that the simple model of interactions adiabatically activated given
by the Fermi Liquid theory does not take into account the electron-phonon inter-
actions. The T2-dependence of the resistivity when electron-electron is dominant
turn to a resistance that varies linearly on T at high temperatures and transforms
smoothly into a T5-dependence at low temperatures if thermal vibrations govern the
electrons free path. In real metals, systems are not so simple and the entire crystal
lattice also enters into the scattering process known as Umklapp phonon scattering
that differs from one compound to another. At low temperature, when phonons are
frozen out, defects gain relevance and give rise to a residual resistivity, ρres, which
is temperature independent. Their contribution is usually described by the residual
resistivity ratio [RRR ≡ RRT/R4K = ρRT/ρ4K ] that does not depend on the sample
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shape. The assumption ρres  ρ4K is usually made as the temperature variation is
low below 4 K. In the heavy fermion family is also relevant the electronic scattering
with magnetic impurities introduced in Sec. 2.6.1.
Although resistivity may seem a straightforward technique, several complica-
tions show up when metals or low resistivity compounds are measured. CeRhIn5 is a
metal with a low resistivity of several µm·Ω so any resistance from the wires will be
larger than the sample one. This inconvenience is normally overcome by using the
four-lead arrangement or Kelvin method which avoids spurious voltmeter readings
from the leads resistance. A sketch of the setup is shown in Fig. 6.15
Figure 6.15: Four-lead arrangement for measuring transport properties.
In this case the voltage measured at the voltmeter, V34, is
V34 = (I − i)R1234 − i(2r0 + 2rlead +Rln) + V a− V b (6.8)
where Va and Vb are the contact potentials that are easily removed by reversing the
source polarity or using an AC source, r0 is the contact resistance and rlead is the
lead resistance. A large input voltmeter impedance Rln = 10MΩ makes i I and
then
V34 ∼= I12R1234 (6.9)
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being V34 = V4 − V3 and I12 ≡ I ∼= VinRout+R(RT ) . R(RT) is an external resistance at
room temperature much larger than the contact resistance R0 to assure a constant
applied current. Rout is the function generator output resistance.
The van der Pauw method [34] provides a method to measure the resistivity,
particularly useful for measurements of materials that are not easily fabricated into
long, uniform and bar shapes: the type of configuration that is usually required for
common transport measurements. Samples must satisfy the following conditions to
use the technique:
• they must have a flat shape of uniform thickness.
• they must no have isolated holes.
• They must be homogeneous and isotropic.
• The ratio between the area of the contact should be much smaller than the
sample area.
In fact, the resistivity error, ∆ρ due to contacts of size δ and sample size D is
∆ρ
ρ
≈ ( δ
D
)2
(6.10)
Furthermore, technique accuracy is improved if contacts are spaced apart around
the edges of the sample.
Resistivity of an arbitrarily shaped flat sample and thickness t were found to
be
ρ =
pi · t
ln2
· R1234 +R1324
2
· f(R1234
R1324
)
(6.11)
where f takes into account the sample asymmetry. It becomes 1 for R1234 = R1324
that takes place in samples with a line of symmetry if two contacts are placed in
the line of symmetry and the other two symmetrically with respect the line. In this
case only one measurement is required to obtain the resistivity.
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6.3.1 Sample preparation
A small bit of the sample used for the µSR experiment was ground and polished
to meet the requirements of the van der Pauw resistivity method. The sample was
cut to a square shape without holes and the Struers’ Labo System, a modular
grinding and polishing system, provides grinding clothes that were used to reduce
the thickness down to an uniform and flat 320 µm thick sample with an almost
symmetric surface. The smooth surface was obtained by polishing clothes. A scheme
of the almost symmetric sample used is depicted in Fig. 6.16 including the sample
dimensions and contact nomenclature.
Figure 6.16: Scheme of the sample used in resistivity measurements with
an axis of symmetry, dimensions and contact nomenclature.
Bright and thin samples present some difficulties to make contact for trans-
port measurements. In metals, contacts with low surface resistance, r0 in Eq. 6.8,
are needed to avoid spurious contribution. Ekin’s book [35] gives an extensive and
practical discussion about contact choice as a function of their applications, mainly
for superconducting samples. To investigate the contact resistance effects two kinds
of contacts were made. First measurements were carried out by pressing Indium sol-
der against the metal surface with the soldering iron at relatively low temperature.
70 µm Gold wires connect the sample to the PPMS resistive sample puck. On the
other hand, 35 µm Aluminium wires were electrically connected by wire-bonding to
the sample. For low temperature transport measurements in the Bluefors Dilution
Refrigerator, a specific sample holder made of high-purity and Oxygen free Copper
was designed to improve the sample thermalisation. For these measurements, su-
perconducting Lead contacts (Tc = 7.2 K) and Al wires (Tc = 1.2 K) were used to
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avoid heating the sample. Details of the resistivity puck, the sample and the sample
holder for low temperature measurements are depicted in Fig. 6.17.
Figure 6.17: (a) Picture of the PPMS resistive sample puck. (b) Scheme
of the setup for low temperature transport measurements in the
dilution refrigerator. It includes a pure Cu holder to improve sam-
ple thermalisation, the RuO2 thermometer and superconducting
Pb pads and Al contact wires to avoid heating effects due to the
applied current.
The sample was isolated from the holder by a thin piece of rizla paper. If con-
tacts are compared, In solder provides a larger contact surface that should reduce the
contact resistivity, although the large contact and sample size ratio will give an error
of ∆ρ/ρ ∼ 10%. Wire-bonding reduces the size error dramatically but they have less
grip. Contact effects on the measurements will be discuss in the results section 6.3.3.
6.3.2 Experimental setup
The four-lead arrangement was prepared for transport measurements in the
Resistivity option of the PPMS. Potential difference was measured by a SR830 Lock-
in amplifier and its function generator used to inject a 117 Hz AC current. As the
contact potential are polarity dependent their contribution will be removed by using
an AC source. The potential difference measured in any two contacts Vk,l= Vl-Vk
in Eq. 6.8 will result in
Vkl = (Iij − i)Rijkl − i(2r0 + 2rlead +Rln) (6.12)
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for any i, j, k, l contact. A load resistance at room temperature of R(RT)= 300 Ω,
located in a Faraday cage to isolate from electromagnetic interferences, plus the 50
Ω output resistance of the voltage source prevent changes in the input current, Iij.
The thermal dependence of lead resistance will be negligible compared with the load
resistance. For the dilution refrigerator setup, the room temperature resistance is
replaced by a 1 KΩ as the fridge leads resistance are larger. The large input Lock-in
impedance Rln= 10 MΩ make, in principle, the current in the detecting circuit, i
zero or negligible, therefore
Vkl ∼= IijRijkl (6.13)
6.3.3 Results
The resistance was measured in two perpendicular directions of the sample
surface (ab plane). According to the contacts nomenclature given in Fig. 6.16, the
temperature dependence of the single-crystalline CeRhIn5 resistance was measured
by using Gold wires, R1234 ≡ R‖ and with Aluminium wires in the perpendicular
direction, R1324 ≡ R⊥. Resistivity and resistance temperature dependence from
RT to 2K are shown in Fig. 6.18 for R‖ (black and red lines) and R⊥ (green and
blue lines). Similar results in both direction confirm the axial symmetry and van
der Pauw resistivity will be simplified, for a sample thickness t, to ρ = pi·t
ln2
· R‖+R⊥
2
(cyan line) as f ≈ 1. For simplicity we can define ρ‖,⊥ ≡ pi·tln2R‖,⊥ An unusual peak
appears at T1 ≈ 38 K that is not related with the kind of contact used as it oc-
curs with both Al, R‖, and Au wires, R⊥. Three different temperature regimes are
observed. An almost constant resistivity begins to decrease below 100 K until T1
is reached. From the peak to the PPMS base temperature at 2 K, the behaviour
is slightly unequal for the setups. Whereas the perpendicular resistivity (Al wires)
remains in a quasi-stable value of ρ4K⊥  31.5µΩ · cm, the parallel resistivity has
a turning point at 13.5 K, below which the resistivity increase slightly until the
base temperature. The magnetic nature of the transition is confirmed by apply-
ing a perpendicular field along the c axis, B= 1 T. The resistivity under the field
does not exhibit the peak, although the resistivity trend remains similar than the
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non-field data. It would mean that the magnetic transition is intrinsic to the sample.
Figure 6.18: CeRhIn5 resistivity and resistance temperature dependence
in two perpendicular directions of the ab plane with and without
an applied field H = 1T. ρ‖ (black and red lines) and ρ⊥ (green and
blue lines) are defined as ρ‖,⊥ ≡ pi·tln2R‖,⊥. Axial symmetry results
in an average total resistivity ρ for a sample thickness = 320 µm
(cyan line).
The uneven behaviour below 13.5 K suggests a contribution of the contact
wires in the resistivity. The 10 MΩ input impedance avoids circulating current in
the detecting circuit but if the contact wires resistance r0 in Eq. 6.12 would be in
the same order than the sample one, some current might circulate through the wires
and come back to the sample. That might explain the different behaviour of the
measurements with Gold and Aluminium contact wires. Fig. 6.19 plots the resis-
tivity measured in-plane, ρa, and out-plane, ρc, from Moll et al. work [36] and the
resistivity and the calculated resistance of 1 cm long Gold wires [37] and Aluminium
wires for two residual resistivity [38]. There is a wide agreement in literature about
the dramatic change of the CeRhIn5 resistivity below 40 K that corresponds to the
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resistivity peak in our measurments. Below that temperature, the wires resistance
have a residual resistance around 1 mΩ that is approximately the sample resistance.
It might justify the current through the wires and the uneven sample resistivity
depending on the wires used.
Figure 6.19: (a). Temperature dependence of in-plane (a) and out-plane
(b) resistivity of CeRhIn5 taken from [36]. (b) Resistivity and
resistance of 1 cm and 70 µm Gold wires [37] and Aluminium wires
with two residual resistivity, ρ0 [38].
These results motivated the double Al contact wires used for the low tem-
perature resistivity measurements. Double wiring was bonded to the sample and
connected to a Lead pads for two reasons: both Lead and Aluminium are supercon-
ducting at the interesting temperature and any contribution should disappear below
the Al superconducting transition at Tc = 1.2K and the risk of wasting time due
to broken wires by thermal expansion minimised. Fig. 6.20 shows the temperature
dependence below 1.3 K for two applied current 1.6 mA (black line) and 3 mA (red
line). An abrupt drop in the resistivity from ∼ 37µΩ · cm due to the Al wires super-
conducting transition is observed for 3 mA data (inset figure). Below 1 K, a residual
resistivity of 12.7 and 12.3 µΩ ·cm for the applied currents do not exhibit any signa-
ture of a superconducting transition. CeRhIn5 has a weak temperature dependence
with a residual resistivity ratio [RRR≡ RRT/R1K = ρRT/ρ(1K) ≈ 3] much lower
than the nominal values ∼ 100 [22, 39]. Two possible explanations are found for the
low RRR ratio. The discrepancies of the resistivity below 10 K suggest that the con-
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Figure 6.20: Low temperature in-plane (ρ‖) resistivity of CeRhIn5 for
two different currents. Al wires superconducting transition is seen
at 1.2 K (inset).
tact wires contribute to the low temperature resistivity hindering the measurement
of the sample resistivity. The RRR ratio is normally a hint of the sample quality,
defects or impurities in a low-quality sample will increase the residual resistivity but
the sample was previously used in the neutron scattering experiment carried out by
Stock et al. [17] and the CeRhIn5 weak magnetism requires high quality samples for
neutron experiments so causes should must be different. The polishing and grinding
work conducted on the sample might have modified the sample properties, in fact,
powdered [12, 13] and polished [13] samples have reported lost of superconductivity
as shown Fig 6.3.
6.4 Conclusions
The CeRhIn5 ground state has been claimed to become superconducting at
T∼90 mK at ambient pressure [12–14], although other work were unable to ob-
serve superconductivity above 70 mK [11]. The pure superconducting phase at high
pressures and the incommensurate helical antiferromagnetism at ambient and low
pressures is well understood but the nature of the coexisting phases is still under de-
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bate. Either textured superconducting phase residing in the magnetic domain walls
or in the nucleated domains of a new helical phase [9] or a bulk superconductivity
very sensitive to sample inhomogeneities [13] have been suggested. The occurrence
of a superconducting ground state at ambient pressure would indicate that other
phenomena rather the pressure contributes to the superconducting state and would
support the bulk superconductivity. The ground state have been investigated down
to 50 mK by a local magnetic probe, µSR and by resistivity measurements down
to 20 mK. The µSR success investigating superconductors is widely recognised. In
this work, ZF-µSR and TF-µSR are a useful tool to study the magnetic ground
state that become antiferromagnetic with an incommensurate and helical structure.
The large proportion of internal fields along the c axis (fno/Vf > 55%) supports the
assignment of induced and short-range magnetic moments in Rh atoms along the c
axis [20], but also a phase separation scenario was considered. Neither the ZF-µSR,
the time-resolved TF-asymmetry or the field distribution at the muon sites exhib-
ited any signature of superconductivity. The magnetic fields chosen for the TF-µSR
experiment were lower than 60 mT, field in which the claimed bulk superconductiv-
ity vanishes [40]. However, a low critical field of Hc(T)= 10 Oe at T  69 mK were
estimated [13] that is lower than the lowest field used in the experiment (75 Oe).
Even so, in the ZF-µSR experiment superconductivity was not found confirming
that there is no a coexistence of phases. The possibility of a low density of states
participating in the SC transition (13%), estimated by Chen et al. [13], that may
be screened out by the large asymmetry that does not depolarise must be ruled out
as contributions of internal fields lower than 5% were easily detected.
Temperature dependence of the resistivity has been investigated in the basal
plane (ab plane) of a single-crystalline CeRhIn5 sample using the van der Pauw
arrangement. Two kind of contacts, Gold and Aluminium wires, were tested to
identify spurious voltage difference from the detecting circuit. An unusual magnetic
transition, not observed before [36, 39], were found at T1 ∼ 38K, whose nature
seems to be intrinsic to the sample as it was reported for both setups and it is
vanished by applying field. Resistivity below 1 K remains constant with a residual
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resistivity ρres  12.5 ± 0.3µΩ · cm. The slightly different behaviour below T1 de-
pending on the contact wire used, the large residual resistivity and the unexpected
behaviour at higher temperatures encourage to carry out a more comprehensive
study of the resistivity. The observation that superconducting resistive transitions
under pressure are more prominent in high-quality samples but vanishes in lower
quality specimens [9] would motivate the fabrication of high quality samples. The
degradation of the superconductivity at ambient pressure by polishing or powdering
the sample requires to restate the sample preparation as the sample was ground
and polished to remove irregularities in the surface. A batch of samples should be
fabricated with different geometries as a starting point for a systematic study of
the impurities and contact effects. The superconducting transition at T ∼ 75mK
would require a more exhaustive study of the sample thermalisation. Although a
well-calibrated thermometer was located close to the sample, thermal heat on the
sample due to the applied current has not been studied in details. Furthermore, the
magnetometer developed in this project might be used to investigate the magnetic
susceptibility as soon as the thermalisation issues were sorted out.
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7
Conclusions and further work
During the course of this work, the first magnetometer in a liquid helium free dilution
refrigerator has been built. In the SQUID-based magnetometer a base temperature
of a hundred milliKelvins have been achieved and tools to measure up to MHz fre-
quencies in the SQUID open-loop operation mode provided. It is demonstrated that
the slew rate of the flux-locked loop circuit used to linearise the SQUID response
hinders susceptibility measurements beyond a few hundred of kHz. Instead, a ver-
satile and exchangeable system of flux transformers were fabricated to reduce the
magnetic flux from the sample to the SQUID down to the linear range of the SQUID
open-loop mode, removing the frequency limitations. A comprehensive study of the
noise sources made it possible to properly shield the magnetometer and isolate it
from electromagnetic interferences in such a way that the final design exhibits a
noise level similar to the bare SQUID. An almost flat noise per root Hertz were
achieved beyond 50 kHz providing a sensitivity up to five orders of magnitude in
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the locked-loop mode and two-three orders of magnitude in the open-loop mode used
at high frequencies. The Dy2Ti2O7 spin ice was chosen to calibrate and test the sam-
ple thermalisation thanks to the high-dependence of the freezing transition with the
frequency. Thermalisation issues related to heating effects at high frequencies were
identified and solved by a measurement protocol that was also optimised to improve
the sensitivity and remove Eddy currents generated in the Copper holder at high
frequencies. Further works should be focused on solving the sample thermalisation
issues and to carry out high frequency measurements. The calibration of a new
thermometer with a larger temperature range and less noisy response are required.
The next step should be orientated to remove the temperature gradient between the
sample and fridge base temperature. For that purpose, a new design of the sample
holder, thermally linked to the MXC on both ends might be the best solution. It
may also provide a lower base temperature as the base temperature of the fridge
including the magnetometer was 14 mK. It will give access to investigate quantum
critical transition or other exciting physics such as the superconducting transition
in CeRhIn5 claimed to appear at ∼ 90 mK. To test the high-frequency magnetome-
ter capabilities, samples with relevant physics within that range of frequencies and
temperatures should be analysed. A pure Sapphire rod already designed may be
used instead of the diamagnetic Copper. The paramagnetic Sapphire crystal is an
electrical insulator that would avoid Eddy currents with a relatively good thermal
conductivity.
Nb1−yFe2+y belongs to a family of ferromagnetic metallic alloys where theoret-
ical considerations suggest that the second order quantum phase transition from a
metallic paramagnet to an itinerant ferromagnet in the absence of quenched disorder
is avoided by one of two escape routes, either the transition becomes discontinuous
induced by fluctuations or a new ground state emerges forming a spatially mod-
ulated magnetic phase or spin density wave. Whereas first order quantum critical
points have been observed in many systems, spin density wave has proven to be more
challenging to experimentally investigate. Stoichiometric NbFe2 has been investi-
gated by bulk magnetic techniques and muon spin relaxation, as the Nb1−yFe2+y
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composition series is a good candidate to study ferromagnetic criticality. The con-
trol parameter y leads the magnetic transition to a quantum critical point around
which a spin density wave has been reported close to stoichiometry. The past failure
to detect magnetic order by neutron scattering, the ferrimagnetism found by Comp-
ton scattering in Fe-rich samples and theoretical studies suggesting several magnetic
ground states with similar energy motivated the µSR study that is able, in prin-
ciple, to differentiate commensurate and incommensurate magnetic arrangements.
The µSR lineshape was only well-fitted by a phenomenological Kubo Toyabe relax-
ation function. It describes a magnetic order dominated by randomly-orientated
static moments at muon sites with magnitudes homogeneously distributed from 0
to an effective field, ∆eff , equivalent to M ∼ 0.0075µB/Fe at 2K where fluctuations
remain in the slow fluctuation limit. The field distribution may be explained by two
possible scenarios: a new magnetic ground state controlled by short-range correla-
tions or a SDW with helical and incommensurate modulation. The sensitivity of
µSR to the field distribution in the vicinity of the quantum critical point was clearly
demonstrated. Further measurements around criticality might reveal details of the
field distribution and fluctuations in the Nb1−yFe2+y series.
CeRhIn5 is a heavy fermion that orders into an antiferromagnetic phase at TN
 3.8 K and becomes superconductor under pressure. The pressure-induced super-
conductivity exhibits a region of intermediate pressures where superconducting and
antiferromagnetic order coexist. The nature of the superconductivity is still under
debate due to a disagreement in the Tc found by different techniques and works.
Either bulk or filamentary superconductivity have been claimed but the supercon-
ductivity onset at ambient pressure in specific heat, susceptibility and resistivity
measurements with similar Tc  90 K were suggested to be an evidence of bulk
superconductivity. The CeRhIn5 ground state has been investigated by µSR in the
zero and transverse field geometry down to 50 mK and complemented by resistivity
measurements down to 20 mK. The antiferromagnetic phase produces an oscillat-
ing ZF-µSR lineshape associated with four frequencies. Neither the frequencies or
the initial asymmetry displayed any temperature dependence around the expected
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transition temperature, even though volume fraction lower than 5% were detected.
Moreover, the large proportion of muons that do not depolarise supports the as-
signment of induced and short-range magnetic moments in Rh atoms along the c
axis. TF-µSR was investigated in the time and frequency domain for three different
fields chosen below and above the highest internal field at the muon sites. Magnetic
field in a superconductors is expelled by the Meissner effect forming an internal vor-
tex line lattice that spreads the field distribution asymmetrically. The precessional
frequency of the muon polarisation therefore undergoes a Gaussian relaxation pro-
portional to the width of the field distribution that is inversely proportional to the
penetration depth and directly proportional to the superconducting carrier density.
The temperature dependence of the relaxation rate does not reveal any change below
1 K. Furthermore the field distribution were investigated in the frequency domain
to detect any evidence of the vortex line lattice. The field distribution displayed
a Gaussian lineshape centred on the applied fields, all below the field in which the
reported bulk superconductivity vanishes, without any signature of a superconduct-
ing transition. Resistivity measurements exhibited a magnetic transition at T ∼ 38
K never been observed before. The resistivity peak is independent of the contacts
used and disappears by applying field, suggesting an intrinsic character. Below 1 K,
resistivity remains constant. No signature of superconductivity were found in any of
the analysis carried out, but the large residual resistivity and the contact effects in
the low temperature resistivity motivates further investigations. Measurements of
the sample quality and a systematic study of the resistivity with different geometries
avoiding sample treatment that might add impurities are recommendable. It would
clarify the unusual residual resistivity and would detect extrinsic contributions to
the resistivity. Effects of the applied current in the sample temperature must be
also investigated. Magnetic susceptibility measurements in the new magnetometer
would provide another tool to investigate the CeRhIn5 ground state.
A
Appendices
A.1 Refrigerators
Before choosing a refrigerator a few requirements should be considered:
• the refrigerator must get colder than the experiment temperature.
• it must have enough cooling power to absorb the power dissipated by the
measurements and the thermal links.
• the sample must cool in a reasonable time.
Historically, liquid cryogens have been used to maintain the experiment temperature.
Liquid Nitrogen and Helium are the two most common refrigerants in cryogenic ap-
plications with 77 K and 4.2 K boiling point, respectively. The liquid Helium cost,
the inefficient cryogenics transfer processes and the need to reach lower temperatures
encouraged the developing of new technologies that will be detailed in this appendix.
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A.1.1 Cryocoolers
Mechanical coolers or cryocoolers with 4He closed circuits such as pulse-tube
coolers, Stirling coolers or Gifford-McMahon coolers are widely used in to cool or
pre-cool experiments. These cryocoolers are based on the cooling provided by the
compression and expansion of Helium gas. Fig. A.1 (a) outlines a two-stage pulse-
tube coler (PT) whose thermal cycle consists of four steps [1]: firstly, the piston
compresses the gas at room temperature, the pressure increases and the heat of
compression is rejected from the compressor. During this step very little gas is
transferred to the cold part, as the initial pressure difference across the orifice is
small. As the piston compresses further, more working gas passes through the ori-
fice into the reservoir in a quasi-isochoric process. The net effect is that the working
gas is displaced across the high capacity regenerating material with heat transfer
between the gas and the regenerator. The gas pressure and the temperature de-
crease. Then, the compressor reaches the limit, expansion takes place because the
gas continues to flow into the reservoir. Pressure keeps dropping in the PT. In this
step, the PT absorbs heat from the environment that cools down. Finally, the gas
exits the reservoir. The expansion of the compression space results in another quasi-
isochoric process. The pressure and the temperature of the cryogenic gas increases
until the cycle is completed.
A PT can reach the gas boiling point at the working pressure. To optimize
its cooling power and reduce the thermal load two stages are used, one at 45 K
and another at 4 K. Although the PT efficiency is lower than a Sterling cooler, the
cooling power is larger and the absence of moving parts in the cold part reduces
vibrations and therefore it is more suitable for low temperature experiments. If it
is compared with liquid Helium refrigerators, the cost saving and to avoid the ar-
duous work of transfer the Helium regularly make worthy the high electrical power
consumption. The magnetometer was developed in a refrigerator that includes the
Cryomech PT415 model depicted in Fig. A.1 (b) with a cooling power of 40W at
the 45 K stage and 1.5 W at the 4 K stage.
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Figure A.1: (a) Two stage PT scheme. (b) Drawing of the Cryomech
PT-415 used in the Bluefors dilution refrigerator.
A.1.2 Cooling below 4 K
Helium has the lowest latent heat of evaporation. The reasons are: the weak
Van der Waals forces between the atoms because of the shielding effect of the closed
electronic s-shell; and the small atomic mass that gives a large zero point energy
with a large vibration amplitude being atoms less confined. If Helium is pumped,
the boiling point decreases and it remains liquid down to the absolute zero. Temper-
atures between 4 and 1.2 K are achieved by pumping 4He. Below this temperature
the vapour pressure becomes too small and hence, the latent heat and the cool-
ing power as well. Liquid 4He has another peculiar property that it needs to bear
in mind if it is used as a refrigerator. Below 2.17 K it becomes a superfluid and
different properties show up. For instance, the thermal conductivity dramatically
increases hampering the cooling. To minimise the refrigerant that is cold below 4
K is desirable to save time and cooling power. Otherwise, the cooling power will be
unnecessarily wasted since Helium has a very high heat capacity.
The 3He isotope is another cryogen candidate. It is even lighter and, therefore,
the boiling point is lower (3.2 K at ambient pressure). The larger vapour pressure
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(see Fig. A.2 (a)) allows one to reach temperatures lower than 300 mK when it is
pumped. 3He is produced from the tritium decay in nuclear reactors or from oil
wells. Unfortunately, the cost (£2500 per STP litre of gas) constrains its use to
closed circuits.
Figure A.2: (a) 3He and 4He vapour pressure as a function of tempera-
ture. (b) 3He-4He mixture phase diagram from [2].
A.1.2.1 Sorption refrigerators
Another method to achieve temperatures below 4 K is using the pumping
properties of sorbents. Sorption refrigerators are based on the sorbents physical
properties to retain gases at low temperatures. The sorbent, normally charcoal,
adsorbs Helium at low temperatures but the Helium is released when the charcoal
is heated up. Complete desorption is reached at around 25 K. To operate a sorption
refrigerator it must be thermalised to the refrigerant boiling point temperature ( at
ambient pressure, 4.2 K for 4He and 3.3 K for 3He). A scheme of a 3He −4 He
sorption cooler is shown in Fig. A.3. The heat switch links the sorption pump
to the refrigerant by a thermalised flange and controls its temperature. When the
switch is off the charcoal warms up, desorbing the gas and increasing the vapour
pressure. The gas drives off the pump and liquifies when it passes through the con-
denser that is linked to the thermal bath. Gravity makes it fall to the evaporator.
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Then, the switch is turned on and the pump thermalises to the Helium bath. The
charcoal cools down and the gas is absorbed, working as a pump. The vapour pres-
sure decreases and hence, the boiling point of the liquid also drops. As a result, the
evaporator cools down until the lowest temperature whilst the charcoal remains at
the thermal bath temperature. If 3He is used as a refrigerant the vapour pressure
phase diagram (Fig. A.2 (a)) is different and lower temperature can be achieved.
800 mK and 300 mK are the common lowest temperature of 4He and 3He sorption
pumps, respectively.
Figure A.3: Modified 3He−4 He sorption cooler scheme from [3].
To optimize the cooling power a combination of 3He-4He sorption pumps
(Fig. A.3) is normally used. The 4He sorption cooler works as a pre-cooling pump
that provides the starting temperature to the 3He pump, since pumping the 4He
reservoir to 2 K involves to boil off a large amount of the liquid with the resulting
waste of cooling power. A third 3He stage was developed [4] to improve the pump
performance and to reduce the base temperature to ∼250 mK . The cooling power
is given by the phase transition parameter
Q˙ = ∆Hn˙ (A.1)
where ∆H is the difference of molar enthalpy between the gas and the liquid phases.
n˙ is the number of Helium atoms per unit of time that evaporates from the liquid
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surface and it depends directly on the vapour pressure whose temperature depen-
dence can be explained from the Clausius-Clapeyron equation dP
dT
= ∆S
∆V
. As the
liquid volume is negligible compared with the volume of the gas, the ideal gas ap-
proximation can be used. As a result, the vapour pressure decays exponentially with
the temperature limiting the lowest temperature to above 0.2 K.
Sorption coolers present several advantages: they are simple to use and easy
to automate; reliable, as they can work without external pumping; relatively cheap;
and their pumping speed is high. These properties make them very popular in low
temperature fridges. Unfortunately, the lowest temperature is limited and they do
not run continuously, as the helium needs to be re-liquefied. To overcome this incon-
venience, a design to keep an almost steady base temperature was recently built [5].
It consists of two parallel fridges running alternatively to provide a constant cooling
power.
A.1.2.2 Adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator
Another technique to reach low temperatures is the Adiabatic Demagnetiza-
tion Refrigerators (ADRs) that are based on the adiabatic demagnetization of some
paramagnetic salt. A superconducting magnet produces a field that orientates the
spins of the salt pill. The heat produced during the magnetization is removed by
linking the salt thermally to a reservoir, and therfore the salt temperature remains
constant. After that, the thermal link or heat switch is disconnected isolating the
salt. When the magnetic field is reduced, the demagnetization cools the salt pill
and temperatures down to 100 mK can be achieved. Finally, the salt pill is heated
up and the cooling cycle close, so the system does not operate continuously. Again,
complicated systems with salts in parallel have been developed to provide continuous
operation [6]. The temperature is easily controlled by the magnetic field with low
time consumption, and the absence of gas handling systems avoid leak problems. In
contrast, ADRs provides low cooling power (0.1 mW at 0.1 K [6]), and the magnet
makes them heavier than sorption coolers. The thermal load in the Helium bath is
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high due to the large current needed to feed the magnet and the high magnetic field
may hamper the experiment thus special care is needed to shield the sample space.
A.1.3 Dilution refrigerators
Dilution refrigerators (DR) are the most reliable method to achieve continu-
ous cooling below 300 mK and base temperature of several mK may be reached.
Enough continuous cooling power at these temperatures is possible thanks to the
special properties of 3He−4He mixture. The mixture undergoes a phase transition
below 700 mK, (temperature depends on concentration, see Fig. A.2 (b)). The
mixture separates into two phases. A concentrated phase, with a rich proportion of
3He, floats on the top of a poor 3He phase or dilute phase, where 3He and 4He co-
exists. As temperature decreases, more isotopes cross the phase boundary but even
at T=0 K, a 6% of 3He remains in the dilute phase due to the different statistics of
bosons and fermions.
Figure A.4: (a) Bluefors DR Helium cycle. (b) DR Bluefors picture [2].
A DR consists of a mixing chamber (MXC), where the phase separation takes
place and the lowest temperature is reached, and a still or evaporator, at higher
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temperature, that pumps the Helium out. The mixture circulates from the external
tanks to the MXC through heat exchangers that thermalise the incoming mixture
with the outgoing gas. The Helium flow controls the cooling power so a gas handling
system with a turbomolecular pump is required. The cooling cycle is quite similar
in all the DR, so this section will cover the details of the Bluefors DR (See Fig. A.4).
Pre-cooling may be provided by a 4He bath or by a two stages PT as it is the case
with the Bluefors DR. The 45 K and the 4 K stage are thermally anchored to the
cryostat plates by Copper braids that damp vibrations from the PT. The 4 K plate
is quasi-radiation shielded and thermally isolated from its surrounding by the 4 K
can. The mixture is pushed into the cryostat from the external tanks and cleaned
of contamination by the cold traps. The first trap remains in a Nitrogen bath and
freezes undesirable particles before the mixture enters into the cryostat. The second
one is thermally linked to the 50 K plate. It works also as a heat exchanger and
together with the others heat exchangers condense the mixture before arriving to
the MXC. The pillars, that keep apart the MXC from the still, works also as a heat
exchanger. A sorption pump on the top of the pillars controls the Helium gas that
thermally links, or not, the plates.
The bottom of the MXC is connected to the still that pumps the gas out of
the MXC providing the circulation. A pressure difference is created between them
and the vapour pressure in the MXC and the boiling temperature drops, cooling the
MXC. At temperatures below 700 mK the mixture separates into the two phases at
the MXC. At that point, the dilute phase falls to the bottom of the MXC by gravity
and only the Helium from the concentrated phase is pumped out. As the vapour
pressure of the 3He is larger than the 4He, almost only 3He is evaporated from the
still that remains in a quasi-constant temperature between 0.8-1 K.
The cooling power in the MXC depends on the 3He atoms that cross the
boundary from the dilute to the concentrated phase according to the Eq. A.1. In
this case, the enthalpy difference is between pure 3He in the two phases and is given
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by the heat capacity:
H(T ) = H(0) +
∫ T
0
C(T )dT
with C ∝ T as 3He is a Fermi particle. The resulting cooling power
Q˙ = n˙(T 2 − T 2b ) (A.2)
varies now quadratically with the temperature and makes the cooling more efficient
at low temperature than in sorption coolers. Base temperature, Tb, of few mK can
be achieved.
Although a few details, like the pumping method or the heat exchangers may vary
from one model to another, the technique is very similar in all the commercial DR
available.
Low temperature experiments were carried out in a Bluefors LD-400 dilu-
tion refrigerator (DR) . It combines a two-stage Pulse Tube, that makes the fridge
“cryogen-free” with a significant cost saving, and a DR with a cooling power of 15
µW at 20 mK and 450 µW at 100 mK. The DR provides a continuous operation
with a better cooling power than ADR [6]. These features give a pioneering position
to build a novel low temperature and high frequency magnetometer in a dry dilution
fridge.
A.2 SQUID electronics
A.2.1 Flux-locked loop circuit (FLL)
Although the SQUID can operate in an open-loop mode around the working
point (WP), the transfer coefficient only remains unchanged for small δφ and a non-
linear output is obtained if the flux amplitude exceeds the linear flux range Φ0/pi.
The dynamic range is considerably increased, Φmax  Φ0, if the voltage-to-flux
response is linearised by using a flux-locked loop (FLL) feedback circuit, an elec-
tronic circuit located at room temperature together with an amplifier. The FLL is
depicted in Fig. A.5. The SQUID output is amplified, integrated and fed back via
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a resistor Rf and a feedback coil that apply a magnetic flux Φf in such a way that
the working point WP in Fig. 4.5 remains stable, keeping a null flux in the SQUID.
The feedback flux Φf will be equal and the output voltage proportional to the input
flux induced in the SQUID and, then, the characteristic periodic flux-to-voltage lin-
earised. At this point, the transfer coefficient does not depend on the working point
of the SQUID, but only on the circuit components Rf . In the particular device used
in this work, the voltage-to-flux transfer coefficient can be reduced 10 or 100 times
by modifying the resistance and the capacitor included in the circuit via software.
Figure A.5: Scheme of a Flux-Locked Loop circuit taken from Thomas
Schurig work [7].
A.2.2 Two-stage SQUID amplifier
The programmable Feedback Loop Model PFL-102 is designed to operate a
two-stage SQUID amplifier. Originally developed by Welty et al. [8], a scheme of the
two-stage amplifier is shown in Fig. A.6. The low-noise SQUID consists of an input
stage and an output stage. The former is a voltage-biased SQUID via a resistor
Rb ≈ 100 mΩ and a bias current I1. Rb may be calculated by the rms voltage noise
given by Vn =
√
4KBT/Rb, being KB the Boltzmann constant and T the SQUID
temperature. The induced superconducting current in the gradiometer by the sam-
ple magnetic moment is coupled to the SQUID by an input coil as it was explain in
Sec. 4.2.2. The coupling is characterised by the self-inductance Li and the mutual
inductance Mi. The input SQUID is coupled in series through the modulation coils
to an array of N=32 identical, non-hysterertic SQUIDs in the output stage. The
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total inductance of the array modulation coils is NLm.
In the same way, the output SQUID array is current biased using bias current
I2. A changing signal coupled to the input SQUID will produce a current through
the input SQUID that coherently modulates the series SQUID array in the output
stage. Finally, the output stage is directly coupled to a low-noise preamplifier in the
Figure A.6: Schematic diagram of a typical two-stage SQUID amplifier
from Star Cryoelectronics SA632s user’s manual.
room-temperature feedback electronics. The design is made in such a way that the
output noise is dominated by the amplified noise of the input SQUID and exceeds
the noise of the room-temperature preamplifier.
To operate the SQUID amplifier, firstly the output array is optimised by ob-
taining the largest output voltage. A test signal is applied to the modulation coils
through the FB2 circuit. The generated flux, φ, in the array and a bias current
I2 between 40-60 µA will produce the standard V-φ SQUID response. An offset
voltage is used to adjust the steepest part of the flux-to-voltage transfer function at
zero Volts. The array working point is, then, optimised and ready for locked-loop
operation.
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The SQUID array operating in a locked mode works as a low-noise preampli-
fier for the input SQUID. The small signal voltage of the input SQUID of around
100 µV/Φ0 is amplified to the final voltage-to-flux transfer function depicted in Fig.
4.5. In a similar way than the array, the voltage bias across the input SQUID is set
by the SQUID bias current I1. The test signal is now coupled to the input SQUID
and the SQUID output signal ∆I maximised. The array operates as an amplifier
when the FLL is used to lock the input SQUID. The linearity is enhanced having a
maximum current on the input SQUID lower than the current required to induce a
quantum flux in the output array.
The Star Cryoelectronics SQUIDs are fabricated using a robust and reliable
Nb/Al−AlOx/Nb trilayer Josephson junction technology and mounted in a printed
circuit board. Two Niobium pads connect the gradiometer or the flux transformer
to the input SQUID. The magnetic shielding is provided by a threaded Niobium
cylinder and a mu-metal hollow tube that avoids trapped flux in the flux vortices of
the type II superconducting Niobium.
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